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Introduction 
S .  J AN I C E  K E E  
ONEOF THE MOST IMPORTANT LINKS in the chain 
of operations for public library improvement and development today 
is a state library agency, empowered and adequately equipped to pro- 
vide necessary professional leadership and assistance to localities. 
If we consider state aid to public libraries in its broadest terms, all 
states, territories, and Canadian provinces have legal provisions to 
give some kind of help to local libraries. While they may possess this 
power, to various extents, none of these levels of governments have 
indicated even near satisfaction with their "equipment" in the sense 
of personnel, materials, and operational budget. To perform its widely 
recognized functions of surveying library conditions, planning, train- 
ing, advising and counseling, lending materials, cooperating with ap- 
propriate groups, and coordinating activities, the state library agency 
must have an adequate number of highly qualified and experienced 
staff members, appropriate and sufficient materials, and the necessary 
supporting budget for operation. And, finally, to engage effectively in 
promotional activities to develop the state's network of public library 
systems, the agency needs a program of grants-in-aid or other direct 
aids to local libraries. 
Although the idea of state aid to public libraries in the United 
States might be said to be over a hundred years old, significant library 
developments of 1956 gave it new impetus. A restatement of the na- 
tional standards for public libraries called for the development of 
library systems, and important responsibilities were given to state 
library extension agencies in promoting these systems. The federal 
government recognized its responsibility for public library develop- 
ment with the passage of the Library Services Act, which required 
the states to produce a state plan for library development and assigned 
responsibility for administering federal grants to state library extension 
Miss Kee is Secretary, Wisconsin Free Library Commission. 
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agencies. As a result, the total operation of the library function of 
state government has been greatly enlarged and improved. The li- 
brary literature of the past three years is filled with progress reports 
on rural library development in which the state library extension 
agency's central role is made very clear. 
Clearly indicated, also, in the library developments of the past three 
years throughout the country is the evident importance of the avail- 
ability of grants-in-aids-both federal and state-to the success of 
any state's library program. In this mid-1960 period, fifty-two states and 
territories are participating in the federal grants program under the 
Library Services Act; and twenty-five of these states are making grants- 
in-aid to local libraries. Several other states are, at present, actively 
engaged in an effort to secure passage of state-aid bills; others are 
planning such legislative programs for 1961 or later. 
This current activity in connection with state and federal aid plus 
the fact that relatively little up-to-date documentation is available 
caused the officers of the American Association of State Libraries to 
approach the Editor of Library Trends suggesting an issue devoted 
to the subject of state aid to public libraries. This issue, composed of 
papers written by political scientists as well as librarians closely as- 
sociated with state library work, is the happy result. 
The content of the combined papers, which was discussed and 
agreed upon by the Board of Directors of the Association of State 
Libraries, might be summarized as follows: (1) A statement dealing 
with the history and philosophy, the why, of state aid to public li- 
braries. ( 2 )  Brief explanations of the current patterns of existing 
state-aid programs, giving attention to concepts, Iaws, rules, regula- 
tions, and administrative codes. (3 )  Recognition of the relationship 
of state and national library service standards to state-aid programs. 
( 4 )  Recognition of the relationship of local, state and federal par- 
ticipation in public library development. (5) Attention to the need 
for continuous evaluation of state-aid programs, and (6 )  an account 
of at least one successful legislative campaign for state aid to public 
libraries. 
The special purposes of the publication are, briefly, ( a )  to give 
assistance to states in planning and securing new state-aid programs, 
and ( b )  to help the states improve existing programs of state aid to 
public libraries. 
The papers have been written by highly qualified and experienced 
persons who have, for the most part, carried responsibilities in plan- 
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ning, securing, and administering state-aid programs to libraries. Al-
though i t  might be said they were written by professionals, for pro-
fessionals, it is hoped they will be read and used by library trustees, 
government officials, and other interested citizens. For, finally, public 
library development will advance at a pace compensatory with so-
ciety's rapid changes only ( Ij if the state library extension agency is 
adequately supported and furnishes the necessary leadership on a 
statewide basis, (2 )  if there is full cooperation between the state 
library agency and the state associations of librarians and library 
trustees, ( 3 )  if there exists understanding and cooperation of agencies, 
institutions, and organizations holding allied interests with public 
libraries, and finally, ( 4 )  if there is, most importantly, a deep-rooted 
interest and support from local citizens, directed into effective chan- 
nels of action. This book has been designed and prepared to contribute 
to this development. 
Legal Responsibility for Public Library 
Development 
UNITED STATES 
M.G. TOEPEL 
TODAYIN THESE UNITED STATES the mainte- 
nance of library services is one of a vast array of public functions 
which emanate from each state. It is clear that the state has not only 
authorized or required the establishment of local libraries for the 
dissemination of information, but that it has also accepted some re- 
sponsibility for providing aid to these units. The states' purposes have 
been to stimulate the establishment of these services in areas which 
have been hesitant to act and to equalize the widely varying abilities 
to develop and utilize such services. The efforts of the state to advise 
and counsel, to stimulate by example, to share in the costs of establish- 
ing and operating libraries is but a reflection of the trend among 
states to step up their participation in functions which loom increas- 
ingly large in the lives of the people today. 
There is no doubt that information is a prime factor in modern 
living. Every facet of our lives reflects this need. Scientific develop- 
ment, mechanization, improved communications, the shortening of the 
time-distance relationship, and increased leisure time are some of the 
factors which have put phenomenal pressure on the media of informa- 
tion, but the trail breaker, the pioneer, the advocate, are still essential 
in our complex economy to point up and lead the way to the broader 
horizons which only the discerning see ahead. The state as the con- 
stitutional source of the authority to provide public services essential 
to its people must and has accepted the responsibility to assure in- 
formation through the medium of the hstitutions of learning and for 
a broader segment of its constituents through the medium of the 
Mr. Toepel is Chief, Legislative Reference Library, Wisconsin Free Library Com- 
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public library. Over the years a veritable parade of phases of the 
learning process have first gained recognition and then assistance from 
the state. The elementary school, the high school, teacher training, 
vocational agriculture, audio-visual instruction, vocational rehabilita- 
tion, apprenticeship training, post high school education, as well as 
library services are among the elements of the learning process for 
which the state now accepts some responsibility. 
Today with the heavy demands upon all levels of government for 
more and expanded services, it is necessary that the functions of 
government be both efficient and effective. Here again, the state with 
its corps of experts, its statewide contacts with problems and its oppor- 
tunity to promote minimum standards brings to the governing process 
a level of performance which cannot be attained without over-all 
direction. In this era of performance budgets, work load data, and 
intricate accounting processes the guidance of the state plays an in- 
creasingly important function. This is as essential in the operation of 
public library services as in the operation of the school system, our 
far-flung welfare institutions, our highway system, or our law enforce- 
ment processes. The soft, kind hand of persuasion, counseling, visita- 
tion, all utilized by the strongest regulatory agencies, is the stock in 
trade of the state level agency. 
The pattern of government in the United States is a dynamic thing 
which has resulted not only in ever-increasing activity on the part of 
government but also in the constant shifting of functions from one 
level of government to another. Yet underlying these evidences of 
change are certain principles which have endured for nearly two 
centuries. These principles have placed the function of maintaining 
libraries squarely within the purview of the state. 
Every schoolboy knows that in these United States we live under 
a federal government, a state government, and a multitude of general 
and special purpose local governments. In 1787 when a group of 
conscientious citizens from the confederation of the thirteen coastal 
states assembled at Philadelphia to patch up the faltering Articles of 
Confederation, they soon discovered that they could not fulfill their 
charge. In one of man's greatest efforts to chart the path of future 
action they formulated a new plan known as the Constitution of the 
United States. It was reluctantly accepted by the thirteen independent 
units but it gave life to the system of government. 
Basically, those who assembled in Philadelphia conceded that the 
thirteen independent states could not long endure as a unit unless 
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they granted specific powers to the national government. They, there- 
fore, set forth in Article I, section 8 of the Constitution a series of 
functions which were to be assigned to the national government. 
When the proposed Constitution was submitted to the thirteen states, 
the suspicion of a strong national government caused them to insist 
on a provision clarifying the scope of the federal power. Consequently 
the tenth amendment was added to the Constitution providing that 
"The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, 
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States re-
spectively, or to the people." Thus, the federal government became 
a government of delegated powers with the authority to do only those 
things expressly assigned to it by the Constitution. 
It is clear that in the spectrum of governmental functions known to 
the citizen of 1787 the scope of the powers granted to the federal 
government was limited indeed, while the powers remaining to the 
states loomed large. It is equally clear that a whole mass of factors 
shrunk the boundaries of our nation, made neighbors of Bostonians 
and Californians, and so blurred the lines dividing the states that the 
powers so carefully assigned to the federal government by Article I 
of the Constitution grew out of all proportion to the original intent. 
The states became the reservoir of all the remaining powers. No 
city, no town, no public school, no publicly-supported library exists 
in this nation, except as the state authorizes it in broad or specific 
terms. It is the state which is the fountain of all local authority and 
it is the state which likewise may withdraw the authority it grants. 
The authority granted by the state ranges from the virtual autonomy 
of home rule granted cities in some states to the carefully restricted 
and regulated authority in other fields, such as health, welfare, and 
education. 
The rise of the federal government as the dominant feature of our 
political life was a phenomenon of the post Civil War period. It is 
less well known or accepted that the state, too, has broadened its 
scope both in the extensiveness and intensiveness with which it oper- 
ates. Phases of government concern unknown at the turn of the cen- 
tury have expanded into complex agencies of state government. As 
the twentieth century was born the motor vehicle was virtually un- 
known. Today each state maintains a vast machinery to license ve- 
hicles, to assess taxes and fees on them, to tax their fuel, to build 
roads on which to drive them faster and to restrain people from using 
them at the speeds of which the motor vehicles are capable. Institu- 
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tions of learning from the preschool center to the graduate level^ 
have mushroomed. A complex system for assisting those citizens who 
have suffered adversity has arisen beside another complex of agencies 
established to reduce the probability of, if not prevent, such adversity. 
Government which once was looked upon as a device to regulate 
and restrain has come to be an agency to advise, guide, and stimulate 
the people toward more and broader activities. Reluctant as some may 
be to accept the broadening scope of government on all levels, few 
exercise any effort to resist it. Thus, for example, a quarter of a 
century after the inauguration of the broad program of social se-
curity, we no longer find the resistance of the early 1930's to such 
activity on the part of government but rather a tendency to suggest 
proposals for even broader and deeper coverage. 
Parallel with the evolution of the role of the various levels of govern- 
ment in the political scheme of our nation was the growth of education 
as a public function. It is customary to cite an act of 1647 of the Gen- 
eral Court of Massachusetts as an early effort on the part of govern- 
ment to assure the rudiments of learning to all the children. The 
Ordinance of 1787 provided a major impetus for public education 
in the Middle West, the opening up of the vast area west of the 
Alleghenies provided the opportunity for its expansion. 
In a large part of our land, the unit of public school administration 
was the local school district which became a social institution of 
substantial import. It is not surprising then that public library service 
early developed within the school district structure. In 1835, New York 
began the movement by enacting the first state law providing for tax- 
supported free library service. It permitted the school district to tax 
for the support of a school district library to be used not necessarily 
by the students but by all the public and, in fact, some of the libraries 
were not even located in school buildings. Other states followed the 
example and by the 1870's nineteen states had enacted similar en- 
abling legislation for the establishment of public libraries. Almost im-
mediately grants-in-aid from the state to the local school district were 
provided on a matching basis for the purchase of books. While this 
created an impetus for the expansion in the number of such libraries 
the school district library was but a passing phase in the struggle to 
find a unit of operation which had the resources and motivation to 
be effective. Only in the case of Michigan which early provided a 
constitutional guarantee of some state support did the school district 
library continue to flourish. 
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Instead, the establishment and operation of public libraries became 
recognized as a function of general units of government. While iso- 
lated examples of publicly-supported libraries antedate 1848, it was 
in that year that the legislature of Massachusetts gave Boston per- 
mission to levy a tax in support of a public library. In 1849 New 
Hampshire passed a general law permitting towns to tax for the sup- 
port of libraries, and in 1851 Massachusetts followed with a general 
law providing tax levies for such purposes. The remaining New 
England states quickly followed so that by 1867 all of that comer of 
the nation permitted the public support of library services. Inci- 
dentally the enactments varied greatly state to state in degree of 
detail and specificity and the nature of the legislation has had a 
major influence on the flexibility for the organizational pattern in 
recent years. As concepts of organization have changed to adjust to 
changing conditions the legislative hurdles confronting the states in 
meeting these changing concepts have been in direct ratio to the 
detail their basic law contained. 
As the concept of public support of libraries moved across the 
nation, their unit of operation reflected the pattern of local govern- 
ment. Thus, the county became the natural governmental agency 
to operate libraries in the south. As the town library failed in many 
places because of inadequate support attention turned to the county 
in other states, and now the full potential value of the county as a 
unit of library administration is being thoroughly explored. 
The evolution of government in the formative period of public 
libraries also influenced library organization. It was the period in 
which the commission in government was strong. New functions were 
frequently assigned to independent boards, and the prevailing library 
organization reflected this trend. It is conceivable that had the library 
enjoyed its greatest development coincidentally with the era of city 
manager development, a different type of public library organization 
might have resulted. 
The second half of the nineteenth century was a period of both 
encouragement and discouragement. The encouragement lay in the 
communities with sufficient resources, public and private, to build 
their library services. The discouragement lay in the struggle the 
communities of little resources had to maintain libraries of any kind, 
to say nothing of enriching their services, and in the substantial areas 
with sparse population which had no services at all. Also, the rise 
of home rule in the last quarter of the nineteenth century had some 
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effect on the freedom of action of municipalities and therefore on li- 
braries. Home rule, however, operates only in some states and only 
in certain types of local units within those states. The doubts as to 
the scope of state controls in home rule municipalities may wither 
away as the unit of administration extends beyond the confines of the 
city. 
As the nineteenth century neared its end recognition of the need 
to provide library services to all the people including those in the 
sparsely populated and poorer areas forced the states into the posi- 
tion of taking a more aggressive attitude. The state governments began 
to take an active part in the stimulation, guidance, and counseling of 
local library organizations. I t  was freely predicted that ultimately 
every state, of necessity, must create such a state library agency. 
Library service began to be recognized, not as an adjunct of the 
educational system, but as a parallel independent function. 
Massachusetts in 1890 established a Board of Library Commis- 
sioners, the first state department responsible for public library ad- 
ministration. New Hampshire followed in 1891 with the State Board 
of Library Commissioners. In the same year New York enacted a law 
designating the regents of the university as the state library agency. 
The Connecticut law of 1893 established the Public Library Com- 
mittee and in 1894 Vermont became the fourth New England state 
to create a division of the government concerned with library services. 
In 1895, the first midwestern library agency, the Free Library 
Commission of Wisconsin, was established. The Ohio State Board of 
Library Commissioners was set up in 1896 and in 1897 Georgia be- 
came the first southern state to create a state library commission. 
By 1904, twenty-two states had created departments authorized to 
assist public libraries. Of these seven gave direct aids only, eleven 
provided traveling libraries, three provided both types of service, 
while two were advisory only. By 1910 more than two-thirds of the 
states had created a state level library extension service. 
The state library agency as it evolved in the seventy years since its 
inauguration has come to perform three broad functions. First, by 
reason of the permissive nature of local libraries' services in most 
jurisdictions the state agency has been called upon to assume the 
leadership in stimulating activity by consultation, visitation, planning, 
research, in-service training, and coordination. This basic function is 
most widespread. 
Its second function, regulation, arises oxt of the state's responsibility 
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for the efficient and effective operation of the function it has per- 
mitted, and must of necessity be statewide. The state sets up the basic 
permissive organizational plan for the local units established within 
its law. It requires reports, may set standards for personnel and very 
probably requires that library facilities as public buildings conform 
to the health and safety standards required of all such structures. 
Third, the state level organization may also perform certain line or 
operational functions. The most obvious examples are provision for 
book service to individuals in isolated areas via bookmobiles or mail 
service, supplementary services of materials to public libraries in the 
state, and the operation of pilot or demonstration libraries in specific 
places. It is assumed that as the coverage and the quality of the local 
services improve, this function will decrease. 
State level library activity is usually administered by a nonpartisan 
independent board. In roughly half the states the same board operates 
the state library and the extension services, although some doubts 
exist that the two functions should be combined. In a minority, though 
a substantial one, of the states public library extension is a function 
of the state educational unit either with or without inclusion of the 
state library. 
The modern phase of state-local relations in the administration of 
library services developed along two lines roughly emanating from 
the east and west respectively. Both were predicated on a state agency 
specifically designated to administer the program of state participa- 
tion in library services. 
In the east the state library commission developed to provide 
assistance to the locality in the fonn of grants-in-aid or direct con- 
tributions of books to stimulate the establishment of local libraries 
or to help build them. The Massachusetts Board of Library Com- 
missioners, as first organized, provided up to $100 in books to any 
town creating a library under state law if the town set up an ap- 
propriation and suitable provision for the care and distribution of 
the books. The authority to advise local libraries on administration 
was confined to those cases where advice was solicited. 
New Hampshire's State Board of Library Commissioners could 
grant $100 worth of books to any town for the establishment of 
libraries, loan books to local libraries, and provide advice on re-
quest. New York's law established a system of grants-in-aid to 
those local libraries which could qualify. The Connecticut law of 
1893 provided a grant-in-aid program by which the state would 
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match the local book fund up to $200 upon establishment and $100 
annually thereafter. 
The Free Library Commission of Wisconsin plan dropped the grant- 
in-aid feature of the previously created agencies and placed the em- 
phasis on field work and visitation, with a traveling library as an 
important but subordinate function. In 1896 the Ohio State Board of 
Library Commissioners was created along the same lines. 
Today each state has an identifiable state level agency which has 
some responsibilities in aiding local library organizations. Most com- 
mon are the functions of advising and counseling local units. Fre- 
quent also are the operation of traveling libraries or loan services for 
areas not served adequately or for individuals whose needs cannot 
be met locally. Less frequent are the programs of state grants-in-aid 
whereby the state agency administers a fund to supplement local 
resources. These grants-in-aid are usually contingent on local ex-
penditures and on meeting minimum standards set by the state. Nota- 
ble, too, are provisions which authorize the state agency to administer 
existing or anticipated funds from federal and private sources. I t  must 
also be recognized that the state agency is to a varying degree a 
watchdog for library legislation. Located near the legislature and 
cognizant of the library problems it is in a position to at least report 
the measures affecting library services if not to actively participate in 
their disposition. 
While the original aids to local library services were to a large 
degree geared to the need for stimulating the creation and mainte- 
nance of the traditional units of library service, in recent years the 
aids have been more specifically directed to the promotion of library 
services for areas which are large enough to possess both the resources 
to support good library services and the population to utilize the serv- 
ices effectively. County and regional libraries often created as demon- 
stration projects and augmented by bookmobiles are among the de- 
vices rising in prominence. Grants-in-aid in substantial amounts and 
geared as an incentive to establishing broader, more effective, operating 
units appear to be the trend. In the 1930's and 1940's legislation in- 
tended to develop the larger units of library service administration 
through state grants-in-aid was enacted in such widely separated states 
as Arkansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, North 
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Virginia. These programs 
sought to spread library services to people without them, encourage 
effective units of administration, stimulate local effort and strengthen 
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existing libraries. The states, however, trod with a light foot, empha- 
sizing advice, counseling, and the insistence on minimum standards 
as to size of the unit, the amount of local effort, the quality of per- 
sonnel, and book selection. 
Although the current movement for a state grant-in-aid program of 
substantial scope is roughly a quarter of a century old, and efforts 
have been made in various states to enact such legislation, the pres- 
ent pressure on the legislature to keep all state appropriations down 
has made it exceptionally difficult to initiate new programs, especially 
when they are in part intended to stimulate local expenditures and 
require a substantial outlay in themselves. The lifting of local and 
state financial participation to a level adequate to provide the type 
of service desired in the face of other urgent demands for public 
funds is not easily accomplished today. Momentarily, federal grants- 
in-aid have softened the pressure, but the foreseeable future promises 
no relief from the competition for funds. 
Modern grant-in-aid programs for libraries seem to follow three 
principles. The first principle is illustrated by a flat aid to all libraries 
granted because the state has a stake in better library service, because 
it is expedient to continue aid to all who have received it previously, 
and because it gains support for the aid program. The second principle 
is demonstrated by an incentive aid based on the effort made by the 
locality. The third principle is illustrated by the most current program 
of gearing the aids to the stimulation of more adequate units of ad- 
ministration. This three-pronged attack of providing basic aid, equaliz- 
ing opportunity, and stimulating effectiveness is not peculiar to the 
library system, but is a tried and true device which has permeated 
many grant-in-aid programs essential to modern living. 
The evolution of the pattern of state libraly services is clear. I t  
began in a period when books were scarce, magazine circulation was 
limited, daily newspapers were.confined to urban areas, and distance 
was a mighty barrier, Initially it provided very limited supplementa- 
tion of local book funds or supplies on one hand, or the distribution 
of package libraries to areas with limited or no services on the other 
hand. It guided the communities in the rudiments of library organiza- 
tion, often only when the community, in desperation, requested help. 
It got its start in an era when libraries collected and preserved books. 
As one of the contemporaries said of another service which was being 
initiated at about the same time "it is to provide something where 
there is nothing now provided." 
Legal Responrribility for Public Library Development 
In the short span of seventy years the emphasis has shifted from 
assuring that the minimum services were available in those areas 
choosing to act, to promoting effective organization and operation. 
All of the factors of modern society have worked to wipe out the 
differences in the cultural needs of the urban and rural inhabitants. 
Fewer people remained on the farm, fewer farmers worked full time 
at tilling the soil, and more people came to realize that the desire to 
know was not limited by locality. The same concept, which caused one 
institution of higher learning to claim that the boundaries of the state 
determine the campus of the university, caused the state library serv- 
ice agencies to look toward statewide services. 
In anticipation of more widespread acceptance of the need for 
allocating more local and state funds to library services the state 
library service agency began to emphasize its leadership function in 
showing the way to economical, effective library organization and 
operation by establishing standards of good library organization, 
certification of librarians, placement and referral services, and demon- 
stration of how a library unit could be made most effective. This 
resulted inevitably in the move toward more adequate units of ad- 
ministration, the stimulation of improved organization by grants-in- 
aid of considerable size, and in the important function of planning 
a statewide library program. 
In a little more than a century the emphasis switched from per- 
mitting the creation of libraries on the level of government closest to 
the people, to laws permitting or even requiring county and multiple 
county or regional units. Even before 1950 Maryland and Ohio had 
prohibited the establishment of any new library units which were 
less than countywide, a reflection of a trend which has also affected 
such services as education, highways, welfare, law enforcement, and 
health. 
Within this framework of a plan for assuring adequate local services 
the state has expanded its direct services. Not only has it taken an 
active part in advising those areas moving toward more effective 
units, and providing materials to enhance the services of local units 
as the library's library, but it has strengthened its services to the in-
dividual through loaning materials, reference facilities, and specialized 
collections such as law libraries, historical collections, and materials 
for the handicapped. 
By 1960 the implementation of the pattern of library services as a 
state function is becoming a reality, the path is increasingly apparent. 
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The critical problem is to find the financial resources to reach the 
new goals. It seems clear that the next decade or two will see a major 
effort to convince the legislatures that library services as well as edu- 
cation, welfare, highways, health, and other functions deserve sub- 
stantial fhancial support. 
In many states the legislative intent in the enactment of substantial 
pieces of legislation is set forth in an introductory provision sometimes 
called a preamble. This is especially true when a state initiates a new 
program or makes a complete revision of an existing program. Such 
statements stand as a public declaration of the scope and direction 
which the legislature contemplated that the function take. Some clue 
to the acceptance of library services as a state responsibility may be 
obtained from representative provisions of the library laws of the 
states. 
The Vermont act of 1937 relating to the powers of the free public 
library commission provides in part: "The free public library com-
mission is authorized to develop and adopt plans to provide more 
adequate library service for all residents of the state, giving special 
consideration to some system of regional libraries or other agencies 
whereby better library service than now possible can be given to the 
people of the state especially to rural schools and farm homes." 
The preamble of the 1941 North Carolina law relating to state aids 
for public libraries provided: 
Whereas, it is provided in the Constitution of the state that 'religion, 
morality and knowledge being necessary to good government and 
happiness of mankind schools and means of education shall forever 
be encouraged,' and that 'the people have the right to the privilege of 
education, and it is the duty of the state to guard and maintain that 
right'; and 
Whereas, the establishment and maintenance of public libraries is 
an integral part of the educational program of a great state; now, 
therefore, 
The general assembly of North Carolina do enact: 
Sec. 1. It is hereby declared the policy of the state to promote the 
establishment and development of public library service throughout 
all sections of the state. 
Perhaps the most recent statement of legislative policy which comes 
to grips with the issue of the state's responsibility for library service 
is contained in the 1959 California addition to the education code 
which states: 
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27000. The legislature hereby declares that it is in the interest of 
the people and of the state that there be a general diffusion of knowl- 
edge and intelligence through the establishment and operation of 
public libraries. Such diffusion is a matter of general concern inasmuch 
as it is the duty of the state to provide encouragement to the vclun- 
tary lifelong learning of the people of the state. 
The legislature further declares that the public library is a supple- 
ment to the formal system of free public education, and a source of 
information and inspiration to persons of all ages, and a resource for 
continuing education and re-education beyond the years of formal 
education, and as such deserves adequate financial support from gov- 
ernment at all levels. 
Although the mass of the law relating to libraries is contained in 
the statutes and administrative rules of the several states, no less than 
fifteen state constitutions make reference to some aspect of library 
services. Ten of the states appear to confine their constitutional pro- 
visions to the state level library and the provisions in two of the five 
remaining states relate to the use of certain funds by schools or li-
braries. The remaining three, however, make express provision for 
libraries. The Massachusetts Constitution in Amendment XLVI per- 
mits an appropriation by any city or town for a free public library 
and the Michigan Constitution in Article XI authorizes the legislature 
to provide for the establishment of at least one library in each town- 
ship and city and assigns all fines in counties, cities, and townships 
for breaches of penal laws exclusively to the support of such libraries. 
By far the most comprehensive constitutional declaration regarding 
the responsibility of the state toward public libraries is contained in 
the Missouri Constitution adopted by the people of that state in 1945. 
Article IX, section 10, provides: "It is hereby declared to be the policy 
of the state to promote the establishment and development of free 
public libraries and to accept the obligation of their support by the 
state and its subdivisions and municipalities in such manner as may 
be provided by law. When any such subdivision or municipality sup- 
ports a free library, the genera1 assembly shall grant aid to such 
library in such manner and in such amounts as may be provided by 
law." 
While there never was any real doubt as to the ultimate responsi- 
bility for the maintenance of public library services, it took the re- 
quirements of twentieth century living to force the state into a position 
of leadership in the development of effective statewide service. The 
need for vocational and avocational information by people of all ages 
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in all strata of society has led to planning for statewide coverage, and 
the competition for public funds necessitated that the plans give real 
promise of effective and efficient operation. While that promise has not 
yet been fulfilled, the position of the state as the generator of the 
energy to carry forth the program has been so clearly established that 
the path to fulfillment seems reasonably apparent. Toil and courage 
are now the essential ingredients to success. 
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CANADIAN LIBRARIES conceived in PUBLIC are 
provincial statutes and brought forth in municipal by-laws. The 
central government in Ottawa is not yet involved in their propagation 
The author is Superintendent, British Columbia Public Library Commission. 
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or support; neither is federal aid, for the moment, of primary im- 
portance, and in these remarks there will be no further reference to 
the national government. 
Why should the provincial authority be concerned with public 
libraries? Informed opinion has held for many years that the public 
library is an integral part of the formal process of learning. Our na- 
tional constitution places the responsibility for education squarely on 
the provinces, and if public libraries are educational institutions then 
they are a part of this responsibility. This has been eminently satis- 
factory, up to a point. What the originators of the idea did not fore- 
see was the phenomenal growth of the provincial education systems 
and the fantastically high percentage of the provincial budgets which 
must be allocated to them. The welfare of public libraries became in 
most provinces a mere afterthought. 
Fortunately, despite their vicissitudes, the libraries have managed 
to achieve their own legislation. Nine of the ten provinces now have 
public libraries acts, the exception being the province of Prinee 
Edward Island, which places libraries under the Department of 
Education Act. This was not true even ten years ago, and its im- 
portance cannot be over-emphasized. Naturally, the legislation varies 
from province to province, some of it excessively detailed, some ex- 
tremely broad and sweeping. Experience has revealed fundamental 
errors, such as the specification of amounts of money, despite our in- 
flationary economy, and the detailing of so-called library standards 
which in fact are subject to fundamental changes. While the argument 
goes on over specific versus general provisions, it is reassuring to re- 
mind ourselves that library legislation is an accomplished fact nine 
times over. 
Historically, the development of library legislation and public 
library service in Canada covers little more than a century, yet it is 
possible to see patterns evolving which undoubtedly will affect future 
measures. For one thing, it is generally believed advantageous to set 
up a governing agency for public library affairs and to attach that 
agency to one of the departments of government, usually the depart- 
ment of education because of the conviction that the library is pri- 
marily an educational institution. A few provinces, perhaps more en- 
lightened, have ignored the dogma and seconded their library agencies 
to the provincial secretary or to a ministry devoted to cultural activi- 
ties, or have made the administration of the act a variable responsi- 
bility under any specifically designated member of the provincial 
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cabinet. The important point is that the agency, whatever its par- 
ticular niche and name, does exist and has spec& powers and duties. 
Chief among these powers and duties has been the responsibility 
to promote, by counsel and encouragement, the establishment and 
extension of public library facilities. On this point the provinces agree. 
Theoretically, once a library exists, the municipal administration 
should be able to maintain and develop the service without "out-
side" help. Unfortunately, perhaps, this is an outmoded and indeed 
unworkable premise. Public agencies are interdependent, and the 
burden of taxation, the chief source of public expenditure, must be 
shared. This, at any rate, is the current mode of thinking, which is 
to say that we behave as if all levels of authority and all govern- 
mental agencies are part of a successfully integrated whole. Just how 
far this is true does not concern us here. Public libraries have to be 
started, maintained and extended, and if the individual community 
cannot bear the whole cost, by all means let it call upon its senior 
government. 
Financially, then, the government, because of its existing involve- 
ment with municipalities, is already in spirit, and in fact in law, com- 
mitted to assisting public libraries. For obvious and practical reasons, 
the provision of the bulk of the library appropriation must be left to 
the local authority. The government enters the scene at the point 
where grants become necessary to elevate the standard of library 
service above the mere subsistence level. Provincial grants present a 
tricky problem, and a nice balance between nominal assistance and 
all-out subsidy is the desirable goal. There is usually a considerable 
difference in the degree of need from one library to another, and it 
behooves the government to study carefully the general situation and 
to develop a policy and a formula which will come near to providing 
a fair and efficient distribution of funds. 
In Canada, full realization of the need has been a long time in 
flowering, and the assumption of responsibility for financial aid to 
public libraries is still a new concept for some of our provincial gov- 
ernments. One of the practical functions of the provincial public 
library agency is therefore to interpret the needs of individual libraries 
to the provincial government in terms which will result in tangible 
assistance. This is no easy task, first because of the number of agencies 
competing for a limited number of dollars, and second, because along 
with the quest for money must go a campaign to promote realization 
of the value of public library service to the community and to the 
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province. These things the agency must do and, curiously, it often has 
a third problem-to convince small, long-established but unprogressive 
libraries that the government desires sincerely to help, with a minimum 
of interference in local autonomy. 
The provinces also agree on the kinds of organization best suited to 
public library service. The details of these and their interrelations have 
been described many times elsewhere. The important thing is the 
virtual unanimity of conviction among governments that public library 
service can be reduced to three essential and well-defined units-the 
community or association library, the county or regional library, and 
the municipal public library. From this realization it is but a step to 
the creation of legislation designed to form and strengthen the or. 
ganizations and to insure their efficient operation. 
Up to the present stage of its development, provincial aid to public 
libraries has demonstrated the need for provincial legislation. In other 
words, to be effective it must be fitted within a formal pattern. I t  has 
already been said that we do not have agreement as to whether library 
legislation should be broad or detailed, but the provinces with the 
greatest experience tend to favor a fairly general act which provides 
for regulations to be made or abolished by order-in-council, without 
awaiting the pleasure of the legislature. As long as there is a re-
sponsible governmental authority to recommend such changes as 
circumstances require and to persuade the government that they are 
necessary, this kind of flexibility can be a distinct advantage. 
Regulations are particularly valuable if provincial aid is to be con- 
sidered as more than simply financial assistance. They are used to 
publish conditions governing the awarding of grants, but they can 
also specify: the qualifications for the certification of professional 
librarians; the conduct of short courses in library management; the 
establishment and administration of library schools; rules for coopera- 
tion between library boards, municipal councils, school boards, and 
the provincial agency, with respect to change and loan of books and 
agreements to contract for library service; encouragement and assist- 
ance to the provincial library association; and the mechanics of pro- 
viding financial aid to students of librarianship. 
Another point of agreement arises in the provision of a public 
library service by the government itself. Normally this takes two 
forms: parcel post service to individuals and boxed collections by 
freight to communities. In one province at least it has been further 
developed by the establishment of branch offices of the provincial 
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public library agency, each branch looking after the small libraries 
in its immediate area and performing some of the functions of a 
regional library headquarters. 
In a sparsely-populated country this kind of operation is likely to 
be needed for a long time to come. Fortunately the governments are 
aware of this and are prepared to continue to finance it, though its 
total cost may be greater than the combined grants to organized public 
libraries. 
Briefly to conclude, it is evident that the governments of Canada's 
ten provinces have accepted the burden of legal responsibility for the 
development of public libraries, at the same time leaving individual 
communities accountable for their conduct and the bulk of their fi-
nancial support. It is also apparent that assistance in the form of grants 
and other, less direct financial benefits will be the concern of the 
provinces alone for some time to come. The parentage of Canadian 
public libraries therefore abides in the cooperation between provincial 
and municipal authorities. 
SCANDINAVIA 
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PERMISSIVE followed later by man- LEGISLATION 
datory legislation with state grants to persuade authorities to provide 
at least a minimum standard of service-some form of state inspection 
or advisory assistance, provision for the setting up of agencies for 
services which can be more economically provided nationally rather 
than locally, state assistance for cooperative schemes particularly 
those designed to help the smallest authorities and the national inte- 
gration of all library resources-all these are particularly vital in 
countries whose populations are relatively small compared with their 
size. This condition applies to all the Scandinavian countries even 
Denmark and in all four, i.e., Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Fin- 
land, trends in state aid have been with slight variations creating a 
pattern which is recognizably Scandinavian. 
Not that developments have taken place in completely logical 
Miss Cook is County Librarian, Lancashire County Library, Preston, England. 
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stages. State grants in Norway date back to 1876 though the first 
public libraries act was not enacted until 1935. "County" libraries in 
the Scandinavian sense started operating the following year though 
it was not until 1947 that it was mandatory for a municipality to 
provide a library. The 1947 Act was later amended by that of 1955 
and the present position that libraries must be publicly owned in 
order to receive a grant is unique in Scandinavian countries. The law 
also provides that the municipality must spend a minimum amount 
per head of population if it is to receive a state grant. If in a rural 
area or if it does not have a children's section it must also provide 
a school library and a small state grant is available for this purpose. 
State grants for public libraries in Norway are on a sliding scale, vary- 
ing between 90 per cent where the local expenditure is between £50 
and 2,100 to 50 per cent where the expenditure is £500 with a 
maximum grant of 2,500 to any one library or £1,000 to the libraries 
of a single municipality. State grants can have, therefore, little but 
psychological effects on the few large municipal library authorities 
but a very considerable effect on raising the standard of the smallest. 
The weakness of the smallest authorities and the need for assistance 
in addition to local grants is recognized however by the payment of a 
state grant to a municipal authority of £1,250 if it acts as a central 
or "county" library. A further grant of £250 is payable if this central 
library operates a mobile library or book boat and additional grants 
may be given for reference collections, furniture for new libraries, 
school libraries, etc. 
Where a "national service" is operated and grants are given it is 
necessary to set up some national agency for this purpose. In Norway 
this is the Norwegian Library Board which is a section of the Ministry 
for Church and Education. A director is in charge and acts as the 
minister's chief inspector. The State Inspectorate takes 2% per cent 
of the total grants available for public libraries. This sum is used for 
special projects and for bibliographical work undertaken by the Li- 
braries Agency. 
The Libraries Agency is a company jointly owned by the state and 
the municipality which exists to provide services which can be run 
more economically by a single body than by a multitude of small 
units. It sells Norwegian books at a discount of 20 per cent and all 
books bought out of state grants must be bought from the Agency, 
it provides an economical book binding service, promotes the design, 
manufacture and sale of library equipment, classifies and services 
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books and provides one catalog card free for Norwegian books and 
sells additional cards at a small charge. Future developments will 
probably include a consultant service on library methods and the 
publication of book lists. 
State aid to public libraries in Norway would be incomplete with- 
out reference to the part played by the Oslo University Library, the 
Library of the Technical University, Trondheim, and the Joint Li- 
brary of the Industrial Research Centre, Blindern, Oslo, since there 
is much closer cooperation in the Scandinavian countries between 
public libraries and the scholarly libraries than is general elsewhere. 
The Oslo University Library is financed directly from the state in 
recognition of its role as a national institution whose duties include 
not only the loan of books to institutions and individuals throughout 
the country but also the preparation of a national bibliography and 
provision of a national information center for bibliographical queries. 
It maintains also a central union catalog of the books and periodicals 
in all the major libraries in the country. As Oslo is largely concerned 
with the arts and humanities the library of the Technical University, 
Trondheim, has become recognized as the national library in the 
sciences while the Joint Library of the Industrial Research Centre, 
Blindern, Oslo, supported by state funds and football pools provides 
a library for scientific and industrial research institutes and lends to 
many outside research workers. 
This close integration of either a state library or a university library 
acting as such is common to Scandinavian countries who therefore 
receive indirect state aid from such sources. In Denmark, a decree of 
1926 limited the scope of the Royal Library to the humanities while 
the University library undertook to specialize in science and medicine. 
The former among its other activities includes the publication of the 
list of the foreign acquisitions of the chief learned libraries and a 
bibliography of the Danish books in its collection. In Sweden, the 
Royal Library also cooperates in interlending and has been the center 
of Swedish bibliographical work. Since 1888 it has published an annual 
union catalog of foreign accessions in Swedish research libraries. 
The Bibliographical Institute established in 1953 as a department of 
the Royal Library is now responsible for the compilation and acces- 
sions catalog as well as the Swedish National Bibliography. Since 
1958 the Institute distributes catalog cards for all Swedish publications 
to other libraries. In Finland, the library of the University of Hel- 
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sinki acts as the national library. I t  lends to libraries and public in- 
stitutions throughout the country. I t  also acts as a national informa- 
tion center for bibliographical queries. 
State grants in Denmark have been in existence since 1882 though 
it was not until 1920 when the first libraries act was passed that they 
were stipulated by law. The second library act of 1950 has decreed 
that after 1960 parish libraries must be provided on the demand of 
10 per cent or more of the electors and standards of service have been 
set up. Grants in Denmark, substantially increased in 1959, are more 
generous than in the other Scandinavian countries and are scaled from 
80 per cent of the first £1,250 provided from local funds to 25 per cent 
of expenditures over £2,500. A library acting as a central library re- 
ceives an additional grant of £1,000. Denmark is the only Scandi- 
navian country which has not imposed any maximum grant. 
State grants in Sweden date from the passing of the first Library 
Act in 1905. The second Act dates from 1930 and preparations are 
now being made for a revision. Grants are scaled very much as in 
Norway except that the maximum is higher. There are also grants to 
hospital libraries, the armed forces libraries, school library systems, 
merchant marine libraries, and Swedish libraries abroad. 
In Finland state grants have been available since 1921 before the 
passing of the First Public Libraries Act of 1928. Grants usually equal 
the local grant with a maximum of about £250. Preparations for a 
new Act have been under consideration for some time. Finland is the 
only Scandinavian country where no additional grants are available 
for central or "county" libraries as development on these lines has 
yet not taken place. 
State grants imply some form of inspection or observance of mini- 
mum standards. In Norway, Denmark, and Finland the library in- 
spectorate is directly responsible to the minister of education who in 
these countries deals not only with schools but also other cultural 
activities. In Sweden the state inspectorate is not immediately re- 
sponsible to the minister but is a division of the state school depart- 
ment. Arrangements for advising and inspecting vary in the different 
countries. In Norway, the county libraries use part-time library coun- 
cillors who advise the local libraries. These are in addition to the state 
inspectors. In Denmark, the right of inspection is reserved to the li-
brary director and library inspectors, but the county libraries do a 
considerable amount of advisory work. In Sweden the county libraries 
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are entrusted with inspection as well as the state inspectors. In Fin- 
land where there are as yet no county libraries the country is divided 
in seven districts each with a resident state inspector. 
The general opinion of Scandinavian librarians would appear to be 
that library development would not have advanced as far as it has 
without state grants and new draft legislation in Sweden and Finland 
suggests that larger grants would be helpful. The help, it is suggested, 
is not only material but also psychological: it persuades authorities 
to contribute and also emphasizes the fact that the state considers the 
service sufficiently important to assist financially from state funds. 
A further point has been made that joint contributions from munici- 
palities and the state help to produce financial stability and planned 
development. Except in Finland grants have assisted the provision of 
"county" services. Grants have helped also to provide national biblio- 
graphical and other assistance to libraries since it secures a source of 
income for providing at national level services which could not be 
economically operated by any but the largest libraries. Finally it has 
laid down minimum standards which can if necessary be raised as 
social, educational, and economic conditions require. 
NIGERIA 
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THE FEDERATION NIGERIA is intoOF divided 
three regions, known as the Northern Region, the Eastern Region, and 
the Western Region; the federal capital of Lagos and the quasi-federal 
Trusteeship Territory of the Southern Cameroons. Eastern and West- 
ern Nigeria became self-governing in August 1957 and Northern 
Nigeria in March 1959. 
In Nigeria the development of public libraries is of recent growth. 
The gradual conscious realization of the importance of library services 
in such a rapidly developing area is very much owed to the British 
Council, Unesco, and the West African Library Association. The West 
African Library Association is a direct result of the 1953 Unesco 
Ibadan Seminar on the "Development of Public Libraries in Africa." 
The author is Regional Librarian, Eastern Region Library Board, Nigeria. 
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Recently, the Federal Library Advisory Committee of Nigeria was 
formed at the instance of the West African Library Association "to 
advise the Federal and Regional Governments and the Government 
of Southern Cameroons on library and bibliographical policy and 
problems." 
In Nigeria today the following situation prevails: Northern Region- 
The Regional Government of the North has no legal responsibility for 
libraries. Its regional library service which was started in 1952 is 
under the aegis of the Education Department. The service is compar- 
able to a county library system in Britain. 
The regional library at Kaduna gives services freely to all local 
authorities' educational institutions, cultural associations, and indi- 
viduals. It is financed as a division of the Education Department and 
in its 195859 budget, the sum of $45,038was provided for the service. 
Western Region.-Like the Northern Region, the government has 
no legal responsibility for library development. The Ministry of Edu- 
cation is responsible for the regional library service in Western Nigeria. 
Its regional library service is now being planned. 
At the moment, a lending service for adults and children has been 
started at Ibadan, the regional capital. There is also in operation a 
mobile library service to schools, a book box service to approved 
centers. I t  is hoped that in the near future, more mobile libraries will 
be provided for the service and a new regional library headquarters 
built. 
Eastern Region.-In Eastern Nigeria, the permanence and develop- 
ment of its public library service has been assured by appropriate 
legislation. The control and direction of the service is vested in a 
state agency-the Eastern Region Library Board. The Board was 
established by an ordinance-The Eastern Region Library Board 
Law, 1955. This law, amended in 1958, is the only one of its type in 
the whole Federation of Nigeria. 
h e  Board is a body corporate having perpetual succession and a 
Common Seal. It may sue and be sued, and in connection with the 
purpose of the Ordinance, have the power to acquire and to hold, 
manage, and dispose of property whether real or personal, whether 
by investment or otherwise, and may enter into any contract necessary 
for the discharge of any of its functions. It is the duty of the Board 
to establish, equip, manage, and maintain libraries in the Eastern 
Region and to take all such steps as may be necessary to cany out 
such duty. 
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The Board consists of six members appointed by the minister re- 
sponsible for libraries. The members of the Board hold office for two 
years and are eligible for reappointment. The chairman is appointed 
by the minister and holds office "for such a period as shall be stated 
in the Instrument by which he is appointed." 
The Eastern Region was fortunate to have attracted Unesco's as-
sistance at its early stages of library development. The basic agreement 
between the Government of the Eastern Region and Unesco on the 
project provided that the government should allocate a minimum sum 
of $35,000 annually for a period of five years (1957-61), and should 
provide suitable premises for the pilot library. Unesco, on the other 
hand, undertook the provision of an expert on the organization and 
operation of public libraries for about twelve months, financial aid 
during each of the five years that the agreement was in force, and the 
award of a fellowship in the field of public libraries to enable the 
staff of the pilot library to have some practical insight into the over- 
seas libraries. 
The above basic agreement paved the way for the planning of the 
"pilot" library known as the Regional Central Library, Enugu. The 
new Regional Central Library is the third such project in the world. 
It was jointly planned by Unesco and the Library Board. I t  comprises 
the usual public departments and, besides serving the needs of Enugu, 
the regional capital, it also acts as a regional center for bibliographical 
information and research, organizes regional, national, and inter-
national loans, encourages and coordinates the development of public 
and special libraries in the region. 
The cost of the building which was about $135,000 has fallen wholly 
on the Library Board, but much of its equipment has been provided 
from funds made available by Unesco. 
The Library Board runs its services almost entirely on a subven- 
tion from the Eastern Nigeria Government. Its estimates are prepared 
each year and presented to the Eastern Legislature. It is hoped that 
small grants-in-aid would be made by the various local authorities 
when divisional libraries are being opened up in the region. The ac- 
counts of the Board are audited annually and are examined by the 
Public Accounts Committee of the Eastern Legislature. The annual 
budget of the Board for 1959-60 was about $61,600. I t  is a public 
library, and in the true tradition of that service, its services are en- 
tirely free to all users. 
The importance the regional government attaches to the provision 
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of library service to the people of Eastern Nigeria can best be sum- 
marized in the following words spoken by the former Premier Nnamdi 
Azikiwe at the formal opening of the Regional Central Library in 
March 1959: 
I would like to say a few words about the importance of libraries 
in the development of a nation. In a fast developing community such 
as ours, it is important that progress be made on a number of fronts 
at the same time . . . 
In providing books for the readers and students of this Region, we 
are mindful that books are essential for the development of the per- 
sonality of the young; . . . they add stature to learning and convey 
from one man to another the accumulated knowledge of centuries of 
enquiry . . . 
I feel that the public library has special functions which however 
small, add something to human development, and spread the demo- 
cratic ideal, is almost as much a requirement for any community of 
people as the food they eat. A full opportunity for any person, of 
whatever faith or belief, to make contact with the world of ideas con- 
tained in books is as necessary for the proper growth of individuals 
as it is for nations. And I cannot think of any institution more suited 
at this moment to help us achieve such an object as the library 
service . . .l 
The Federation of Nigeria as a whole has no over-all library policy, 
plan or legislation. Some of the services of a national library are pro- 
vided by Ibadan University Library but this is entirely without official 
recognition. The federal government has, however, established its 
Library Advisory Committee. This committee is gradually feeling 
its way in the scheme of the library development. Recently it decided 
to communicate the various governments of the Federation, in respect 
of library legislation in the following words: 
I t  was considered that one of the functions of the Committee should 
be to advise the Governments of the Federation on library legislation, 
in order to ensure that legislation introduced by the various authorities 
(libraries being a residual subject under the Constitution) was in 
harmony. The Committee took note of the existing position, viz. that 
only the Eastern Region so far had library legislation; the West was 
contemplating legislation on the subject, and the other parts of the 
Federation were not at present considering the introduction of such 
legislation. The Committee recommended that the Governments of 
the Federation should be asked to seek the advice of the Committee 
before introducing any fresh legislation. 
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This action of the Committee is most encouraging. Public library 
provision in Nigeria is still in swaddling clothes and the problems 
which face us are a challenge to the few trained personnel in the 
field. There are certainly good prospects for public library provision 
in Nigeria and it is hoped that those in the field will continue to 
pioneer in a cause which means so much for the future of the country. 
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SOUTH AFRICA 
RUTH  JACOBS  WERTHEIMER 
THEPRINCIPLE  OF L IBRARY  SUPPORT by govern- 
ment was introduced, in the Cape, in 1818 when a wine tax was di- 
rected towards the establishment and maintenance of the free South 
African Public Library. I t  was further strengthened when the Cape 
Parliament, in 1862, voted the first of its continuing annual grants-in- 
aid to the S.A.P.L. It was consolidated in the Molteno Memorandum 
of 1874 which established a system of pound for pound grants to 
public libraries. But the principle of entirely supporting a town's 
public library from rates and taxes is still making its way, for all 
South African public libraries were begun as subscription libraries, 
and a number continue as such to this day. 
By the South Africa Act, 1909,l the four self-governing colonies of 
Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal, and Orange River were united 
under a central government which entrusted, in the four provinces 
which they had become, certain named powers. In the Financial 
Relations Act of 1913, which clarified this delegation, the administra- 
tion of libraries was among the miscellaneous items for which the 
Union government relinquished responsibility, i.e. the provinces were 
permitted to assume responsibility if they so desired. 
The prime purpose of the Financial Relations Act was, as its title 
implies, to make equitable the burden borne by each governing unit 
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in relation to the income available to the nation. By Clause 6 "there 
shall be paid from the Consolidated Revenue Fund to the provincial 
revenue fund of each province, in respect of every financial year, a 
general subsidy of an amount equal to fifty per cent of the net ex- 
penditure . . . of the province during that financial year." This clause 
has remained unaltered. 
I t  was necessary, of course, for the provinces to place the activities 
delegated by the Financial Relations Act within the framework of law. 
Libraries were affected in two ways, first, through the Provincial 
Ordinances (acts) regarding the scope and function of municipalities. 
The right to establish and support libraries was granted, also the right 
to give grants to nontax supported public institutions, e.g. subscription 
libraries. The total amount which could be spent on public institu- 
tions of this nature was not to exceed, in the Cape, more than 2Y2 
per cent of the municipality total revenue. 
The second way in which libraries were affected by the Financial 
Relations Act was by the implication that libraries were the responsi- 
bility of a province as a whole. The Act entrusted libraries to the 
provinces; their acceptance of the trust then had to be proclaimed. 
This was done by the Cape in 1913, the Transvaal in 1914, the Free 
State and Natal in 1949. These proclamations meant not a great deal. 
In fact, the willingness of the province to carry on the pound for 
pound grants began in 1874. But only the Cape has continued con- 
sistently with this small aid; and it ceases this year. The Transvaal 
gave it for a decade, withheld it for another, restored it in the 1930's, 
and then withdrew it. Since Natal and the Free State did not formally 
accept their responsibility for libraries, the Union government con- 
tinued the pound for pound grants until 1922, after which they 
withdrew. 
Possibly not a great deal was intended by the library clause. What 
the Act of 1913 entrusted to the provinces was the "administration" 
of libraries, their regulations and control. Provinces did not have the 
power to "establish" as had the local authorities, and, of course, there 
was no specific compulsion to do anything about libraries, neither upon 
the provinces nor upon the municipal councils. 
In the thirty years between the passing of the Financial Relations 
Act and the next legislation of importance, the concept of libraries 
and library service evolved from that of the independent, subscription 
library to that of a free library service to all inhabitants, urban and 
rural, of all races. 
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A high point of a semi-legislative nature in this long period was 
the publication and acceptance in 1937 of a report by a Union govern- 
ment committee on the status of libraries and the government's role. 
The report determined that the responsibility should rest wih the 
provinces and that they should take "immediate steps" to set up a free 
rural library service by appointing advisory committees and library 
organizers to formally establish provincial library services. The Union 
was asked to subsidize the services on a pound for pound basis. In 
1942 the Union government placed £2,000 on the estimates for the 
salaries of the library organizers, if appointed. 
Although the draft of the first Provincial Library Ordinance, that 
of the Cape, was prepared in 1945, it could not be passed until 1949 
when an amendment to the Financial Relations Act permitted the 
"establishment" of libraries. 
The Cape Ordinance provided for the compete support by the 
province of all libraries in towns less than 15,000 population. The 
province was empowered to take over existing libraries and to de- 
velop a system which would bring library service to all. A library 
hierarchy was planned with one central headquarters library, eighteen 
regional libraries (the Cape is larger than France and England com- 
bined), town libraries, and village depots. The principle of sharing 
costs between province and local authority, ignored here, had always 
been advocated by librarians and laymen. Their theory was soon 
proven the more suitable. In 1954 the burden of bearing the full cost 
of the senice proved to be too severe for the province. A new ordi- 
nance, gazetted in 1955, was drawn up, and it, plus the Conditions 
Governing Participation and the Service's Regulations form the basis 
of the present provincial service. 
In the Cape, since 1955, an urban area of over 25,000 population 
and believed capable of supporting an independent service may be 
declared an urban library area. Towns over 25,000have been admitted 
to the service; 40,000 is felt to be the maximum size for consideration. 
Urban library areas are not considered part of the provincial library 
system. A provincial subsidy up to 50 per cent of a municipality's 
expenditure on libraries may be granted. There is no ceiling. Separate 
facilities for European and non-European borrowers are to be pro- 
vided in urban areas and throughout the service in general. The con- 
duct of the direct service to small towns and villages is loosely de- 
fined: "For the purpose of the service the Administrator [head of the 
provincial executive committee] may take such steps and measures for 
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the provision of free library facilities as he may deem fit, including 
( a )  the admission of public libraries to the service on such conditions 
as he may in each case determine and the aiding of such public li- 
braries in such manner as he may deem fit . . ." 
The conditions of admission require "all members, i.e. libraries, to 
provide accommodation as approved by the library organizer . . . the 
organizer may allow up to 5 years to provide satisfactory accommoda- 
tion; all local authorities are required to provide an amount not ex- 
ceeding six shillings per annum per capita of the European popula- 
tion for the salary of the library personnel and any other administra- 
tive expenditure." European in this sense means those of European 
descent. 
In return, the headquarters organization provides books, films, re- 
cordings, and art prints which remain the property of the province. 
Books include serious reference works as well as all types of general 
reading matter. Periodicals are generously provided. A library may 
buy materials for its permanent retention out of its own independent 
funds. Provision is made for each of the eighteen regions to be in the 
charge of a professional librarian who visits regularly member libraries 
to give administrative advice and assistance. Books are brought by 
bookmobile to the libraries where the librarians make bulk exchanges. 
Loans are not made to individuals. Provincial headquarters staff pro- 
mote the idea of free libraries, help in the re-organization of former 
subscription libraries, advise local government officials, conduct train- 
ing courses for the local librarians, etc., and, of course, acquire and 
process all materials. 
A provincial library board is provided for of whom the majority 
are nominated by the Provincial Administration. 
The Transvaal Provincial Library Service Ordinance was gazetted 
in 1951. The pattern of service is similar to that provided under the 
1955 Cape Ordinance, and, indeed, its introduction precedes that of 
the Cape. There are the following differences. "The Transvaal Pro- 
vincial Administration holds the local community primarily responsible 
for the establishment and proper maintenance of libraries and library 
services, but . . . renders certain supplementary services by means of 
the Transvaal Provincial Library Service. In addition the Administra- 
tion also provides leadership in the library field." * 
The population limit was first set at 10,000, raised to 25,000 in 1956 
and to 50,000 in 1958. The annual contribution required from the local 
authority ranges from two shillings in the case of a village council 
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to seven shillings, six pence in a municipality of over 25,000 European 
inhabitants. There is no compulsion to provide services for non-
Europeans and libraries not in the service may receive grants-in-aid 
only under certain conditions. None do. Recently direct library service 
from bookmobiles was introduced in the peri-urban areas of the Rand 
where scattered population and scarcity of premises have made the 
establishment of libraries most difficult. 
In the two smaller provinces, Natal and Orange Free State, where 
library service is not so advanced, the model followed is that of the 
large provinces. The population limit in both is 10,000. Natal requires 
from the local authority three shillings and the Orange Free State 
two shillings per head of European population. 
These are the instruments of a free library service. The govern- 
ment's complete acceptance of responsibility for free libraries was not 
achieved without a struggle. A struggle which has been won through 
the energetic efforts of a few librarians and others who from 1930 to 
1949 never lost an opportunity for pressing upon government and 
public alike the cause of free libraries. A government can do little 
more than follow in the steps of a community's leaders. 
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Current Concepts in State Aid to Public 
Libraries 
E R N E S T  E .  D O E R S C H U K ,  J R .  A N D  
D A V I D  C .  P A L M E R  
THISPAPER WILL DEAL with two basic forms of 
state aid to public libraries; (1)aid in the form of services and leader- 
ship and (2)  aid in the form of financial grants to local libraries or 
library systems. "Normal" services of state library agencies to public 
libraries will be reviewed, and concepts underlying existing and con- 
templated programs of grants-in-aid will be discussed. Actual opera- 
tion of grants-in-aid programs under existing law is analyzed in a 
separate chapter. 
Aid in the Form of Service.-Although standards for state library 
services have yet to be formulated and accepted, preliminary work 
in this area by W. T. Brahm and H. F. Brigham presents an outline 
which is helpful in determining current concepts in state aid through 
supplemental services. These authors analyzed, extracted, and co-
ordinated the contents of The Role of the State Library and Public 
Library Service; A Guide to Evaluation, with Minimum St~ndards .~  
Working with the State library services outlined in the Role and direct 
references from among the seventy-two "guiding principles" and 191 
"standards" enumerated in the latter, the authors remind us, however, 
of limitations in this approach. Many of the principles compiled in 
Public Library Service "have a ready application to the state library, 
with appropriate modif%ations." These, combined with the conclusions 
reached through the concerted efforts of a state library standards 
committee, would undoubtedly elaborate and further expand the 
Brahm-Brigham list of services. At the 1959 Midwinter Meeting of the 
American Library Association, the Executive Board of the American 
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TABLE I 
Supplementary Services of State and Provincial Libraries 
to Local Libraries 
No. of No, of 
agencies agencies 
providing providing No. of libraries indicating 
service, service, weight of importance, 1 9 W  
Type of Service 1956 1960 Most 2nd most 3rd most 
Reference Services 	 2 1 4 
1. Reference information - 47 3 2 7 
2. Subject bibliographies 22 - -
Inter-Library Loan Services 5 - -
3. Serious/ex~ensive materials 41 46 1 - -
4. Popula; materials 23 44 - - -
5. Recordings (discs/tapes) 13 16 - - -
6. Slides and filmstrips - 12 - - -
7. Films 	 lgb 33" - - -
8. Supplies locations through 

Union library catalog 21 19 1 - -

Advisorv Services 	 10 11 3
-. --
9. Consultation at  state lib. 48 5 1 - -
10. Field visits 	 47 5 1 - -
11. By correspondence 48 5 1 - -
12. Conducts local surveys 28 34 - - I 
Educational & Promotional Services 
13. Workshops or institutes 
14. In-service training 
15. Group leadership training 
16. Short term demonstrations 
17. Develop publicity materials 
18. Publishes newsletter or journal 
19. Gathers and disseminates 
library statistics 
20. Develops state-wide library 
standards 
Central Resource Services 
21. State historical collections 34 19 - - -
22. State archives 	 10 13 - - -
23. State documents - 28 - - -
24. Research collections in 
particular subject fields - 27 - - -
25. Storage of little used materials - 9 - - -
Technical Services - 1 1 
26. Processes library materials 8 3 1 - - -
27. Maintains union catalog 6 16 - - -
28. Distributes state publications - 19 - - -
Miscellaneous Services 3 1 2 
29. Provides deposit collections - 35 - - -
30. Provides traveling displays 27 - -
31. Administers grants-in-aid 28 37 2 - -
32. Contracts with stronger libs. 
to extend services-to 
neighboring libraries - 11 - - -
33. Financial aid to  students of 
librarianship 12 - - -
34. Develops library legislation 46 49 - - 1 
35. Certification of librarians 	 31d 23" -
+ 
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Association of State Libraries approved a project for a survey of the 
functions of state library agencies, one of the objectives being the de- 
velopment of standards for state library services. 
The canons of librarianship relentlessly stress the library systems 
concept as an essential basis for achieving objectives of quality library 
service for all. As the agency in state government with responsibility 
for library affairs, the state or provincial library must judge its services 
and activities against how effectively it furthers the coordination of 
all library services within the state or province under the systems 
concept. 
The underlying concept of state library service to local libraries is 
stated thus: "The various library systems within the state should func- 
tion together as a network to make the full resources of the state avail- 
able to every resident. An agency within the state government should 
carry responsibility for guiding and reinforcing adequate local serv- 
ice." 
In an effort to determine the methods by which, and the extent to 
which, the various state and provincial library agencies are "guiding 
and reinforcing adequate local service," and to find out whether any 
trends are apparent since the analysis by Carma R. Zimmerman and 
Ralph Blasingame, Jr., in 1956,6each state and provincial library was 
asked to indicate on a checklist those services which are being per- 
formed by the agency concerned. The results, showing a comparison 
with the Zimmerman-Blasingame report wherever possible, are tabu- 
lated in Table I. 
The questionnaire used for the 1956 report was not available, and 
therefore direct parallels cannot be drawn for each question. Also the 
former questionnaire was sent to fifty-five state and provincial libraries, 
from which there were fifty returns. The present survey is based upon 
'Each agency was asked to indicate which three services are regarded as being 
most important. Many checked the title of the service category rather than the 
specific question. These are underlined and entered beside the heading. 
Including 8 which lend only films on librarianship. 
'Including 5 which lend only films on librarianship. 
Of the 31 agencies reporting, 18 operate under a mandatory certification system; 
13 under a voluntary system. 
Of the 23 agencies reporting, 15 operate under a mandatory certification system; 
8 under a voluntary system. 
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fifty-one returns from the fifty state libraries and ten provincial 
agencies. Granting these limitations, however, the table gives some 
indication of trends and will serve as a listing of supplementary serv- 
ices to local libraries. Conclusive indication of the general course 
which state library services is taking will have to wait for subsequent 
studies, since it would take more than two instances to plot such 
tendencies accurately. Furthermore, a mere checklist does not reveal 
the efficacy of the services listed, nor does it indicate the degree 
to which such services fulfill the principle of developing a fully co- 
ordinated library system for the entire state. An evaluative survey of 
these factors is needed on a national scale. 
The balance of this section is a comparison of the 1956 and 1960 
returns. Reference services and interlibrary lending of materials were 
combined in the Z-B report as one of the six broad headings covering 
supplementary services to local libraries. Figures for 1956, therefore, 
are not available under this heading. Extensive provision of subject 
bibliographies was a service noted in the 1956 returns when agencies 
were asked to list major services not covered by the inquiry form. 
Virtually all state and provincial agencies provide supplementary refer- 
ence service and five consider this their most important function. 
Two areas under interlibrary loan service show significant change. 
First, in the matter of popular printed materials, the 1956 report noted 
that "23 agencies indicated that they buy popular materials in some 
degree. Of these, six either emphasize the more expensive materials 
or buy popular items only of certain types." Although the 1960 returns 
offered no qualifying remarks as to provision of popular printed ma- 
terials, the number of agencies engaged in this type of interlibrary 
loan has almost doubled over the 1956 figure. Second, the number of 
state libraries lending films has increased 42 per cent and it may be 
noted that fewer of these agencies restrict such films to the subject 
of librarianship. 
The decrease indicated in question eight warrants a word of ex-
planation. Z-B remarked that twenty-one agencies "maintain or have 
access to a state or regional union catalog." Presumably some of them 
did not habitually supply locations. The 1960 question was specifically 
directed to whether the state agency supplied locations to the inquiring 
library and the figure 19 may be considered to be more precise and 
not indicating a decrease in this service. 
As in 1956, the later returns bear out the primary importance at- 
tached to advisory services. Almost half (21) of all those replying rank 
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this function among the most significant. A lesser but growing number 
of states will make local surveys of library services and, with Z-B, we 
may presume, make recommendations for action based on findings. 
Of the eight items listed under the heading of Educational and Pro- 
motional Services, the sharp increase (10 to 25) in short term local 
demonstrations of library service may be ascribed to state programs 
under the Library Services Act. I t  is somewhat surprising that this 
method of local assistance and stimulation was not cited as among the 
most important. Although the development of statewide standards of 
library service may be viewed also in the light of an advisory func- 
tion, it is considered here as both an educational and promotional 
service. Thirty-two agencies are actively involved in establishing and 
promoting library standards, and one of them considers this its most 
important service. 
There are a number of state library functions which may be con- 
sidered indirect services to other libraries. In many cases this is a ques- 
tion of taking responsibility for a service which is necessary to the 
whole area, but which through centralization relieves other agencies 
of needless expense and effort of duplication. Building a research col- 
lection in a particular field is such a function. Because of the diversity 
of patterns of state library organization within state government, it is 
difficult to interpret the figures relating to state historical collections, 
state archives, and documents. Although the maintenance of collec- 
tions relating to the history of the state or province has been "a widely 
accepted function of state and provincial librarie~,"~ this activity 
would seem to have diminished by 44 per cent since 1956. 
As for technical services again a marked increase is found which 
relates to Library Services Act projects. I t  is puzzling under the cir- 
cumstances, that particular importance is not attached to this activity. 
Two points should be brought out concerning items under this head- 
ing of Miscellaneous Services. The increase noted in question thirty- 
one relating to grants-in-aid, could be deceiving since the grants in 
some states are made possible only through federal funds. In regard 
to question thirty-five, while Z-B reported eighteen mandatory and 
thirteen voluntary certification systems in effect, the 1960 inquiry 
specifically asked if the state library administered certification of 
librarians. The two figures are not, therefore, comparable and it may 
be assumed that some of the state certification systems noted in 1956 
were administered by other branches of state government. 
The 1960 inquiry also asked for a listing of other services not 
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covered by the questionnaire. Although most of the additions could 
be interpreted as falling within the definition of the services on the 
checklist, two deserve special mention. One agency reported that it 
conducts a placement service for library personnel and is also engaged 
in recruiting; two agencies note a microfilm program for state news- 
papers. 
The Z-B report also investigated the number of states and provinces 
which had had comprehensive surveys and had developed written 
programs for public library development. Likewise, the 1960 question- 
naire asked for information on this subject. A comparison of the 1956 
and 1960 returns shows the following: 
1956 1960 
No. of surveys 25 18 (since 1954) a 
No. of written plans for public 
library development 31 17 
Program developed by: 
a. Library agency 10 10 
b. Library Association 4 1 
c. Both 19 2 
a Includes eight in prwess (Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Nebraska, New 
Hampshire, Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin). 
b Includes four in process (Idaho, Michigan, New Hampshire, Tennessee). 
Neither the 1956 nor the 1960 inquiries attempt to evaluate the 
quality of over-all state surveys and programs. It would be interesting 
to see whether the availability of federal funds to finance such studies 
has improved their quality. As of 1958 three states, Michigan, Nevada, 
and Pennsylvania, had devoted federal funds to state survey studies, 
and it is quite possible that some of the surveys and resultant'plans 
indicated above are due to the impetus offered by the Library Serv- 
ices Act. In any event, a significant number of states and provinces 
have formulated and formalized well defined objectives through state- 
wide programs for library development since 1956. Some of these, 
however, may have brought their former studies up to date rather 
than added to the list of states and provinces studied. Unfortunately 
the names of the states reporting in 1956 were not available for this 
report. 
An intangible but vastly important service to libraries for which 
state and provincial libraries have accepted responsibility is that of 
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leadership in library development. Such devices as the publication of 
trustee manuals, holding of workshops and conferences for trustees 
and librarians, conducting surveys and developing statewide library 
standards and library service plans, formulating library legislation, 
cooperating with state library associations, and conducting vigorous 
consultant services are almost universally practiced. In recent years 
trustee conferences have been held with the sponsorship of the gov- 
ernor in several states. I t  is perhaps enough to say that the concept 
of state responsibility for leadership service in library development is 
(or ought to be) universally accepted and is one which calls for 
imagination, consummate skill and tireless effort on the part of state 
library personnel. 
Joint effort by several states in providing leadership services to 
libraries is a concept that has become a reality in "North Country 
Libraries," published jointly by the State Library of New Hampshire 
and the Free Library Commission of Vermont. Another project in- 
volving cooperation among state agencies is the tri-state film circula- 
tion plan of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont. Looking toward 
expansion of this multi-state concept, the Library Legislation Com- 
mittee, Governmental Relations Section of the American Library 
Association, Library Administration Division has prepared a "Sug-
gested Draft of an Interstate Compact for Library Service" and "Draft 
of an Act to give Congressional Consent to Interstate negotiations 
for Library Services Compacts." (1959) 
The idea of extending state library services through state operated 
regional offices or branches is not a new one. In 1931 an experiment 
in regionalization of services was begun in Vermont with the Billings 
Library of the University of Vermont serving as headquarters and a 
Carnegie Foundation grant paying the bill. In 1937 the Vermont 
Legislature passed a bill which set up statewide regional service 
under the direction of the state library agency, and by 1958 there 
were five regional libraries f~nctioning.~ In 1956 twenty-five different 
regional state library centers were operating in six states.8 That other 
states have found state regional library centers desirable is indicated 
by the provision for establishing or strengthening such centers in 
fourteen of the state plans for use of Library Services Act funds for 
the 1958 federal fiscal year. These projects are summarized as follows: 
Establishment of an auxiliary State Agency, e.g., a branch of the 
State Library, is a new development in several States; in others, such 
a branch has been established for some time. The branch services vary 
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from State to State. Some State library branches offer a majority of the 
services available at the main State library; others, only advisory and 
consultative staff services. A few branches offer only one service, such 
as direct bookmobile service to an area of the State; In some States, 
the direct public service is the only library service in the area; in 
others, the branch offers indirect assistance in the form of materials 
or staff to supplement the resources and services of small local 
libraries. 
One state has at least partially changed its mind about the desir- 
ability of state library services being given from a regional office. 
In 1948 the New York State Library set up the Regional Library 
Service Center in Watertown to perform the following services for 
libraries in three counties: (1) book collection for loan; (2 )  film col- 
lection; (3) delivery service; (4)  cataloging service; and (5) advisory 
service.1° 
The Commissioner of Education's Committee on Public Library 
Service, 1957, found that the Watertown experiment was eminently 
successful on two counts; (1)it provided easy availability of a wide 
selection of good books to Iibraries in the area and (2) "a feeling of 
unity grew among librarians and a parallel development of in-sentice 
training and improvement of local libraries." l1 
On the other hand, the Committee pointed out that the Center, 
while ''performing to approximate saturation the traditional services 
of the Education Department," did not embrace all the features of a 
regional library system; i.e., there was no bookmobile service, no co- 
operative services such as part-time children's librarians, and no 
system-wide advisory or governing board. These considerations, and 
adherence to the principle of local responsibility for library service, 
led the committee to recommend that the three counties now served 
by the Regional Library Service Center establish county or regional 
boards and, as in the case of other systems established in the state, 
"the regional board would be required to present its plan for state 
aid for approval by the Commissioner of Education." If desired by the 
regional board, the present Regional Library Service Center could be 
continued either by a contractual arrangement with the state library, 
or under the direct administration of the regional board, but not as a 
branch of the state library.12 
In contrast to New York State's withdrawal from direct operation 
of a regional service center is the Ohio State Library's proposal for 
extending library service in Ohio. This plan la proposes approximately 
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nine storage and service centers to be established in strategic areas 
of the state to provide loans of individual books and special book 
collections to libraries, storage of infrequently used books, loan of 
films, display collections, duplicating services, publicity aids, operation 
of bookmobile service to areas not now operating or not wishing to 
administer such service, professional advisory or consultant service, 
and professional librarians to hire on a temporary basis. One or two 
centers would be created to do centralized processing and/or pur-
chasing for the entire state. A further feature of the plan is the pro- 
posal that the state employ skilled library personnel in key cities like 
Akron, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Toledo, and Youngs- 
town who would draw on the total library resources of the city con- 
cerned to provide assistance to researchers or information seekers. 
While some state library agencies are seeking to effect regionaliza- 
tion of library services through the device of state library branches or 
regional service centers, others are using different methods to achieve 
the same ends. In New York State, for example, systems are growing 
rapidly as a result of far-reaching legislation which makes it easy for 
local libraries to take the initiative in forming systems and provides 
incentive in the form of financial aid and guidance by the state li-
brary agency. Here the services of the state library, so far as they 
relate to the concept of regional library systems, take the form of 
leadership, regulation, and the administration of state aid rather than 
the direct service offered by the Watertown Regional Library Service 
Center. 
The Pennsylvania library development plan l4 proposes that the 
state library designate twenty-seven to thirty library districts, each 
district to have a center, based on an existing library, of some strength. 
In a few instances district library centers would be based on college 
libraries. Operating under local administration, the district library 
center would coordinate library service within the district, i.e., extend 
the services presently offered by the State Library Extension Division 
such as advice and counsel to local libraries in the district, interlibrary 
loan, rotating book collections, film circuits, and the like. Each center 
would be in a good position to offer centralized book purchase and 
processing services, although this would be a matter of local prefer- 
ence. Where college libraries would serve as district centers, the State 
Library would retain some of the extension functions for the district 
(provision of advice and counsel, and encouraging new libraries within 
the district, for example), since these functions would be foreign to 
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the general college library program. In this form of de-centralized, 
locally administered regional service, the State Library's aid takes the 
form of financial grants, review of plans submitted by district centers 
and local libraries for the use of state funds, a minimum degree of 
regulation, certification of personnel, and increased leadership in the 
form of promotion and demonstration. 
This last method of extending state aid in the interest of regional 
library development would call for state operated demonstrations 
over a period of several years, with the locality taking over as the 
demonstration ends. The state may hire the people and buy the books 
and equipment, or it may, through contract or grants, provide funds 
to the locality for its own demonstration with some degree of super- 
vision by the state. Library Services Act funds are being used for both 
kinds of regional demonstration; the Tri-County Library Service 
Center of New Jersey being an example of the former, and the Lehigh 
County project in Pennsylvania of the other. 
Which of the concepts for encouraging regional library service by 
the state will in the long run prove most effective has yet to be seen; 
again a comprehensive study in depth seems to be called for. 
A concept, as yet radical, representing the ultimate extension of li- 
brary service by the state agency, is the idea of a statewide or even 
nationwide library system. Public library systems in the four prov- 
inces of the Union of South Africa, as described by Ruth J. Wertheimer 
elsewhere in this issue of Library Trends, come close to this, since 
the provincial administrations are empowered to establish free li-
braries, with the locality providing building facilities and a given 
amount of money per head, and the province supplying books, mobile 
libraries, technical services, and other assistance.16 In America, this 
concept has been expressed by Brahm at Ohio State Library, who 
suggests: "one library system, one library board, one librarian, one 
budget-that may well be the organization of library service in Ohio 
in 2050 A.D."16 
The current stress of library literature on system building, with the 
idea that a system is good and a larger system better, might be 
interpreted as moving in the direction of the monolithic, single library 
system for an entire state on which Brahm speculates; but at the 
same time the literature also emphasizes at least partial local re-
sponsibility for library service. A general principle stated in Public 
Library Seruice, for instance, is that "The public library should be an 
integral part of local government." R. D. Leigh in the Public Library 
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Inquiry, while he acknowledges that it is possible to conceive of state 
owned and operated library systems,18 says "It is one of the assump- 
tions of the Inquiry that in a large-scale modern democratic, in- 
dustrial society there are advantages both in local initiative and par- 
ticipation and in larger units of administration; that neither should 
be neglected, but that governmental structure should be contrived to 
give the greatest possible scope to both principles"; le and in a later 
writing he stresses the probability of slow piecemeal advances toward 
realization of library systems through cooperation rather than the 
sudden emergence of a full-blown state wide organization of library 
service.20 
Grants-in-aid.-Public Library Serwice says of grants-in-aid only 
that the state library agency should administer them. While the con- 
stant stress on the library systems concept contained in that document 
clearly implies that grants-in-aid ought to be used in the building of 
library systems, one must look elsewhere for a detailed discussion of 
the concepts underlying state grants-in-aid to libraries. 
A good starting point for a discussion of this subject is A National 
Ptan for Public Libraries which makes the following basic points about 
grants-in-aid: 21 
1. The unrestricted grant which may be used for any purpose is 
clearly preferable to restricted grants. 
2. Reasonable effort on the part of localities to provide adequate 
financial support to their libraries should be a prerequisite to any 
state grant-in-aid. 
3. State grants should be of sufficient size and should be ad- 
ministered in such a way as not to perpetuate ineffective libraries. 
Standards of service and personnel should be required of those li-
braries receiving grants-in-aid. 
4. Grants-in-aid ought to be administered by the state library 
agency but such administration should avoid an excess of state con- 
trol and interference. 
5. While population is the easiest basis for distribution of grants- 
in-aid, provision should be made to equalize the total state and local 
amounts available for library service in communities of varying eco- 
nomic wealth, i.e., provide larger sums of state money to the poorer 
communities. 
6. Grants to county and other large unit libraries should be stressed, 
especially where library service to new areas is an objective. 
Leigh, in The American Public Library, reinforces the principle 
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of state grants of "authority, of funds, of books and skilled personnel 
--or all four-to create and maintain larger units," but finds (as of 
1950) "no state system of financial aid to local libraries designed 
solely and without compromise to attain this objective." 22 
Alice I. Bryan, in her contribution to the Public Library Inquiry, 
relates state grants-in-aid to the problem of personnel, advocating 
grants "large enough to enable each public library system, in conjunc- 
tion with local financial support, to provide professional salaries on a 
decent minimum standard." 23 She further recommends that the state 
library agency administering grants should also accept responsibility 
for administering compulsory certification of librarians, classification 
of positions and accreditation of library schools. To this might well 
be added the allied responsibility of recruiting able people into the 
profession. 
While a strong program of grants-in-aid would tend to alleviate 
personnel shortages, one State Public Library Commission believes 
that rules and regulations governing state aid can be minimized if the 
state will insist on a properly state-certified "regional librarian" being 
at the head of state-aided regional libraries.24 Thus grants-in-aid are 
expected both to improve the supply of qualified librarians and to 
require qualified librarians to carry out the state-aided program. 
With the above principles in mind, the following classification of 
types of grants-in-aid, by which is meant "a grant or subsidy from 
public funds paid by a central (in this instance, the state) to a local 
government in aid of some public undertaking" (here meaning public 
libraries ) ,25 will be useful. 
Establishment Grant. The state may provide a once-only sum of 
money to a locality to assist in the establishment of new library serv- 
ice or of a new library system involving existing libraries. 
Continuation Grant. A state may provide a sum periodically to a 
locality to help the local library or library system meet its operating 
costs. In the proposed Florida state aid law this is referred to as an 
"operating grant." 
Incentive Grant. Availability of state funds may be contingent on 
the local library or library system achieving stated standards of sup- 
port or service. The grant then becomes an incentive for such lo- 
calities to achieve the standards required. The term "achievement 
grant" is sometimes used (e.g., in Georgia). 
Per Capita Grant. The size of the state grant may be determined by 
the number of persons served by the agency receiving the grant. 
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Area Grant. The size of the area served by the receiving agency, 
such as number of square miles or number of counties, may determine 
the size of the grant. 
Equalization Grants. If a locality served by a library agency is eco- 
nomically depressed, the size of the grant (usually on a per-capita 
basis) to that locality may be increased so as to provide total state 
and local funds available for library service relatively equal to those 
available in wealthier communities. 
Integration Grant. For the purpose of strengthening existing libraries 
through unification of small units into larger systems, state grants may 
be awarded to a small library when it joins a system, to a large city 
library when it combines with a district library, or to a district library 
when it combines with another district. (Tenn used in Washington 
State.) 
Restricted and Non~estricted Grants. The purpose of a state grant 
may be to provide funds for the purchase of specific items, such as 
books. This is a restricted grant. A grant which, though for the broad 
purpose of improving library service, may be spent for any item is 
nonrestricted. 
Personnel Grant. State funds may be granted specifically for aug- 
mentation of librarians' salaries (as in Rhode Island and North Caro- 
lina). 
Scholarship Grant. Library education of individuals may be sub- 
sidized by state funds, as in Arkansas where $35 per semester hour 
for a maximum of ten hours at accredited library schools is granted. 
Experience of various states with grants-in-aid programs has re-
vealed at least three major pitfalls. One, already mentioned, is the 
awarding of sums so small as to have no real effect on the quality of 
library service in the locality receiving the grant. A pittance grant 
by the state tends to encourage pittance support by the locality re- 
ceiving it. 
A second pitfall is the encouragement of large area units of service 
without providing the necessary funds, strong central collection, and 
administration to produce quality service throughout the area. L. A. 
Martin comments thus: "I have seen size and larger territory pursued 
for their own sake, without the central base and without adequate 
support. It is not surprising that a feeling of bewilderment and frustra- 
tion arises when the larger unit simply results in a bigger stretch of 
territory with definitely substandard service." 26 
A third pitfall is the failure to relate grants-in-aid to standards of 
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achievement by the localities receiving the grants, and failure to set 
up machinery to check on the way the grants are spent. The state aid 
law of Pennsylvania is a good example of these last two pitfalls; the 
law encourages countrywide systems by restricting grants to county 
libraries only, but the grants are too small ($4,000 maximum) to pro- 
vide real incentive, and the only check by the state on expenditures 
is the requirement that an annual county auditor's report of the li-
brary's expenditure be sent to the State Library. 
Selection of the "building blocks" for state aided library systems is 
a matter of concern in planning grants-in-aid programs. Shall the unit 
within the system be a town, township, county, or any combination of 
these? There are instances where political boundaries do not repre- 
sent logical or politically feasible borders for the organization of li- 
brary service. A grants-in-aid program which is designed to build 
systems must therefore be accompanied by legislation which permits 
arrangement of library service according to logical and workable 
patterns. 
Where rapid growth of library systems takes place, the provision of 
adequate buildings, and procurement of personnel become acute prob- 
lems. State aid for building purposes, common in public school aid 
programs, is not presently incorporated in state aid to libraries, al- 
though the library receiving a nonrestricted state grant-in-aid may of 
course elect to use a portion of it for building improvement. In 1959 an 
act was placed in the Pennsylvania legislative hopper which would 
have provided two million dollars annually for a ten-year period for 
library buildings, the state grant to be matched fifty-fifty by the lo- 
cality, and the maximum total state grant to be $200,000, except in the 
case of district library centers where a slightly different formula for 
capitalization was proposed. The act failed to pass. In British Co- 
lumbia the Public Library Commission in 1956 reported that "the 
Commission intends to ask for Provincial aid in financing construc- 
tion" 27 of library buildings. 
To meet the personnel shortages resulting from rapid library growth, 
and other causes, some state aid plans have incorporated the idea of 
scholarships for library trainees. These may take the form of grants 
to individuals, on the basis of competitive examinations, as in New 
York; state support of library schools within state universities; or the 
provision for library traineeships whereby nonexperienced persons 
are hired with state funds for a specified period, and during part of 
the period of state-aided employment these persons attend an ac-
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credited library school while receiving normal pay. This plan was 
written into a Pennsylvania law which failed to pass in 1959. 
One clue to the direction of trends into the future exists in the 
record of how the various states are making use of federal funds under 
the Library Services Act. I t  is significant that almost all states par- 
ticipating in the Library Services Act program have made a project 
of strengthening the state library; the clear implication is that state 
library agencies want to be and think they ought to be stronger than 
they are. This new strength takes the form of increasing extension 
personnel, augmenting resources, and adding new services. Recruit- 
ment, in-service training, and scholarships have been included. Most 
of the techniques and concepts used in Library Services Act projects 
were ones that had been tried somewhere before. 
Increased aid in the form of services from the state library is thus 
seen to be one goal toward which those agencies are aiming; they have 
had a chance at more money and that is one of the things they have 
chosen to do with it. 
But that is not the only goal. "Every plan (under the Library 
Services Act) incIudes the goal of larger units of library service. Co- 
operation is the key word in Thus, twenty-eight plans have 
projects for regional or multi-county library systems, and fourteen 
include projects for state aid. 
Which of the two basic forms of state aid, i.e., services from the 
state library agency or grants-in-aid, will be more effective as a 
means of attaining the ultimate goal of quality library service for all? 
The phenomenal growth of systems in New York, resulting from sub- 
stantial grants-in-aid coupled with legislation to permit flexible pat- 
terns of system organization, is clear evidence that grants-in-aid do 
achieve results. At the same time, the State Library Agency in New 
York is a strong one which provides quality services in the form of 
leadership and back-up resources to local libraries. I t  does not attempt 
to provide local library service in any community, but takes steps 
through counseling, provision of financial aid and a flexible organiza- 
tional framework, to enable every local community to help itself. 
Whatever type of aid a state library offers, it can make such aid 
effective only if the agency is itself strong and has a position of 
strength in state government. The fact that a first priority for Library 
Services Act programs has been the strengthening of the state library 
agencies is evidence that those agencies were weak and that under- 
girding the state library with state funds has high priority for the 
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future. The Public Library Inquiry pointed to the need to strengthen 
state agencies. While many things have been done since 1947, ob-
viously many agencies have had to use federal money in areas which 
are "normal" services. One gets the impression that state library 
agencies, had they achieved adequate financing and governmental 
status, might have been able to use Library Services Act funds in more 
imaginative ways. At any rate a combination of strong state library 
agencies which provide effective backup and leadership services to 
libraries and well designed financial aid programs appears to be the 
trend. 
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American Laws Governing State Aid 
to Public Libraries 
W I L F R E D  L .  M O R I N  
THIS CHAPTER WILL STUDY state grants-in-aid 
programs to public libraries of the states which have such programs. 
Thus it will be limited necessarily to this type of state aid. I t  must be 
emphasized at  the very outset that it is not the only form of effective 
state aid; there have been examples of very efficient and effective 
programs of nonfiscal assistance which, though they did not involve the 
flow of funds to the local governments concerned, enabled a better 
accomplishment of objectives for that very reason. An example is the 
Watertown Regional Library Service Center. However, this study will 
examine grants-in-aid, or state intergovernmental expenditures, which 
involve the actual payment of money to local governments, or directly 
to the library unit. 
In outline, the chapter attempts to report the existing legal con- 
ditions under which grants are made, citations to the specific state 
statutes authorizing the grant programs, the amounts of the grants 
over the past few years based on available data, the number of library 
units to which grants were made if, again, this information is available, 
and brief descriptions of the grant program. The material is presented 
on a regional basis as set up by the U. S. Bureau of the Census. 
Grants imply a concept that the state recognizes some responsi- 
bility for library services and thereby recognizes one or more of the 
following factors and purposes of grants: 
1. An equalization factor. This is an attempt to apportion funds 
in accordance with need and the ability to support the program by the 
transferring of funds from an area with above-average income to one 
with a below-average income. 
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2. A stabilizing purpose. The grant enables localities to meet extra 
local needs by stabilizing revenues. 
3. The more equitable distribution of tax proceeds. Needs common 
to the several localities are met by grants based on the superior fiscal 
capacity of the larger unit of government. 
4. A stimulation factor. Grants are made to aid localities finance 
new services. 
5. A supporting purpose. The grant is made to achieve a better 
standard of performance. I t  may also be made to meet a need com- 
mon to several governmental jurisdictions, any single one of which 
could not support the needed program at the desired standards1 
Before the grant technique was ever used, the concept of state re- 
sponsibility, in whole or part, for certain functions of its civil divisions 
had to be hammered out painfully and slowly by whatever legal means 
the people of the state could fuse into a program of service. 
State and local functions and spheres of taxation are two phases of 
the relationship between the state and the locality which are interest- 
ing historically. The functional phase has, in the past, been sharply 
differentiated; but this has not been the case in the sphere of taxation. 
In the giving of service, the state remained very much aloof. Not so 
in the field of taxation, however. Though the state limited itself to the 
provision of judicial systems and the machinery of political govern- 
ment, it derived its revenue from the property tax superimposed upon 
local rates. I t  left to the local government the responsibility of main- 
taining such services as it could afford in the field of fire, police, and 
education, to name but a few. 
I t  was inevitable that problems arose once the necessities and needs 
of all the people had to be limited only to those necessities and needs 
which could be met by the revenues available to the local jurisdic- 
tion. As these needs became more and more extra-local and even 
extra-state, the problems of financing the essential programs became 
more acute. Many studies have been made in this area of intergovern- 
mental relations and some of the problems discussed have centered 
around which governmental agency should support functions of extra- 
local character and how should this be accomplished, to the study of 
at which lever are the merits of political democracy and alert civic 
responsibility achieved more fully. 
Needless to say, it stands to reason that some of the functional needs 
are better met by the governmental unit having the broader tax base, 
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TABLE I 
State Grants-In-Aid by Libray Unit 

New England Region-Fiscal Year 1958-59 

Kind of library- Agency issuing 
unit to which rules and 
State grant is made Amount Purpose regulations 
Connecticut Town units Sum equal to 	 General Yes: By State 
G. S. 1958, nmount appro- Purpose Board of Educa- 
Rec. Sec. 11-24 priated and ex- tion 
As amended pended by town 
1959 but not over $500 
for each unit 
Maine Town units Minimum Grant Books Yes: By State 
Ch. 42, # 33 $20. Maximum Librarian 
Grant $200 
NewHamp 6 o r 7  $1500 For project to Yes: By the 
shire R. S. A. Town units be approved by Commission 
201 :21 	 State Library 
Commission 
Rhode Island Town units $20,000 1. Books State Librarian 
Ch. 23: ) 1,4 budgeted 2. Salaries State Librarian 
Vermont Town units Up to $100 1. Establish- Yes: By the 
22 V. S. A. each ment Commission 
0 181-85 
2. To Small Yes: By the 
towns Commission 
the better ability to ccllect the tax, and the distribution of that tax 
to the units which form the larger governmental jurisdiction. 
There have been no clear cut solutions to the problem of inter- 
governmental relations. The attempt to shift some of these functions 
directly to the state level has met with resistance, as contravening the 
principle of "functional fitness." The pattern which seems to be more 
nearly expressive of the common will at the present time is for the 
state to aid local governments in financing these functions by shared 
taxes, separation of revenue sources, supplementary local rates, ex-
tension of local taxing authority, city-suburb relationships, and state- 
local grants-in-aids2? a 
State grants-in-aid to public libraries in the United States vary 
greatly from state to state. In only one area is there any similarity and 
that is in the amounts paid; in all but one state (New York) the 
amounts are very small and though they are called grants they do not, 
in most instances, have any of the factors or purposes enumerated 
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above. Rose Vainstein in her nationwide study reports that in the 
1956 fiscal year the total amount paid out in grants to public libraries 
amounted to only $4,364,945 while the total of intergovernmental ex- 
penditure for all purposes in fiscal 1957 amounted to $7.3 b i l l i ~n .~  
New England Region 
The pattern of direct state grants-in-aid for the New England states 
is one of grants to individual library units, usually on a town basis. 
However, the development of library service for the region, it must 
be remembered, is not in the direction of direct grants but rather of 
the central library concept, either from the state library if that agency 
is a comprehensive one (New Hampshire and Maine; also from the 
Library Bureau in Connecticut), or from state established and sup- 
ported centers in cooperation with city libraries-for quarters- (Ver-
mont and Massachusetts), or centers established by the state (Massa- 
chusetts and Connecticut). 
The grants are small. In the Maine statutes, to be eligible for state 
aid a municipality must appropriate at least $200. In Massachusetts, 
at present, there are no provisions for direct grants-in-aid to local li- 
brary units nor is there any enabling legislation to permit such grants. 
However, there are bills, such as H2275, being considered by the 1960 
legislature which would provide both the enabling legislation and the 
state grant-in-aid to libraries program. In Vermont the public library 
making application for a state grant must also satisfy the commission 
that it is rendering useful assistance to the public schools. In Con- 
necticut, the grant consists of a maximum of $500 per library on an 
equal matching basis with town funds. 
The laws for the most part, are succinct and laconic. Provisions are 
TABLE I1 
State Grants-in-Aid, Public Libraries Only 
New England Region, Fiscal Year 195859 
Amount of Grant 
State 1958-59 
Total: New England $119,460 
Connecticut 
Maine 
New Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
Vernon t 
81,110
14,350 
1,500 
20,OOO* 
2,500* 
* Amount budgeted-No report on amounts actually expended. 
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made in the statutes for application to the Free Library Commission, 
or to the State Department of Education, or the state librarian who, 
after approval, then issues authenticated vouchers to the proper state 
officials for payment to the free libraries the sums appropriated by the 
legislature for grants-in-aid. 
All precautions are taken to insure the autonomy of the individual 
library unit. The statutes in the New England states are noted for lack 
of supervision of the public libraries by the state. The only require- 
ments for receiving the grants are such items as local appropriations; 
local appropriations relative to grand lists; limiting the grant to grand 
lists of a certain amount and below; satisfactory local public library 
service to schools; voting by the town electors of a library board and 
instructions to ask for the grant; personnel aid to libraries with a 
salary of $500 or less; stipulation that state aid, in establishment 
grants, is for purchase of the first five hundred books, and the limiting 
of grants to six or seven libraries deemed, by the State Library 
Commission, to have a project which is worth-while and will be main- 
tained as a continual service by the town. 
Middle Atlantic Region 
There are three states in the Middle Atlantic region with state aid. 
These are New Jersey whose state aid bill passed in the 1960 session 
of the legislature; New York whose original state aid bill was passed 
in 1950with amendments in 1953, 1958, and in 1960, and Pennsylvania 
whose state aid program to counties dates from 1931. The latter's 
proposed 1959 state aid program based on a statewide survey com- 
pleted in 1958 6 l  failed to pass the legislature. Table 111 indicates 
the amount of aid for these three states. 
New Jersey.-The New Jersey State Library Aid law provides four 
types of state aid: (1 )  minimum aids of either 5 cents per capita or 35 
cents per capita ( 2 )  equalization aid, ( 3 )  county library or country- 
wide federation establishment grants, and ( 4 )  emergency aid. All 
municipalities (cities, towns, boroughs, townships, and villages) that 
support a public library in whole or part, with tax money in accordance 
with state law qualify for this aid. The municipal populations used in 
determining this aid, as well as the other types of aid, would be those 
in the last federal decennial census. 
Instead of the 5 cents-per-capita aid, all municipalities can qualify 
for 35 cents-per-capita aid by meeting two additional requirements: 
( 1 )  spend each year a local fair share of its public money for library 
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service and (2)  satisfy one of the following three conditions: ( a )  be- 
long to a county library system, or ( b )  spend at least $50,000 annually 
for public libraries or ( c )  belong to a federation of libraries, provided 
that the member municipalities spend an aggregate of $50,000 or more 
annually for public libraries. 
Local fair share is used as a measure of local, or municipal, ability 
to support municipal services. It is used as a measure of the minimum 
amount each municipality ought to spend each year for libraries in 
order to qualify for the higher 35 cent-per-capita aid. The rates of 
local fair share, on each dollar of equalized valuation, are: during the 
first year, l/zo mill; during the second year, l/lomill; during the third 
year, 3/20 mill; during the fourth year, */s mill; during the fifth year, 
Y4 mill; and thereafter, ?4 mill. 
Each participating municipality certifies annually how much it ap- 
propriates for library purposes. This may, in some instances, be larger 
TABLE I11 
State Grants-in-Aid by Library Unit, Middle Atlantic Re,'"ton-
Fiscal Years 1958,1959,1960 
--- -- - -
Library units 
for which 
Agency issuing 
rules and 
State 
grants are made: 
or purpose Amount Purpose 
regulations 
New Jersey 
Chs. 177,178 
Laws of 1959 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Cities 
Towns 
Boroughs
Townships 
Villages 
$400,000 1960 
None 1959 
None 1958 
1. Minimum 
aid 
2. Equaliza-
tion 
3. Establish-
ment* 
Yes: By
Commissioner of 
Education 
4. Emergency 
New York 
Education Law 
a. 
b. 
Systems
Counties 
$6,100,000 1960 1. Establish-
ment 
Yes: By
Commissioner of 
g 272-273 
8 255,256,271 
c. Individual 
Library
Units 
(1) Books 
(2) Reference 
Books 
$3,950,000 1959 
$3,450,000 1958 
2. Annual Education 
3. Per capita 
4. Books, 
Periodicals 
and Binding 
5. Geographic
6. Incentives 
to Multi- 
county 
Pennsylvania a. Counties $117,000 1960 
$ 91,214 1959 
1. Supple-
mental 
Yes: By
Su erintendent 
$ 88,298 1958 of Fublic 
Instruction 
* Not in 1980. 
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than the appropriation specified in its budget. For example, if library 
quarters are afforded or maintained outside the regular library ac-
count, a reasonable amount may be charged to the library for this 
purpose. 
The Legislative Commission to study library services in New Jersey 
concluded in its report, Better Libraries for New J e r ~ e y , ~  that most of 
the libraries in New Jersey are too small to provide adequate service. 
Minimum requirements for quarters, books, equipment, and personnel 
for any library, the Commission decided, is $50,000 anually. This 
requirement for 35 cents aid, therefore, was established to encourage 
municipalities to spend at least that much each year or, in the case of 
small municipalities for which this is impractical, to join county library 
systems or join in federations. 
A federation, by law, is a group of two or more libraries within a 
county that voluntarily contract with each other for cooperative library 
services, including interlibrary loan services and the free reference 
use of their library facilities by all residents of the contracting munici- 
palities. The commissioner of education, with the approval of the State 
Board of Education, promulgates such other standards and regulations 
for federation to insure the public convenience. 
Municipalities of less than 35,000 population that qualify for the 
above 35 cent-per-capita aid may also qualify for equalization aid. 
This aid is devised to "equalize" library services by offering additional 
state help to the smaller municipalities less able to support effective 
library services on their own. 
Annual establishment grants of $20,000 for a period of three years 
have been provided for nine counties now without county libraries. 
Similar grants are available to countywide federations of libraries 
including all municipalities within these counties. These grants are 
in addition to the other aids and help meet the original capital ex- 
penditures in establishing county libraries or countywide federations. 
In addition to the above aids, there are provisions for an annual 
appropriation of $50,000 to be distributed among the participating 
municipalities by the commissioner of education. This will provide 
means to alleviate any emergency or unforeseeable conditions that 
might arise in any municipality or county and that cannot always be 
reasonably met by a fixed state aid formula. 
All minimum and equalization aid are to be paid by the state to the 
qualifying municipalities except when the municipalities are members 
of county library systems. Such aids accruing to municipalities be- 
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longing to country library systems will be paid to the counties. The 
county library commissioners may then allocate as much as 15 cents 
per capita to any or all of the member municipalities. 
In some instances, members of county library systems also maintain 
local library facilities. That portion of state aid allotted to them by 
the county can be used to supplement these local library facilities. 
Some county library members, however, do not maintain any local 
library facilities. In such instances, their share of state aid can best 
be utilized by improving the services now extended to them by the 
county libraries. This state library aid program is a cooperative one 
and participation is entirely voluntary. Each municipality and county 
will have to decide to what extent it will participate. The program is 
devised to encourage each municipality to qualify for the highest 
amount of state aid possible. 
The new legislation called for an appropriation of $1,600,000 but 
the final amount voted was only $400,000. Therefore, for fiscal year 
1960, the state aid will be a percentage of the provision provided for 
by law. 
New York:-This state's grant-in-aid program is one of the most 
effective, conceptually and financially, in the United Statesso-ll The 
formula is set up so that both the heavily populated and the sparsely 
settled rural areas are as equalized in benefits under the grant program 
as it is administratively feasible to accomplish. By means of establish- 
ment, annual, per capita, geographical, and book related material 
grants, the state is achieving its objective of effective book resources, 
optimum size library service systems, non-discriminating residential 
access to library services, and financial support at a level where ade- 
quacy of library service is a realizable goal. 
Legally, the state has also achieved an efficient balance between 
the statutory and regulatory functions of government. In the statutes 
are found the broad outline of the legislative framework leaving to the 
regulatory agency, the Education Department under the rules of the 
Board of Regents, the policy of framework in the Regulations. The 
library extension division is the agency, under the state library, which 
administers the grants, and under Section 269 of the Education Law,12 
provides the needed informational and advisory, and to a much lesser 
extent, the supervisory elements of the regulations and statutory per- 
cepts. 
The funds are appropriated by the legislature, paid by the Com- 
missioner of Taxation and Finance on the warrant of the comptroller, 
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according to an apportionment made by the Commissioner of Educa- 
tion in accordance with his regulations. The law provides for conditions 
under which counties and certain cities are entitled to alternative state 
aid ($272)and the apportionment of state aid ( $273 ) .  
The Statutes ($272)set forth a definition of system, the area served, 
what an approved plan means, conditions for approval of such a plan, 
the standard of service set by the Commissioner, provisions for re- 
porting to the Commissioner, provisions for withholding funds when 
the localities attempt to consider state aid funds as supporting rather 
than supplemental, and what considerations should go into the pro- 
mulgation of regulations and approving, rejecting, or revoking plans 
of library service. 
The companion section, $ 273, provides for the apportionment of 
state aid. Here is embodied the concept of the central library and the 
provisions for achieving such a unit, the annual and per capita grants, 
the geographical grants based on the square miles for the area served, 
the special provisions for the New York Public Library, the establish- 
ment grants, the computation of grants, and the methods whereby the 
state reclaims funds not expended according to the provisions of the 
statutes. 
The Regulations of the Commissioner, formulated with the advisory 
recommendations of professional librarians, are complementary to the 
statutes. These consist of standards for central libraries, registration 
of libraries, standards for registration of public and free association 
libraries, approval of categories, and the certificates for librarians 
in registered and free association libraries. Other regulatory provisions 
are those for employment, examination, allotment for libraries serving 
populations under 5,000, and traveling libraries. 
The essential elements of the state aid legislation are greater struc- 
tural flexibility for library systems, emphasis on the availability of 
large collections of books and staff to the rural areas of the state, and 
an increase in state aid. 
Section 255 of the Education Law makes it possible for the trustees 
of the public and association libraries of an area to authorize the 
establishment of a library system and by vote of the boards of trustees 
of the participating libraries to elect not less than five nor more than 
twenty-five trustees for the library system. The trustees then apply 
to the Board of Regents for a charter as a library system. This same 
section of the Education Law makes it possible for the board of 
trustees of a cooperative library system to contract with the State 
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Education Department for services, facilities, and staff. Public and 
association libraries that are not included among the libraries par- 
ticipating in a cooperative library system may by resolution request 
the cooperative library system to admit them to participation in the 
system subject to approval by the commissioner of education. 
Section 255 adds a feature of library structure that is new to New 
York State. Authority is granted to the board of supervisors of a county 
to create a department of county government to be administered in 
the same manner as other county departments. An advisory board may 
also be appointed if desired, 
Under Section 272 of the Education Law full approval of a plan of 
library service requires service to at least 200,000 people or 4,000 
square miles of area. Provisional approval may be given to a library 
system which will serve at least 50,000 persons and three or more 
political subdivisions in addition to submitting a planned program of 
service for the five-year period following approval. For the purpose 
of determining the population of the area served by the library system, 
the latest federal census figure is to be used. 
The new Section 273 of the Education Law makes provision for 
the following state aid payments: 
a )  Annual grant 
( 1 )  Library system serving less than one county $5,000 
(2 )  Library system serving one county or more than 
one county $15,000 per county 
b )  30 cents per capita of population of the area served 
c )  Area grant 
Library system serving 1county or less $ 6 per sq. mile 
Library system servlng 2 counties 9 per sq. mile 
Library system serving 3 counties 12 per sq. mile 
Library system serving 4 counties 15 per sq. mile 
Library system serving 5 counties 18 per sq. mile 
d )  Establishment grant 
( 1 )  Library systems serving one county or part thereof $10,000 
(2 )  Library systems serving more than one county 
$20,000 for each entire county 
( 3 )  	Existing library systems under the old state aid law shall 
receive $20,000 for each additional entire county not pre- 
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viously served which joins the library system under a new 
plan. 
e )  Central libraries-Library systems which have less than 100,000 
volumes in the central library may present a plan to build up the 
central library to 100,000 volumes by the end of a ten-year 
period. Under an approved acquisition plan the State Education 
Department will supply to the central library annually four times 
the number of volumes which the library system buys under this 
plan from its own funds exclusive of state aid. 
There is also a provision added, or re-inserted, by which system ex- 
penditures for books, periodicals, and bindings are 100 per cent re- 
imbursed if such expenditures are 30 cents per capita and over, to a 
ceiling of 50 cents per capita. The state will pay no more than 20 cents 
per capita for this phase of the aid program. 
Section 271 of the Education Law does not change the payment of 
the $100 matching grants to the individual libraries which are not 
participating in a library system. In addition to this matching grant, 
the nonsystem libraries serving less than 5,000 population may receive 
annually $100 worth of reference books. These libraries may elect to 
receive all or any part of the $100 grant to which they are entitled in 
the form of reference books rather than direct payment. 
A library system may be approved for state aid under sections 272 
and 273 of the Education Law, if it complies with the provisions of the 
forementioned sections of the Education Law and if it meets the 
following Regulations of the Commissioner. Full approval cannot be 
given to a library system unless it serves at least 200,000 people or 
4,000 square miles of area. Provisional approval may be given to a 
library system which will serve at least 50,000 persons provided the 
area includes three or more political subdivisions and that a satis-
factory plan is submitted for expansion of service during the ensuing 
five year period. 
In order to qualify for full approval a plan submitted by a library 
system must provide for the free use by all residents of the area served 
of the total library resources within the system by acceptance by all 
libraries in the system, to be honored on the same basis as that speci- 
fied for cardholders in each individual library. Provisional approval 
is granted provided that each member library of the system may have 
the right to borrow for one or more of its cardholders from any other 
member library of the library system any book or other material on 
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the same basis as that provided by the lending member library ap- 
plicable to its resident cardholder. Also, each system submits a plan 
which shall include a description of the means by which the various 
economic, cultural, civic, and age groups are to be assisted by qualified 
personnel in deriving maximum benefit from library resources. 
Each system certifies that there will be employed within the library 
system at least one full-time staff member (or the equivalent) for 
each 5,000 residents of the area served by the system, exclusive of 
janitorial, cleaning, and maintenance workers. There must be em-
ployed within each fully approved system of libraries at least six 
professional librarians engaged in system services. There must also be 
employed within each of the provisionally approved system libraries 
at least four professional librarians engaged in system services. 
For full approval each system must add annually at least 4,000 titles 
not previously held by the system. For provisional approval each 
system must add annually at least 2,000 titles not previously held by 
the system. Each system must provide a means of location of materials 
added in the libraries of the system. 
The standards for central libraries stipulate that a system applying 
for state aid must submit an acquisition plan for building up the col- 
lection of the central library. If there are less than 100,000volumes of 
adult nonfiction, bound periodicals, and books in foreign languages 
in the designated central library, the holdings that the central library 
does have become the base from which state aid is computed in this 
category. If, after approval of the acquisition plan, the system expands 
its service area to include either another library system receiving 
central library book aid, or expands its service as to include a library 
with a larger adult nonfiction book collection, the system must amend 
its statement. 
The central library collection of adult nonfiction must be physically 
assembled so as to provide maximum use of the collection by residents 
of the area served by the system. If the system provides that the central 
library collection is to be housed in more than one location, the system 
must: (1) Show that such separation of the central collection will not 
weaken the scope of the collection or the quality of the reference and 
informational service available to readers through such collection, and 
(2)  Provide that there must be a unified means of location of the 
total adult nonfiction holdings of the several libraries in which the 
central library collection is housed. 
The central library of the system must provide information service 
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and bibliographical assistance to readers, and the system must an-
nually submit to the Library Extension Division, as a supplenlent to 
this acquisition plan, an application stating: ( I )  The number of 
volumes for which the system intends to apply under Education Law 
(Section 273, subdivision 1 )  in the succeeding year, and (2)  The num- 
ber of adult nonfiction volumes, books in foreign languages, and bound 
periodicals which the system and its member libraries have acquired 
in the preceding year from sources other than state aid. 
The volumes to be acquired under such plan by the system must be 
adult nonfiction or books in foreign languages. 
I t  is interesting to note that for the fiscal year 1959, the state ex-
pended in the $100 grant category a total of $59,693.84 to 610 indi- 
vidual public library units. In the category of systems the state ex- 
pended $3,217,373.35 to twelve systems. In 1958, $58,447.53 went to 
603 libraries in the $100 category, while system grants amounted to 
$2,282,174.77. In 1960 the total state aid will move up to over $6,000,000. 
The latest information available indicates that as of February 1960, 
eighteen systems were organized, composed of forty-four counties in 
whole or in part, with a population served of 12,560,965. This is eighty- 
five per cent of the population and represents 55 per cent of the 
square mileage of the state.l3 State library grants-in-aid amounted to 
less than 1 per cent of the total funds appropriated for education in 
the local assistance fund even though the grant program is substantial, 
varying approximately .052 per cent, from .624 per cent to .676 per 
cent for fiscal 1960. 
Pennsylvania.-State grants-in-aid in Pennsylvania are limited to 
counties of the 3rd through the 8th class. The maximum amount avail- 
able is up to $4,000 on a matching basis. The state will pay to each 
county library a percentage of funds appropriated to the county li-
brary by the county government. This percentage varies from 80 per 
cent for the 250,000-800,000 population group to 125 per cent for 
counties with less than 20,000 population. In 1957, twenty-nine counties 
received these grants; in 1958, twenty-nine; and in 1959, thirty. 
Southern Region 
The grants-in-aid program for the Southern region,14 at the present, 
is one of the most dynamic of any region in the United States. Eleven 
states have grant programs and the increasing effectiveness of library 
service in the region is due largely to the sound structure of these pro- 
grams. The table below gives an outline of the states' program. 
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State Grants-in-Aid by Library Unit 

,Southern Region-Available Data for Fiscal Years 1959,1960 

Library unit to 
which grannts 
State are made 
Arkansas County
ASA 6-301 Multicounty 
Delaware School Dis- 
Del. Code trict 
Title 14 Public 
Ch. 1 p 7146 Libraries 
Georgia County
Ga. Code Regional
1948-49 
8 8-20, 21 
Kentucky County
KRS Library 
1171.201-205 Region 
Maryland County
MAC Library
Art. 77 $178 City 
Mississippi Region (at 
Miss. Code least 2 cos.) 
p 6210-04 	 County 
No. Carolina County
GSNC Region
Art. 1- Ch. 125 
Art. 8 - Ch. 160 
So. Carolina 	 County
S.C. Code 1952 Region
Ch. 5 p 42-204 
Tennessee County
Tenn. Code Region 
$70-11 
Virginia County
Va. Code Region 
0 23-32 	 Two clames 
of cities 
Amount Purpose 
Establishment 
Multicounty
County
Annual 
Demonstra-
tion 
Personnel 
Scholarship
In-Service 
Training 
Book Grants 
Establishment 
Annual 
Achievement 
Special 
Basic 
Equalization
Incentive 
Book Grant 
Current 
Operations 
Annual 
Annual 
Regional
Incentive 
Personnel 
Adult Film 
Interlibrary
loan 
Books 
Salary Sup- 
plemental
Other Library 
Materials 
Annual 
Development
of Library 
Service 
Improve
Standards 
Agency issuing 
rules and 
regulations 
State Library 
Commission 
State Library 
Commission 
State Board 
of Education 
Public Library 
Service 
Commission 
Superintendent
of Education 
Mississippi
Library Com- 
mission 
N. C. State 
Library Board 
of Trustees 
Board of 
Directors 
of State 
Library Assoc. 
Department of 
Education 
State Library 
Board 
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Alabama.-State aid in Alabama is authorized in Section 280 of 
Title 55, Code of Alabama 1940, amended 1959, as follows: "The 
Alabama Public Library Service . . . may receive and shall administer 
all funds, books and other property, from whatever sources, under 
such conditions as may be deemed necessary in order to carry out 
the provisions of this article." 
There is no separate appropriation for the state aid function in Ala- 
bama and funds necessary for books, equipment, and allocations to 
approved library systems are included in the proper categories of the 
biennial appropriation for the state agency. State aid is not a money 
grant-in-aid but an allocation of funds authorized by the board of the 
state agency to be used by the state agency for any county or regional 
library system meeting conditions set by the state agency. 
In the case of a qualifying county or regional library system, such 
library receives an annual establishment allocation for the purchase 
of books for the first three years and a smaller continuation book allot- 
ment annually thereafter. Books are selected by each approved library 
system and the order forwarded to the state agency and placed by it 
with a state contract jobber. Books are shipped directly to the ap- 
proved library. Upon receipt of a "materials receipt form" from the 
approved library the state agency pays the invoices for such books. 
In equipment, the state agency lends the approved library systems a 
bookmobile for a period of eighteen months after which the library 
system purchases its own bookmobile. As state funds are available, 
library furniture or equipment may be purchased by the state and 
placed in an approved library system. Title to such equipment and/or 
furniture remains with the state but may be left in the approved li-
brary system so long as the system continues. 
When sufficient salary funds are available in the state budget, per- 
sonnel may be employed by an approved library system with approval 
of the state agency. Such personnel, under the agreement between the 
state agency and the approved library system, are paid by the ap- 
proved library and reimbursement of such salary costs is made by the 
state to the library upon submission of the proper forms. 
Arkansas.-In this state the only reference in the statutes to state 
aid is a sentence in section 7 of Act 139 outlining the duties of the 
commission. I t  states that the commission "may administer the State 
aid to libraries." The administration of the grants is thus wholly ac- 
complished by the commission. 
There are five phases to the state's grant program: establishment, 
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effective 1958; annual continuation; multicounty continuation, effective 
1958; demonstration, effective 1942; and personnel (scholarship and in- 
service training). 
Payments are made to county and multicounty units from the 
amounts appropriated and distributed on the basis of population at a 
specified rate per capita. The establishment grant allots 35 cents per 
capita for the purchase of books if the state requirements, of legal 
organization, local support, budget, quarters, reports to state agency, 
and qualified personnel are met. The continuation grant is three cents 
per capita plus $500 if the county supports the system on the one mill 
level. The regional system grant is also three cents per capita, plus 
$500 for the one mill levy, plus $500 more for one headquarters for 
the entire system. 
The scholarship grant amounts to $35per semester hour, up to ten 
hours, for a qualified librarian to take library science courses at an 
accredited library school. In-service training grants pay the actual 
expenses of librarians and trustees to attend workshops sponsored by 
the Arkansas Library Commission in the state. 
Delaware--The Delaware statute is very specific. It provides for 
the State Library Commission as the agency to administer the grant 
program. The administration of the grant is given a statutory frame- 
work both for the State Library Commission to follow and the purpose 
for the grant. The grant is made to the school district library com- 
missioners for the purchase of books. However, the school districts 
are placed in categories according to population ahd each category, 
that is, districts of the first, second, third, and fourth class, each can- 
not receive funds over the amounts specified in the statutory limit for 
its class. The State Library Commission also has statutory control over 
the books to be bought by the grant funds since it has to approve the 
list of books submitted by districts for purchase. 
Georgia.-The grant-in-aid program in Georgia is not, technically, a 
cash grant program. It establishes credits, as it were, at the state 
agency upon which the county or system can draw for the specific 
purposes the funds are set up. The state, upon authorization, pays for 
the salaries, the library materials, travel, and other authorized items 
the system is entitled to. Special state allotment funds are made in 
cash upon the basis of approved budgets. 
There are four phases of the state grants-in-aid program for Georgia: 
establishment, annual, achievement, and special state allotment grants. 
I t  must also be realized that when the state's minimum Foundation 
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Program for Education was enacted in 1949 it included public libraries. 
The establishment grant is given only to regional systems, that is, 
counties cooperating together to form a multicounty system under the 
supervision of trained library personnel with the objective of giving 
improved library service throughout the region. This aid is limited to 
the purchase of materials. 
There is also an annual grant of $3,600 to the region for the purchase 
of materials. Each county in the region is also given an annual grant 
which varies from $450 to $20,000 and is based on the number of teach- 
ers in each county. The requirements for the regional and county an- 
nual grants are that the units be legally set up, strive towards qualita- 
tive library service in the county and region by employing certificated 
librarians, coordination of service, and the implementation of an 
approved plan of service. County librarians must hold at least a Grade 
I certificate issued by the State Board for the Certification of Librar- 
ians. Regional directors must hold a Grade V professional certificate 
issued by the same board. Other factors considered are the stabiliza- 
tion of local funds for the support of the county and service, the pro- 
vision of a central headquarters, the selection of materials from 
approved sources, the placement of orders through the state agency, 
annual reports to the state agency, and that service be free. 
The achievement grants are also to county and region. The grant is 
$3,600 to $5,700 for salary of qualified personnel, if the regional or 
county plan budget is not less than $10,000. I t  also provides $480 for 
travel for the stat; paid librarians within the work area and also out- 
side if it is necessary to do so for professional business connected with 
the library program. Then for each system over two counties there is 
an additional $1,000 for each such county for material. The special 
state allotment is predicated on the amount of the federal grant allotted 
and is granted for salaries, materials, equipment, supplies, rent, book- 
mobile, and operating costs. Since it is based on the federal grant the 
ratio of rural to urban population within the definition of the Library 
Services Act is a factor in making the grant. Special needs of a par- 
ticular library system for bookmobiles, equipment, personnel, etc., are 
important factors along with rural population in determining the 
amount of special state allotments. Regional library systems receive 
one state salary per county according to the number of counties in a 
region, e.g., two county region-two salaries; three county region- 
three salaries; etc. 
Kentucky.-Kentucky State aid program requirements are detailed 
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in the legislation. The statutes also make provision for a public library 
service commission which makes the rules and regulations for the allo- 
cation of state grant funds. This commission is made up of the com- 
missioner of finance, the attorney-general, and the director of the Li- 
brary Extension Division. 
The objectives of the legislation providing for grants are to promote, 
aid, and equalize public library service. The funds for the grant are 
from the general expenditure fund of the state treasury. They are paid 
out by the state treasurer on warrants drawn by the commissioner of 
finance on order of the chairman of the Public Library Service Com- 
mission. 
The grants cannot be used for building, equipment, or furniture 
purposes. They are limited to expenditures for books, bookmobiles, 
technical assistance, educational, and promotional purposes. The pay- 
ments are made to counties on a basic, equalization, and incentive 
payment basis. In fiscal 1959, ninety-six county library units received 
basic grants, twenty-nine equalization, and sixty the incentive pay- 
ments. The grant program became effective in 1952. No county may 
receive more than $5,000 and at least 5 per cent must be expended for 
countywide public library service. The statutes provide a legislative 
intent section in which such intent is stated to be that grants are 
supplemental, not supporting. 
Maryland.-The Maryland state aid program is one geared to books 
and current expenses. A county library established under the pro- 
visions of $ 178(a) may receive an annual book grant if the county 
commissioners have levied a tax of not less than two cents on each 
one hundred dollars of assessed valuation of taxable property subject 
to the full rate, or if they appropriate a lump sum equivalent to what 
the former method would bring. The superintendent of education 
authorizes the payments to be made and he may withhold such pay- 
ments if the county fails to levy the amount prescribed by law or fails 
to meet the requirements of the law. The amount of money appropri- 
ated is distributed at a specified rate of per capita of population. The 
amounts vary; for counties having a population of 30,000 or less the 
grant is .08 cents per capita while counties with a population of 200,000 
or more the grant is .02 cents per capita. 
For counties, and Baltimore City, in which public libraries have 
been established under $ 178(b-1) there is a state aid fund for 
current expenses which started July 1, 1954. These funds are in addi- 
tion to the book grant under $ 178 ( a )  & ( b ) .  These funds must be 
used for the current expenses of the library and cannot be used for 
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the purchase of land, the erection of buildings, or for debt reduction. 
Mississippi.-Mississippi bases its authority for making grants on 
the statutory delineation of the duties of the Mississippi Library Com- 
mission in which it is stated that "It may . . . establish county and 
regional libraries and may use any funds, separate and apart from the 
general funds of the Mississippi Library Commission, which might 
come into its custody from any source, for such purpose, and for the 
purpose of establishing, stimulating, increasing, improving, and equal- 
izing library service in the various counties within the State, under 
such rules for the safe keeping, preservation, care, handling, and 
management of the same as may be fixed by the Mississippi Library 
Commission." 
Grants are made to regional systems, with a system comprising at 
least two counties. The administrative activities of all the libraries 
must be combined or coordinated to achieve maximum efficiency and 
service. The system director must be a professionally qualified li- 
brarian. The budget of the system must be at least $25,000 and each 
county in the system must provide a sum equivalent to a one mill tax 
on the assessed valuation of all property within the county. The serv- 
ice must be free and available within a radius of not less than two 
miles to every person in the area. There are also provisions for an 
evaluation of the system's program of service by the state board of 
commissioners and the board of trustees of the library system. 
North Carolina.-The authority for state aid in North Carolina is 
based on the general statutes of North Carolina, Article 1, Chapter 
125, and Article 8, Chapter 160; $ 125-3, creates the board of trustees, 
and subsection ( 3 )  of Q 125-7 sets up the rules and regulatory making 
power of the board to administer state grants. 
The statutory provisions leave the detailed arrangements for the 
allocation and administration of the state grants to the State Library 
Board. The statutes stipulate the legislative intent by providing that 
the grants shall be made "to improve, stimulate, increase, and equalize 
public library service to the people of the whole State, . . . shall be 
used for no other purpose . . . and shall be allocated among the 
counties in the State taking into consideration local needs, areas and 
population to be served, local interest and such other factors as may 
affect the State program of public library service." 
Chapter 160, Q 160-174, $ 160-175 provide for two very important 
statutory authority sections: authority for governing bodies of counties 
and municipalities to contract for library service with other counties 
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and municipalities, associations or corporations maintaining a library; 
and authority for two or more counties or municipalities, or a county 
or counties and a municipality or municipalities to join for the pur- 
pose of establishing and maintaining a free public library. This is 
accomplished by resolution of the governmental units participating. 
One of the features which the resolution must contain is how the 
distribution of property is to be made in the event of a dissolution. 
Another feature of the organization of the joint library is an agreement 
between and among the participating units as to the amount each 
participating unit shall contribute to the establishment and support 
of the joint library. The state funds are paid directly to the treasurer 
of the board of trustees. The statutes also make provision for the 
withdrawal of a municipality or county from the joint library. 
The regulations provide for the state grant funds payment to county 
and regional libraries. For each qualifying county there is a basic 
grant of $4,000 plus an additional allotment for each qualifying reg- 
ional library. The regulations also provide the qualifications which 
the library unit must meet for receiving the state grants. Among these 
are the legal establishment of the library unit; qualifications of the 
library director; central location of the regional headquarters; library 
service to be provided to all the people in the area; the area to pro- 
vide a minimum of $3,000 or 15 cents per capita, whichever is greater, 
by tax levy or appropriation; and a yearly audit. Other features of 
the regulations are submission of an area plan of library service, 
trustee by-laws, library unit budget, and properly filled out applica- 
tion for state aid, to the State Library Board. 
The grant is not made automatically every year to the system. To 
continue to qualify a county or regional library system must maintain 
its trustee structure, and professional qualification of the library di- 
rector; its central headquarters; standard of library service for all in 
the area; secure appropriations or tax funds to finance improved library 
service; and use the funds available for library service. If a balance 
of $1,000 or more occurs, the system has that amount deducted from 
its basic state aid allocation amount on the next payment. The systems 
also must submit any changes in its five year plan, changes in by-laws, 
its yearly budget, and its yearly audit to the State Library ~ o a r d .  The 
regulations also provide that basic state aid funds may be used only 
for books, salaries of qualified librarians, purchase of bookmobiles, 
and the bonding of the library treasurer. 
There are also additional allotments from state or federal funds 
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which are considered as regional incentive grants. To obtain this grant, 
which is on a matching basis, each county in the region must realize, 
by appropriation or tax levy, a 3 cents tax on the $100 valuation. 
When it accomplishes this it receives a regional grant of $4,000 per 
county. For each 1cent per $100 valuation increase by each county 
the regional grant is increased $2,000 per county until the maximum 
tax levy vote of 10 cents on the $100 valuation is reached entitling the 
region to $18,000 per county. However, the regional grant may not 
exceed $100 per capita. There is also a personnel grant allocation 
initiated in the 1960 fiscal year. This grant is determined by the basic 
allocation grant of $4,000 per county. The allocation amounts to $1,200 
for an additional full-time professional staff member in the system; 
meeting the requirements of a fully trained and qualified director and 
ability to meet the remainder of the salary for that position. 
In 1959 there were 322 public libraries in North Carolina classified 
as follows: 76 county libraries (4 county with 2 county systems each), 
9 regional (25 counties), 24 branch, and 23 independent town and 
city. There were 105 bookmobiles serving ninety-four counties, and the 
total book stock amounted to 3,543,201 volumes, or .8 volume per 
capita. The total circulation was 12,269,873. Of the 4,061,929 popula- 
tion of the state 3,911,417 had access to the library service provided, 
150,512 had not. Counties showing state aid numbered 94; those show- 
ing federal aid, 27, and counties with tax votes, 23. 
South Carolina.-The state aid program payments are made to 
county and regional libraries and the authority for such is based on 
the statute creating the board of directors for the State Public Library 
Association. The board has the power to receive and disburse funds 
that can be classified as public funds; create library districts as it 
deems proper; allocate public funds to these districts; set standards; 
issue librarian certificates; and to take such action as may be deemed 
advisable to foster and encourage adequate public library service 
within the state. 
Cash allotments were made to thirty-nine qualifying out of the 
forty-six counties in the state in the 1957-1959 biennium, with Edge- 
field County qualifying in fiscal 1959. The amounts paid to these li- 
braries has increased from $200 in 1943 to $1,500 per county in 1958. 
Libraries with a professionally qualified librarian in charge receive 
cash allotments; libraries directed by nonprofessionals get an equiva- 
lent state aid in the form of books or equipment. 
The first $1,000 in state aid is for books and must be on a dollar 
per dollar matching basis. The next $500, which requires no matching 
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by local funds, may be used to purchase books from standard lists; 
to supplement the salary of a qualified chief librarian or department 
head; purchase of periodicals; book rebinding; and purchase of actual 
library equipment. As a further service to the smaller county libraries, 
the State Library Board processes book orders to be paid from state 
aid funds. These funds may also be used to supplement the purchase 
of bookmobiles. The funds may not be used for salaries of unqualified 
personnel, rent, construction or repair of a building; regular office 
equipment; tables or chairs; operating expenses; travel; publicity; 
supplies or custodial supplies. 
Tennessee.-The Tennessee library grant program partakes of much 
of the grant-in-aid characteristics that have been examined in other 
states. There is, for instance, a contract executed between the state 
agency and the local regional library board. The terms of the contract 
stipulate that the regional library board shall be responsible for certain 
provisions of the contract and the state agency for others. On this 
basis, Tennessee has been included under this chapter of state grants- 
in-aid in order to give a clear picture of all types of state responsibility. 
The local regional boards agree to administer the state funds al- 
located to them; prepare and submit a budget to the state agency; 
employ qualified personnel; provide suitable quarters for the regional 
headquarters and bookmobile service; budget travel allowances; re- 
plenish book collection regularly; maintain adequate records; provide 
library materials, communications as needed, for inspection by the 
state agency; and furnish expenditure statements, monthly and an-
nually. The state agency on the other hand will furnish the state funds 
within the limit of the state's appropriation available for this purpose, 
and such other advisory and consultative service as will serve to inte- 
grate library service within the region with the state's total program. 
Virginia.-The Statutes of the Virginia Code provide, as a part of 
the public education of its citizens, for the establishment and develop- 
ment of public library service throughout its various political sub- 
divisions. The Virginia State Library Board administers the grants 
from such appropriations as are made. If the appropriations are not 
sufficient to meet the grant request of established libraries which have 
qualified, the available funds are prorated by the State Library Board 
so that each unit receives a proportionate share. 
Regional libraries serving over 35,000 population are entitled, in 
grant aid, up to 35 per cent of local funds appropriated for libraries 
to a maximum of $15,000. County libraries serving less than 35,000 
population receive 35 per cent of such local funds up to $5,000. If the 
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state appropriations reach 100 per cent of the applications for state 
aid received and approved, the regional and county libraries are en- 
titled to an additional 20 per cent, if they have received an increase 
of local funds over the previous fiscal year. 
North Central Region 
Four states in the North Central region of the United States have 
state aid programs. The following table gives in outline form the 
programs in effect in each state. 
TABLE V 
State Grants-in-Aid B y  Library Unit 

North Central Region-Fiscal Years 1959,1960,1961 

Library unit to Agency issuing 
which amount rules and 
State is made Amount Purpose regulations 
Michigan 1. Individual $420,000 - 1961 1. Annual Yes: Michigan 
Act 315 of Public Li- $420,000 - 1960 2. Develop State Library 
1937as brary unita $420,000 - 1959 ment Board 
amended by 2. County and 3. Establish-
Act 193 of Regional ment 
P. L. 1956 Library
Units 
Minnesota 1. County $125,000 - 1961 Establishment Yes: State 
Ch.3 0 2  Systems $125,000 - 1960 Education Board 
Subd. 10 2. Regional $125,000 - 1959 
Extra Session Systems
Laws 1957 
Missouri 1. Individual $275,000 - 1960 Annual Yes: State 
RSM Library Equalization Library
181.021 57 	 Units Establishment Commission 
2. 	County and 

Regional

Library

Units 

3. 	Newly

formed 

County and 

Regional

Library Units 

Ohio 1. County $271,800- 1961 1. Annual Yes: State 
H. B. 831. 103 	 Extension $176,000- 1960 Library Board 
Gen. Assembly 	 Library $160,000- 1959 
Centers 
2. 	Other Public 

Library

Units 
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Michigan.-State aid for Michigan is based on the state aid for 
Public Law Act 315 of 1937 as amended by P.A. 193 of 1956. The law 
is comprehensive and detailed. Practically all aspects of the grants-in- 
aid program are written into the law and leave interpretative matters 
to regulatory discretion. The limitations are that grants other than 
those from the County and Regional Library Development fund 
"may be used for any expenditure except the purchase of sites or 
buildings, the erection of buildings or addition to buildings, the re- 
modeling of buildings, and the payment of principal or interest charges 
on any indebtedness." 
The monies appropriated are apportioned to funds of which there 
are three: a General Library Fund, 70 per cent; a County and Regional 
Library Development Fund, 20 per cent; and a County and Regional 
Library Establishment Fund, 10 per cent. For each fund there are 
certain objectives to be attained and requirements to be met. Ob- 
jectives of the General Library Fund are to enable local communities 
to increase their public library service and to consider these funds as 
supplemental, not supporting. Only libraries meeting maximum stand- 
ards are awarded grants and the payments are on a per capita rate. 
The requirements are that each governmental unit must make an 
appropriation equaling at least 3/10 mill on state equalized valuation 
of area served and local support to include all income appropriated 
by local government sources, exclusive of estimated allowance for 
housing and maintenance. 
The County and Regional Library Development Fund was set up 
to aid these systems to meet the standards set by the State Board. 
I t  is an incentive grant to each county and regional library to provide 
a qualified head librarian. I t  also refunds the salary of each qualified 
head librarian up to $4800 per year but not more than $400 per month. 
The requirements are that the head librarian must be a college gradu- 
ate and have a library school degree, plus four years administrative 
experience. The county or region must also certify that it has appropri- 
ated not less than $3,600. 
The County and Regional Library Establishment Fund was set up 
to provide incentive for new county and regional libraries. The grants 
are made to cover capital costs. A grant may not exceed $15,000 per 
county. For regional libraries, a grant is made for each county in the 
region plus a grant for the region as a whole. The requirements are 
that the county or region must have a population of 20,000 or more 
persons. The appropriation to be raised by the county or region must 
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not be less than 3/10 mill on the state equalized valuation of the area 
served. Cities of 5,000 and over may elect not to join. 
Requirements common to all grants are that the libraries must meet 
minimum standards for personnel, hours of opening, book collection, 
and services set by the State Board for Libraries. The grants must be 
kept in separate funds, and an annual report of expenditures must be 
made to the State Library Board. 
Minnesota.-State aid grants are geared to the state amount needed 
to match for the federal funds.15 The amount appropriated in 1960 and 
1961 totals $125,000 for each year of the biennium. The statutes further 
stipulate that only 10 per cent of this amount may be used for the ad- 
ministration of the grant; that the grants can be made only to rural 
(Library Services Act definition) areas of the state; the system must 
have a 20,000 population minimum and receive one mill tax income 
from public funds. The area to be served takes the initiative in apply- 
ing for the grant and submits a plan. The plan contains a description 
of the area to be served by the proposed system, the ability of the 
local government to finance operations out of public funds, how much 
it will cost to operate the system, and how it will reach the people 
with library service. 
The awarding of the grant by the Board of Education is made on 
the basis of the economical and practical aspect of the proposed plan, 
and the amount of funds available. The Board of Education makes all 
further rules for the administration of the grant within the framework 
of the Library Services Act and the legal provisions of the Minnesota 
state law. Among the other than statutory provisions are: that the 
area to be served by the library system receiving aid must include 
rural areas and one or more counties; the system must have a legally 
constituted and appointed library board; the proposed plan of library 
service must meet minimum standards of personnel, services, book- 
stock, and equipment; and be under the direction of a fully qualified 
professional librarian. 
Since the money for grants-in-aid is limited the Board of Education 
has established the following priorities: the practicability and economy 
of the plan, including the potentiality of the area for continuing the 
operation of service after the aid program ends; the number of per- 
sons which the proposed library system will serve, the proportion now 
unserved, and the proportion now inadequately served; a higher pri- 
ority will be given library systems which serve more than one county; 
the economic need of the area to be benefited relative to the need of 
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other areas making applications; and the date the application is re- 
ceived in the Department of Education. 
Missouri.-State aid to public libraries in Missouri l6 is intended to 
supplement the local income of libraries so that a minimum quality of 
library service can be given by each library. 
The first 50 per cent of the state aid monies is allocated on a per 
capita basis to all tax-supported libraries which have a one mill library 
tax. The second portion of the grant, 40 per cent, is used to equalize 
the income of those county and regional libraries which have a one 
mill tax, but receive less than $1.00 per capita in library tax income. 
The remaining portion of the grant, 10 per cent, is used to encourage 
the development of library service through establishment grants to 
newly formed county and regional units. 
In Missouri there is also a constitutional provision. Section 10 of the 
Constitution makes provision for the establishment and development 
of free public libraries and for the payment of state aid by the General 
Assembly when such a subdivision or municipality of the state qualifies. 
Ohio.-The greater part of the state aid grant program is accomp- 
lished by regulatory rather than by statutory provisions. The state aid 
grant program in Ohio is known as a subsidy for public libraries. I t  is 
predicated on appropriation acts, biennium by biennium. The act 
stipulates that this aid shall be distributed by the Ohio State Library 
Board and that it shall make such rules for its distribution as it shall 
see fit. The funds, in the intent of the appropriation acts, are to be 
used to increase, improve, stimulate, and equalize library service to 
the people of the whole state. I t  is allocated among the counties taking 
into consideration local needs, area and population to be served, local 
interest as evidenced by local appropriation, and such other facts 
as may affect the state program of library service. 
The libraries in the state are divided into two groups: extension 
center libraries, and all other public libraries.171 l8 Extension center 
libraries are those which, with the approval of the State Library 
Board, has assumed responsibility for extending library service to all 
the territory not within the territorial boundaries of other established 
libraries within the county. Aid to these libraries is based on the 
county intangible tax collection. This tax collection is used as a key 
to the ability of the county to support a library, and to determine the 
basic allowance for the county. If a county supports its libraries only 
to 10 per cent of its ability to do so the state will limit its support to 
10 per cent of the county's basic allotment from state aid. Other fac- 
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TABLE VI 
State Grants-in-Aid by Libra y Unit 

Western Region-Fiscal Year 1959, 1960, 1961 

Library unit Agency issuing 
to which grant rules and 
State is made Amount Purpose regulations 
New Mexico Legally estab- $ 20,000 - 1959 1. Books State Library 
NMSA lished indi- 75% Commission 
Ch. 4, Article vidual library 2. Salary 25y0
11 0 4-11-3 units (City and 
county-also

sponsored units) 

Ore on 	 County, re- $ 89,943 - 1959 1. Exhibit State Library 
OR! 1357-715 	 gional and Book- Board of 
library units mobile Trustees 
extepding 2. Demonstra-
serwce tion 
3. Project 
Washington Systems 1. $113,271-1960 1. Establish- State Library 
RCW 27.04.040 92,587-1961 ment Commission 
2. $ 25,000-1959 2. Integration
25,000-1960 	 3. Sustaining-(Provided
for but not 
in operation 
1960) 
tors which the State Library Board considers is the continuing quality 
of service given by the center, and professionally trained librarians if 
the extension center budget is $5,000 or more a year. 
Nonextension center public libraries may receive a $50 grant if 
their library budget is $1,000 or more per year or a proportionate per 
cent of $50 if their budgets are less than $1,000 per year. To qualify 
they must fill out a state-aid application blank completely and return 
it to the state; stipulate that they have secured, or made every legiti- 
mate effort to secure, increased county intangibles tax support. 
Western Region 
State grants-in-aid for the Western region are made in only three 
states: New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington. The table above gives 
the outline of state aid.' 
* Alaska.-The reorganization of Alaska from a Temtorv to a state has resulted 
in the transfer of ths~err i tor ial  Department of Library sirvice from the Executive 
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New Mexico.-New Mexico's State aid program was started in the 
mid 1940's. The grants are made to properly constituted city and 
county libraries on a matching basis. The minimum aid is $200 and 
the maximum is $700. Only funds from public sources can be used 
for matching. The library applying for the grant must indicate that it 
is giving free library service to the residents of an entire county. I t  
must also state that it is open a sufficient number of hours to give 
reasonable service; provide sdc i en t  equipment and supplies to con- 
duct the work of the library; provide an adequate card catalog; and 
submit lists of books to be purchased with state money to the State 
Library Commission for approval before ordering. At least 75 per cent 
of the grant must be spent for books and 25 per cent may be spent 
for the librarian's salary. There are also provisions prohibiting the 
expenditure of state grant funds for rent or repair of buildings, for 
buying equipment, or for maintenance purposes. The authority for 
the state to make grants-in-aid is found in the statute setting up the 
New Mexico State Library Commission, entitled "Duties and Func- 
tions of Commission." l9 
Oregon.-In Oregon the Library Services Act was the catalyst for 
the state aid program. The 1957 legislature appropriated the funds to 
provide for the first grant aid to public libraries. The amount was 
geared to the state's matching requirements to obtain the maximum 
federal funds. The statutes are explicit.20 Policy is provided for in the 
statute itself and extends the duties of the trustees of the State Library 
Administrative Agency in regard to making the grant, determining 
eligibility, and advising public libraries. I t  further stipulates that 
allotments of state funds for grants-in-aid cannot be made unless the 
trustees of the state library feel that the unit receiving the grant is 
capable of continuing the program after the grant period ends and 
that, except for certain conditions, the grant shall not be for more 
than one year. The state law also provides for quamed consultants 
to the State Board of Trustees to advise on standards and eligibility 
provisions and stipulates legal conditions under which they may be 
to the Education Department where it is now called the Division of Library 
Service. 
Formerly, state grants were handled in the Executive Department but with the 
activation of a Territorial Department of Library Service when the Library Serv- 
ices Act was about to be enacted, the administration of the grant was turned over 
to the new agency. At the present time the Library Services Branch does not 
have specific information on the amount of the grant program, the number of 
units receiving such grants, or the statutory and regulatory provisions in the pro- 
gram. 
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employed and reimbursed. A further section authorizes a staff for the 
administering of the Act. Another section provides for the appropria- 
tion of funds and the amount for the current biennium. 
The grants are made to county, regional, or other public libraries 
which cooperate or combine to extend the coverage and increase the 
efficiency of library service and which meet standards approved 
throughout the state by the trustees. 
Washington.-State aid for Washington was first authorized by law 
in 1901 but no funds were ever appropriated. The law was repealed in 
1935.21 In 1945, $283,000 22 was appropriated for the biennium and 
in 1947, it dropped to $100,000 and remained at that level until 1953 
when all aid was lost.23 Between 1953 and 1955 the Washington Li- 
brary Association re-assessed the program and abandoned the idea of 
direct grants to all public libraries and adopted a three-point program 
of integration, establishment, and grants to those libraries most heavily 
tapped by the interlibrary loan program.24 
Two parts of the grant program are in operation. The state has 
$50,000 for 1959-1961, which will be expended in 1960 for the integra- 
tion phase. The second part, the establishment phase, which is at 
present in the form of all state aid in this category to the Columbia 
River Regional Library Demonstration, consists of $113,271 in state 
expenditures for fiscal 1960 and $92,587 for fiscal 1961. The third 
phase has not yet been implemented. 
Basically, the law provides that grants may be made to libraries 
which merge to strengthen their services. A merger may be that of a 
city and district to form a regional library; the merging of two districts 
to form an inter-county library district, and contractual agreements 
between small towns and districts. These are called integration grants 
and are nonrecurrent for the same units. The commission judges the 
awarding of a grant on the basis of whether the funds to support the 
new program can be raised locally and also if the units requesting 
the grant can carry on a strengthened program after the initial help 
from the state grant. There is also an establishment grant for a new 
library. 
Requests for an establishment grant are reviewed on the basis of 
what funds are available locally; the people and area to be served, 
and whether the library will be able to support the service adequately 
in the future. An operating library may request an establishment grant 
to initiate service to a new area which has requested such service and 
has legally become part of the system. The criteria used to review re- 
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quests for an establishment grant for a new library are also used in 
this instance. Both types of establishment grants are nonrecurring. 
State grants-in-aid for public libraries in the United States are few 
and generally ineffective. The trend can be but faintly discerned. 
Many of the state aid programs center around the county as the 
library service unit. By means of various types of grants-establish- 
ment, annual book, personnel, incentive grants to enable several 
counties to cooperate and work together-the state has attempted to 
enhance local responsibility. 
But progress has been slow, by and large, with the South respond- 
ing more dynamically than other sections in the country. New York's 
substantial program and New Jersey's recently enacted grant program 
have given the Middle Atlantic region a better trend toward realiza- 
tion of system objectives. Stumbling blocks of no mean proportion yet 
remain in the attitudes of boards of supervisors of county govern- 
m e n t ~ . ~ ~  
Research and study at present seem to indicate that "county and 
regional units are gaining even less financial support than city and 
town libraries." 26 It is also thought that the change in level of support 
from town or district or other division of a county, to county support 
is not commensurate with'the changes in the need for information 
and continuity of education affecting the daily life of the citizen in 
today's complex world. The vertical trend is more from locality to state 
level than to some intermediate level. 
The trend that can be discerned is that library leaders are seeking 
the appropriate partnership of state and locality in building co-
operative systems of library service. Such systems protect the right 
of the individual library and delimits the county as a component part 
of the system rather than the limiting and fragmentation of the library 
service role it tends to exert. 
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Rules, Regulations, and Codes Covering 
Grants-In -Aid To  Public Libraries 
F ANN I E  S .  NOONAN  
STATEGRANTS- IN-AID  TO PUBLIC LIBRARIES are 
being provided in twenty-five of the Hty states in 1960. As has been 
apparent in earlier discussion, the grant-in-aid patterns vary from 
state to state in method of distribution and amount. In common, the 
grant-in-aid programs are administered by a state library agency 
which is either a part of the state department of education or an 
independent state department. Frequently the agency or the grant- 
in-aid program is governed by a board or commission having certain 
quasi-legislative powers conferred upon it by law. 
During the latter half of the nineteenth century and the early 
decades of the twentieth century state functions were greatly ex-
panded. As new functions were added and old ones expanded, both 
at the state and federal level, boards and commissions were developed 
to provide administrative machinery to carry out the increasing func- 
tions of government. With the growth and complexity of government, 
legislative bodies were faced with the need to delegate a great deal 
of "subordinate legislative power" or rule-making power to administra- 
tive bodies.1 
Reasons for this development of delegated or administrative law, 
i.e. rules and regulations, Julius Cohen, professor of law, Rutgers Uni- 
versity, has summarized as "(1)the requirement of greater flexibility 
in the details of a law than the legislature can supply. . . (2) the need 
for freeing the legislature from concern with details in the initial con- 
sideration of a law . . . ( 3 )  the desirability of expert determination 
of numerous matters involved in modern legislative schemes such as 
those affecting . . . public services of many sorts. . . ." 
As outline legislation supplanted the older detailed legislation, ad- 
ministrative agencies were faced with an increasing responsibility in 
Mrs. Noonan is Director, State Aid to Public Libraries, Michigan State Board for 
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the formulation and promulgation of rules and regulations having the 
force and effect of law. Furthermore the rules had to be applied and 
interpreted by the responsible agency. 
With the development of outline legislation difficulties arose at 
both the federal and the state levels. Rules were not consistently made 
available to the public, somtimes their existence was ignored by the 
agency which had promulgated them. To overcome laxity in publica- 
tion of rules and regulations, legislation was adopted by the federal 
government and various states during the nineteen-thirties, and in 
subsequent years, requiring central filing or publishing of rules and 
regulations. Massachusetts in 1932 was the first state to adopt legisla- 
tion requiring central filing of rules and regulations. In 1937, South 
Carolina became the first state to require publication. In 1951, twenty 
states required central filing of rules and regulations, fifteen states 
required publication, and four, including Michigan, required legisla- 
tive a p p r ~v a l . ~  
F. E. Cooper, professor of law, University of Michigan, in Adminis-
trative Agencies and the Courts has discussed in considerable detail 
the practices and procedures involved in the making of rules. His 
definitions and distinctions should be helpful to state library agencies 
facing the task of promulgating rules for administration of grants-in- 
aid. Like other legal authorities, he appears to use "rule" and "regula- 
tion" interchangeably. According to the dictionary, the two words are 
practically synonomous. Regulations may be conceded to be quasi- 
legislative, or binding like laws, while rules tend to be interpretative, 
if one follows the thinking of another legal authority, Reginald Parker, 
professor of law at Willamette Univeksity, in his study of Administra-
tive Law.* 
Cooper makes an interesting distinction between interpretative 
regulations and legislative regulations. "If the statute provides a sanc- 
tion for violation of the regulation, and it is written pursuant to 
specific delegation of power, then the regulation is legislative. If . . . 
the statute does not provide for such delegation of legislative power, 
and the regulation represents only the agency's opinion as to what the 
statute requires, then the regulation is interpretative." "Sanction" is 
used by Cooper with its legal definition: "The detriment, loss of re- 
ward, or other coercive intervention, annexed to a violation of a law 
as a means of enforcing the law." In addition to the two categories, 
legislative and interpretative, Cooper cites procedural rules as a third. 
He subdivides "interpretative" into three groups, e.g., (1)A regula-
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tion which requires filing of reports, keeping of records. (2) Agency 
interpretation or definition of statutory interpretation which the 
agency will follow. ( 3 )  Discretionary policies of agency-i.e., setting 
standards, granting certificates.? 
The statutes authorizing grants-in-aid to public libraries in certain 
states authorize the state agency, state library board, commission or 
a commissioner to set standards or certification requirements and re- 
quire compliance with standards or certification requirements for re- 
ceipt of state aid. Since noncompliance with standards or certification 
requirements results in a loss of state aid, the statute provides a sanc- 
tion for violation or noncompliance. In such instances it would appear 
that regulation setting standards or listing certification requirements 
would be considered legislative rather than interpretative. 
Some examples of statutes which authorize sanctions for noncom- 
pliance with standards or requirements as set up in rules and regula- 
tions authorized by law follow: 
1. 	New Jersey. State Library Aid Act, 1959. (Chapter 177) (Sec.) 
12. Regulations. In order to participate in any apportionment 
made according to the provisions of this act, municipalities and 
counties shall comply wit11 the regulations and standards which 
have been . . . prescribed by law or formulated by the Com- 
missioner of Education subject to the approval of the State Board 
of Education. . . . The Commissioner of Education is hereby 
authorized to withhold all or part of such apportionment for 
failure to comply with any such regulation or standard.8 
2. 	 New York. Education Law Section 272 (paragraph) 8. Each li- 
brary system receiving state aid pursuant to this section and 
section two hundred seventy-three shall furnish such information 
regarding its library service as the commissioner may from time 
to time require to discharge his duties under such sections. The 
commissioner may at any time revoke his approval of a plan of 
library service if he finds that the library system operating under 
such plan no longer conforms to the provisions of this section or 
the regulations promulgated by the commissioner hereunder. 
9
. . .  
3. 	 Michigan. State Aid for Public Libraries Law, 1956. Sec. 6a. 
Any public library in order to receive an apportionment of funds 
appropriated by the state for aid to public libraries must conform 
to such certification requirements for personnel as are or may be 
established by the state board for libraries. . . .lo 
To differentiate between rules and regulations which would be 
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classed as legislative because the statute authorizing them provides a 
sanction for violation or noncompliance, and interpretative or pro- 
cedural rules examples are listed below, which in the judgment of the 
author belong in the latter two categories: 
Examples of interpretative rules: 
1. Kentucky. Public Library Service Commission. Regulations. 
PLSC: 5. "Local Agency. ( I )  The local agency administering a 
public library program supported by grant from the Public Li- 
brary Service Fund may be any of the following: 
( 1) 	A county library board; 
( 2 )  	A municipal library board within the county which is will- 
ing to assume the responsibility for county-wide public 
library senice under contract with the Fiscal Court; 
( 3 )  	An institution of learning within the county which is will- 
ing to contract with the Fiscal Court for county-wide 
public library service." l1 
2. 	Michigan. State Board for Libraries. Rules and regulations. 
5. Standards for public libraries. R 397.51. Definitions. The term 
"public library" includes any and all libraries maintained in 
whole or in part by any county, township, school district, city, 
village, or other municipality, or by two or more such govern- 
mental units or local communities, as defined in the state aid for 
public libraries law. 
The term ''staff' includes professional, clerical, and full time 
pages but not part time pages nor those employees doing build- 
ing or janitorial work. . . .I2 
Examples of procedural rules: 
1. 	Kentucky. Public Library Service Commission. Regulations. 
PLSC: 6. Applications. To qualify for a grant from the Public 
Library Service Fund, a county must file an official application 
on the forms provided by the Public Library Service Commis- 
sion. Applications shall be filed for each year during the month 
of October 1-31.The application must be accompanied by a brief 
outline of the proposed plan (bookmobiles, branches, stations, 
etc.) for the distribution and use of books throughout the 
2. 	Michigan. State Board for Libraries. Rules and regulations. 
R. 397.2 Rule No. 1.2. Whenever a public library or a govern- 
mental unit agrees to receive any or all of its library service 
through a second library, the board of trustees of the public 
library or the governing body of the governmental unit receiving 
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such service may waive any or all allocations of state aid funds 
in favor of the library giving the service. A copy of the agree- 
ment shall be filed with the state board for libraries. There- 
after, and as long as the agreement is in force, for purposes of 
allocating state aid funds, the population of the library or govern- 
mental unit receiving such library service shall be added to the 
population of the governmental unit supporting the library giv- 
ing the service.14 
Having discussed the three major categories or rules, interpretative, 
procedural, and legislative, attention should be given to rule making 
practices. Cooper has stated that good administration requires an 
agency to obtain and consider all comments of interested parties as 
to contents of proposed rules.16 As mentioned earlier, several states 
have provided for publication of a state code which includes rules 
and regulations of all agencies, assuring that rules are available after 
promulgation. In Michigan, for example, the Administrative Code Act 
(88, 1943) provides for the making, filing, compiling, codification and 
publication of the rules and regulations of state oEcers, boards, de- 
partments, agencies, and commissions. A further axiom suggested by 
Cooper may be common practice of state agencies: "Legislation pro- 
viding for the deferred effectiveness of regulations having statutory 
effect . . . is to be recommended." Financial requirements, standards 
of personnel and similar regulations need to be made known in ad- 
vance of the effective date in order that governmental units, library 
boards and librarians may make plans to meet them. This is par- 
ticularly needful if requirements have been upgraded. 
Suggested steps to be followed in rule making are: 
1. Announcement of intent to make rule. 
2. Fact gathering. 

2a. Conference or hearing of interested parties. 

3. Publication of tentative draft. 
4. Public examination and criticism. 
Frequently, state library association committees or special com-
mittees involving laymen as well as professional librarians have been 
involved in studies which have formed the groundwork for drafting 
of state aid legislation, library standards and certification require- 
ments. The actual formulation of the text of a law or rule has been 
the ultimate responsibility of the agency. Rules and regulations must 
conform to the statutory authority granted in the law. For this reason, 
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statutes setting forth rule making procedures may require approval 
of rules and regulations by a state legal department or officer, e.g. 
approval of the attorney general, and, in certain states rules are re- 
viewed and approved by the legislature. 
Examination of state aid laws of various states shows that at least 
eighteen authorize rules and regulations, requirements or standards.* 
Three laws apparently contain no such requirement. In two the word- 
ing suggests that standards or rules and regulations are permissive but 
the authorization is not definite. 
Although not all states require publication of rules and regulations, 
it appears to be a desirable practice. Publication should insure that 
rules and regulations are more readily available to affected parties, 
in this instance libraries and librarians. Since the rules and regulations 
frequently detail conditions under which libraries may receive state 
aid grants, knowledge and compliance by librarians and library boards 
is desirable and, to some degree, may be dependent upon ease of 
access to the information. 
Responsibility for rule making is allocated by statute to the agency 
responsible for distribution of grants-in-aid. In some instances the 
agency is a state library board or commission, in others a state board 
of education or commissioner of education is responsible. Kentucky 
has two rule making bodies sharing responsibility for requirements on 
which grants are dependent. The Kentucky Public Library Service 
Commission has promulgated rules applying to grants-in-aid. This 
commission in its rules delegates responsibility for certification qualifi- 
cations to the State Board for the Certification of Librarians. Rules 
and regulations of both the Commission and the Board for Certifica- 
tion are published in the state official code. It would appear that a 
single board or commission and one body of rules would simplify 
day-to-day administration of both the certification program and grants- 
in-aid. 
One important result of grants-in-aid programs has been improve- 
ment in quality of public library service. This is particularly true 
where mandatory certification is embodied in the statute and public 
library standards are authorized as criteria for receipt of grants. One 
advantage of inclusion of certification requirements and standards in 
rules and regulations, rather than in laws, is the greater flexibility 
* Alaska, Arkansas, Connecticut, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, 
Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington. 
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which can be embodied in rules. Adjustment or alteration of rules, 
while not a simple process, should be easier to accomplish than amend- 
ment of a law. A very important function of rules is the interpretation 
of the statutes by the responsible agency. While the agency may not 
interpret the statute in a manner inconsistent with the legislation, it 
can define terms in the manner in which they wil1 be applied under 
the statute and detail procedures which the agency will follow in ad- 
ministering the grant program. Rules setting forth standards for public 
libraries are only effective if the grants-in-aid, authorized by the 
statute, offer sufficient incentive to meet standards. Orderly procedures 
which are detailed in regulations serve to simplify the administration 
of a grant program and improve the climate of acceptance of "state 
control" which is inherent in any program designed to upgrade and 
equalize a public senice. 
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The Relationship of State and National Library 
Service Standards to Gran ts-In- Aid Programs 
C A RMA  RUSSELL  Z I M M E RM A N  
WHATIS THE RELATIONSHIP between financial 
grants-in-aid from state and national governments to local public li-
braries, and state and national library service standards? Does a cash 
grant-in-aid from a higher level of government to a local government 
for public library purposes affect the service standards of the local 
public library? Twenty-five of the fifty states had enacted state grants- 
in-aid to local public libraries in January 1960, according to a tabu- 
lation by American Library Association headquarters for The Book o f  
the ,States. This number did not include Hawaii, where all support of 
all public libraries has since the beginning of the public libraries come 
from the territorial-now state-government. As Hawaii has complete 
coverage of all its area by county public library systems, the number 
of states with grants-in-aid to public libraries should, perhaps, for this 
discussion, be twenty-six, or one more than half of all of the states. 
The tabulation for The Book of the States excludes all federal grants 
for public library service. 
We are not here discussing "state a i d  in the form of services, as 
contrasted to "state grants-in-aid" which are cash financial grants, with 
or without conditions or standards for receiving such grants to public 
libraries. Service aid is covered more fully in another chapter of this 
issue of Library Trends. Such services have, of course, played some 
part in the establishment and development of much local public li- 
brary service which exists in localities. All modern local public library 
standards call for continuance and strengthening of state library serv- 
ices to local libraries, appropriate to the need. 
With one more than half of all the United States having state fi-
nancial grants-in-aid to or state support of local public libraries, it 
should be possible to learn what effects these grants have had and 
are having upon local public library service standards. It should also 
The author is State Librarian, California State Library. 
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be possible to answer the question, "What is the effect of state grants- 
in-aid on local control?" Up to the present time, however, there has 
been no comprehensive, nationwide study of these effects. Individual 
states have made some attempts to evaluate the effects of their own 
grants-in-aid programs. The American Association of State Libraries 
has, since its establishment as a division of the American Library 
Association in 1958, had as its major program objective the securing 
of a nationwide survey of the state library agencies in the fifty states 
to determine the present status of state library activities. From this 
survey which will begin in 1961 under a grant from the Carnegie 
Foundation standards are to be developed for state library service 
which would supplement the present standards for public libraries. 
From this survey, and the subsequent development of standards for 
state library service, it is expected that, in addition to other accomplish- 
ments, the survey's examination of the functions, services, and govern- 
mental-legal-administrative settings and organization of state library 
agencies will reveal more factual and documented information than is 
now available as to the relationships between state (and, probably, 
also, federal) grants-in-aid to public libraries, and the effects of such 
grants on local library service standards and local control. 
Meanwhile, some observations of a general nature may be made as 
to these relationships and effects. The Public Library Inquiry general 
report, a decade ago, opened its chapter on "Library Financial Sup- 
port" with the sentence,' "The quality of public library services de- 
pends upon the amount of financial support." The Inquiry's discussion 
of state financial aid to libraries pointed out that the amount of state 
financial participation in support of local public libraries then varied 
considerably in different regions of the country, and did not exist in 
some regions. Study of the tabulation which follows shows that this 
variation still exists. 
A review of state financial grants-in-aid shows that the early forms 
of the grants were simply uniform amounts of $50 to $100 given to 
each existing library. Few if any requirements were made for a library 
to qualify for the grants. It is not recorded whether these grants served 
as enough incentive to localities to establish libraries where none ex- 
isted. While these small "flat" grants obviously added, at least slightly, 
to the financial support of existing local libraries, they were of no 
fiscal significance for the building of a modern local library service. 
Nor were they used to establish minimum public library service stand- 
ards of any importance. 
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The next general form of state grants-in-aid in a number of states 
had as its direct purpose encouragement toward the formation of 
larger local units of library service. This type of grant is in two forms: 
an establishment grant given to county or multi-county libraries at  
the time when larger units are formed to help provide the initial 
stock of books and other equipment; and annual grants thereafter for 
partial payment of operating expenses. Thus began the conditional 
type of state grants-in-aid to public libraries. A typical condition re- 
quired the local library to meet minimum standards for their personnel. 
In some cases, formulas were and are used to assist poorer areas fi-
nancially without pauperizing them. 
An example of a state grants-in-aid program representative of the 
transitional period between the earlier type of grants and the later 
ones carrying sufficient amounts of money to be a substantial factor 
in creating strong local library systems capable of achieving minimum 
modern standards is that of Washington State. Washington began state 
grants-in-aid to public libraries in 1945 when the state legislature 
voted an appropriation for this purpose, implementing what is prob- 
ably the briefest statute governing any state grant-in-aid program: 
"In order to provide, expand, enlarge and equalize public library 
facilities and services and thereby promote and stimulate interest in 
reading throughout the entire state, the State Library Commission 
shall, from time to time, make studies and surveys of public library 
needs and adopt rules and regulations for the allocation of money to 
public libraries to be expended on vouchers approved by the Com- 
mission." 
The regulations which the commission subsequently adopted in- 
cluded provision for establishment grants of several thousands of 
dollars, to be granted only once to each county that voted for the 
establishment of a county library. In elections immediately prior and 
immediately after the enactment of the state grants-in-aid program, 
fourteen Washington counties voted for the first time to establish 
county libraries. It  is not known to what degree the availability or 
expected availability of state establishment grants influenced the 
majority of voters in these fourteen counties to vote for a county 
library. I t  is certain that the grants enabled the new libraries to 
organize on a more substantial scale and provide a better quality of 
public library service than would have been possible otherwise. For 
example, many of the new county libraries immediately purchased 
bookmobiles for rural and suburban service, with the state funds. 
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Other regulations of the Washington State Library Commission 
provided continuing annual grants of much smaller amounts, based 
on a few cents per capita, with special grants to areas of unusually 
low assessed valuations, to all existing public libraries. Conditions for 
these grants included evidence of compliance with a state law passed 
in 1935, which took effect two years later, requiring that positions 
classifled as professional be filled by professional librarians, in all 
public libraries serving over 4,000 population and in every library 
operated by the state or under its authority, including libraries of 
institutions of higher learning, except state and county law libraries. 
Another condition made it necessary for the existing library to 
keep its annual tax appropriation up to an amount not lower than 
the average of the previous three years, not including amounts re- 
ceived from state grants-in-aid in the previous three years. These 
per capita grants, while fairly substantial for cities or counties of high 
population, frequently amounted, for libraries in areas of very low 
population, to less than $50 or $100. While these small amounts could 
do little to raise the standards of the individual local public library, 
several towns used the grants to apply toward the cost of contracting 
with county library districts for county library service, thus bringing 
to the towns the advantages of the wider tax and population base. 
In 1948-49, Washington State, faced with the need to make the most 
effective use of a reduced total amount of money for state grants-in- 
aid to public libraries, abandoned this latter type of per capita grant. 
The commission voted to use all of the aid funds either for establish- 
ment grants available only to larger units of library service that might 
be voted in additional counties, or for "integration grants" to larger 
units that might be created when existing libraries contracted to-
gether to form a larger library system. 
The more recent systems of state grants-in-aid have as their clear 
objective the stimulation of the development of larger local public 
library systems having a staff and a book stock adequate for modern 
library service meeting certain basic, minimum standards. The most 
extensive such system is that which began in 1950 in New York State, 
for which in April 1960 the New York State Legislature appropriated 
six million one hundred thousand dollars. New York Governor Nelson 
A. Rockefeller signed the new library aid bill on April 10, 1960, to take 
effect immediately. A full statement of its provisions is given in Morin's 
article elsewhere in this issue. 
In 1950, the "Report of the Governor's Committee on Library Aid" 
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in New York State, during the administration of Governor Thomas E. 
Dewey, announced a definite change of policy in the use of state 
grants, in the following words: 
The Committee is of the opinion that the chief support of libraries 
should continue to be derived from local revenues. It feels, however, 
that sufficient state aid should be provided to encourage and assist 
the people of counties in the development of library systems which will 
serve residents of the State now deprived of library service and the 
improvement of the service to other areas where service now fails to 
meet minimum standards. 
The State has provided financial assistance to libraries for well over 
a century but the basis for payment of this assistance has not been re- 
viewed or changed in more than fifty years. It now bears no relation- 
ship to the size of a library, the number of people served or the 
quality of service provided. Neither does it provide an adequate in- 
centive to the improvement of library services in a given area or to 
their extension to areas now without servicees 
New York State still retains in its now expanded state grants-in-aid 
program the system of small grants to the decreasing number of public 
libraries which do not yet qualify for the much larger grants available 
under the 1950 and 1958 laws. 
The generally low standards of public library service existing 
throughout most of the United States were officially recognized by 
Congress in 1956 when it passed the Library Services Act. The pur- 
pose of this Act is to assist financially (maximum possible annual 
appropriation, $7,500,000) the establishment and improvement of 
public library services in rural areas of the states and territories. Even 
with the token programs of small flat grants of a few states, plus the 
later conditional types of grants of a few more states, added to ex- 
clusively local support of public libraries and state library services 
other than cash grants, these standards were the best that localities 
had demonstrated themselves thus far able to achieve. 
Besides the large areas with substandard existing public library 
service, the device of organizing public libraries only by local initiative 
and control had, up to ten years ago, resulted in the creation of public 
libraries of any kind in less than half the municipalities of the country. 
At the same time, no public library of any kind was available to more 
than one third of the nation's population that lived outside cities, 
towns, and villages, in unincorporated rural territory. Because of this 
latter condition, it is obvious why Congress chose to make the benefits 
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of the Library Services Act of 1956 available to rural areas only, at 
least as a beginning attack on the total problem of public library 
deficiencies and nonexistence. 
Such evaluations as have so far been made of the effects of this 
federal grants-in-aid program point conclusively to improved stand- 
ards of public library service in the limited areas of the United States 
that have been affected by the approximately twenty million dollars 
that have been allocated to states and territories up to April 1960. 
Fifty-one senators, as of mid-April 1960, have cosponsored a single 
bill in the current 1960 session of Congress to extend the Library Serv- 
ices Act for another five-year period. Fifty-two House bills have been 
introduced by Congressmen from thirty-three states for the same pur- 
pose. Some bills call for raising the population definition of "rural" 
from 10,000 to 25,000. It must be supposed that only reports from 
localities of the beneficial effects of this relatively small expenditure 
of federal funds could account for the widespread support of the 
further extension of this program. There are numerous additional evi- 
dences in each state that this program of grants-in-aid is succeeding 
well, within its financial and other limitations, in improving local and 
state standards of public library service. 
This federal money is all administered by state library agencies, and 
once the state's own plan for the use of the money is approved by the 
federal government as being within the purposes of the law, the money 
becomes state money and is administered in the same way as other 
state money. No further federal control has been or can be exerted, 
except a post audit to insure that none of the funds have been used 
for other purposes. 
The Library Services Act carries its own provision for research to 
be carried on to determine the effects of the program. Until the re- 
search can be done and its results reported in research terms, we 
shall have to depend upon the voluminous and enthusiastic reports 
from recipients of the new and improved public library services that 
are resulting, to evaluate the effects of the program. 
Some knowledge of the way current, modern state and national 
public library standards have developed is necessary to an under-
standing of their relationship to grants-in-aid programs. Prior to 1943 
little existed that could be recognized as a body of standards for 
public library service. In that year, the American Library Association 
published Post-War Standards, which, among other more useful 
standards, set up some per capita dollar standards for financial sup- 
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port. These were in practice too literally interpreted and applied to 
all sizes of populations served, regardless of the total amount of 
money the library received. Considerable misunderstanding about 
minimum standards still exists in smaller communities that appropriate 
relatively higher amounts per capita for public library service than 
communities with larger populations and lower per capita appropria- 
tions. The misunderstanding centers around a belief that because 
their per capita support is higher than that of cities and counties with 
larger populations, their standards of library service must necessarily 
be higher. This belief persists despite the lack of many of the elements 
of a more complete and modern public library service in the "richer" 
but smaller community. 
In 1953, the Califonia Library Association and California State 
Library together developed and adopted Public Library Service Stand- 
ards for California Public Libraries, based, primarily, upon a broad- 
ened concept of the educational functions, the quality of the per- 
formance of the services of the public library, and the way in which 
those services are organized. The California standards recognized that 
minimum standards for such functions and services are usually attain- 
able at reasonable cost only when the population and tax bases of 
the library or library system are sufficient to yield a total amount of 
annual support that will pay for a modem public library program with 
minimum standards. The concept was adopted that costs should be re- 
vised with the changing value of the dollar. 
By 1956, the American Library Association had amplified all exist- 
ing public library standards and published Public Library Service, 
A Guide to Evaluation, with Minimum Standards. A separate state- 
ment of 1956 costs was published, as was done in 1953 by the Cali- 
fornia Library Association, and the national statement of costs was 
revised in 1959. 
One unique feature of the 1956 A.L.A. public library standards is 
that they differentiate clearly between qualitative and quantitative 
standards; statements that describe quality of services and other ele- 
ments of a modern public library program are set out as "guiding 
principles," basic to the establishment of standards. "They are neither 
objective, concrete, nor statistical. As principles, they require interpre- 
tation when applied to individual libraries . . ." On the other hand, 
under the guiding principles, are stated, in quantitative terms, the 
actual, measurable standards, 191 of them! Both principles and stand- 
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ards must be used together in measuring an existing library and in 
planning a public library program. Only such quantitative standards 
were included as have a direct and positive relation to quality of 
library facilities and services. "Measures that are quantitative but not, 
in fact, qualitative have been excluded." 
Neither the current A.L.A. public library standards nor the stand- 
ards that preceded them were conceived or built as tools for the 
administration or management of state grants-in-aid programs. With 
the recent growth of modern state grants-in-aid programs, designed 
to stimulate the development of larger library systems capable of 
providing services of minimum standards, the state of New York has 
selected a few standards, many fewer than are embodied in the current 
A.L.A. standards, which it uses as the minimum "conditions" that 
localities and local libraries must meet in order to qualify for state 
grants. These conditions were simplified and made fewer by an amend- 
ment to the 1958 New York State grants-in-aid law. 
New York also incorporated into the 1958 amendments to its library 
aid law the 'hrinciple of gradualism," to a greater degree than this 
principle had been present in the 1950 enactments. For example, under 
the 1958 New York State law, full approval is not given to a library 
system unless it will serve at least 200,000 people or 4,000 square miles 
of area. Provisional approval may be given to a library system which 
will serve at least 50,000 persons provided the area includes three or 
m0i.e political subdivisions and provided further that a satisfactory 
plan is submitted for expansion of service during the ensuing five-year 
period.6 
Although the libraries of New York City qualified as library systems 
under the 1950 law, it was not until the 1958 amended law that there 
was a rapid growth of systems serving rural populations. While the 
population sewed by library systems increased only 5.4 per cent from 
1950 to 1958, it has increased 17.6 per cent from 1958 through 1959. 
Eighty-three per cent of the people are now sewed by library systems, 
demonstrating that the new legislation, based on the use of a few 
basically important and administrable minimum standards appears 
effectively to meet the needs of both urban and rural areas. 
The New York State Library estimates that service from library 
systems to all the people of New York State will approach 100 per cent 
in 1965. At that time, they estimate that the total cost, with all systems 
qualifying for full financial grants-in-aid, will reach its peak and level 
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off, varying primarily with changing dollar values, and related costs 
of services. No more than 20 per cent of the total cost of New York 
public library expenses can by law be supplied by the state. 
The California Public Library Commission, in state grants-in-aid 
legislation proposed to the California State Legislature in 1959, but 
not passed, also proposed the establishment of several minimum stand- 
ards as conditions to the receipt of grants. These standards would 
have required the adoption by each system, and by each constituent 
member, of a policy statement of objectives and a statement of policies 
for the selection of materials; annual addition of minimum stated 
numbers of current adult and juvenile titles of books and periodicals; 
the central processing of books and similar library materials; the 
separation of routine clerical work from professional work, adoption 
of a position classification plan with at least three levels of professional 
and three levels of nonprofessional positions in the entire system, a 
pay plan; certain management aids such as an organization chart and 
an estimated program of major work to be accomplished annually; a 
minimum current population figure in the system area of 100,000 or 
more persons; or, if the population density is less than thirty per square 
mile in the entire service area, an area of 3,000 or more square miles; 
and provision for a local library tax expenditure for current operating 
purposes equal to the proceeds of 95 per cent of a tax of ten cents per 
hundred dollars of assessed valuation. 
Common characteristics of the recent actual (New York) and pro- 
posed (California, Pennsylvania, and others) state grants-in-aid pro- 
grams are that they are based on the belief that the quality of library 
service which an individual enjoys is determined by the range and 
depth of the book collections to which he has access, more than by 
any other factor, and that smaller libraries can buy scarcely more than 
a token few of the 12,000 or more book titles published annually in 
the United States alone. They recognize, further, the need for im- 
proved administrative, management, and professional skills in the 
operation of all libraries. 
What is the effect of state grants-in-aid on local control? Obviously, 
there can be very little effect one way or the other when the amount 
of money involved is negligible, as in early programs, and in some 
present programs. In New York State where the largest amount of 
money is devoted annually to state grants-in-aid to public libraries 
in any state, the amount of local money spent for local public li-
braries has increased. Local financial responsibility is still the bulwark 
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of public library service in New York's and other state and federal 
grants-in-aid programs. The level of government that provides the 
largest percentage of the total support controls the institution. 
In a good program the control of book selection and the selection 
of all other library materials rests and should rest exclusively with 
the local library; the state's role in book selection is to stay out of the 
field altogether as far as local libraries are concerned. This leaves all 
important controls-those over personnel and the selection and pro- 
vision of materials-at the local level; there is centralization only of 
such mechanical and administrative processes as will promote effici- 
ency and economy. 
To realize the good library service that could exist, one must either 
have experienced good library service, or must have a creative imagina- 
tion that can develop the situation from one's own thoughts. Almost 
unimaginable inequalities of library service exist throughout the 
United States. Those people who, in some part of the country, have 
experienced good library service become the most persistent de-
velopers of the better library service when they move to areas that 
are backward in library development. Those who have creative imagi- 
nations and see in their minds' eyes what library service could be, 
beyond the nonexistent or inadequate service available to them, also 
become developers of good library service. 
The leaders and responsible people in a community where poor 
or no library services exist have usually not studied modern public 
library standards, but they are developing or failing to develop li- 
braries just as surely by standards as if they held the A.L.A. public 
library standards up to their communities as a measuring stick. The 
standards in the one instance are the best that they have experienced, 
and, in the other case, the best that they have imagined. With these 
standards, however good or poor, in mind, the plan for library serv- 
ice is developed. There is then the necessity to "price it out" to see 
whether the revenue potential in the community can pay for it. If the 
present financial ability of the community cannot afford the modern, 
minimum standards, the next question is, how can the community get 
library service of minimum standard? 
There is little doubt that most local governments could do a much 
better job than they are now doing in the establishment and support 
of public library service; the fact is that most local governments have 
not provided adequate support. Where even rather small incentives of 
cash grants, with reasonable but not authoritarian conditions for their 
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receipt, have been provided by state and/or federal governments, 
local governments are making very rapid strides in the provision of 
minimum standard services. In general, where these grants are absent, 
public library service is standing still, and, in areas of great population 
increases, slipping backward. The "outside" funds make it possible for 
two or more local governments or libraries to "get over the hump" of 
taking the practical steps that make it possible to centralize the me- 
chanical and certain administrative functions at the local and regional 
level, and perform them more efficiently. 
Relatively few legal barriers exist in any state-in many states there 
are none--to prevent two or more library jurisdictions from "cooperat- 
ing" to improve public library service. But until some outside funds 
are available, the record shows that almost no "pairs" or other groups 
of political subdivisions or library jurisdictions can or will take the 
complicated and difficult-to-figure-out-who-should-pay-forwhat steps 
that result in reorganization and improvement. Meanwhile, the people 
who pay for whatever library service does exist go without the better 
service they could have if relatively small outside sums, collected from 
the whole state, were available on a rational basis for local library 
improvement. 
Where state grants-in-aid programs exist, providing significant 
amounts of money but no more than approximately 20 per cent of 
the total, the question of state infringement on local autonomy and 
control of public libraries has virtually ceased to exist. This is not to 
say that local fears of control by higher levels of government suddenly 
dissolve into sweet reasonableness when a modern state grants-in-aid 
program is adopted. There is very little disagreement as to the de- 
sirability and importance of good public libraries. They are accepted 
as an essential institution in the American way of life. This is in spite 
of the fact that millions of Americans are without any public library 
service whatever, or have inadequate library service that meets no 
minimum standards. I t  would be the consensus of almost any group 
of present-day citizens that all of the people of the United States are 
entitled at least to minimum quality public library service, that public 
libraries should be well-supported, and that most people would not 
want to live in a country where good, free, public library service was 
not available-even if they themselves did not use it! Increasing num- 
bers of progressive citizens would agree that the librarian's function 
is not simply a "custodial" one, and that there is more to the work 
of a professional librarian than serving only as a "keeper of books." 
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From these points of probable agreement on, however, agreement 
would end in these citizen groups. When the discussion develops 
further into the quantity, the quality, the organization, and the fi-
nancial support of public library service, agreement ends, and differ- 
ences of opinion are often strong. 
The "political" factor of local autonomy, as well as an imagined 
greater tax cost than could ever be required if the public library 
service were organized efficiently to meet the needs of all the people, 
are the two factors that give rise to the greatest disagreement, emotion, 
and fear. These can be allayed, at least in part, by more information 
as to the actual workings of existing cooperative support of public 
library service by different levels of government. A number of factors 
can contribute to acceptance of such cooperative plans. The pro- 
visions of the law can be designed to secure greater acceptance, by 
placing limits upon the percentage of the total support each level 
contributes, so as to show clearly where control will be; the conditions 
for grants should be positively related to quality of service in such 
ways that reasonable people can understand and accept them. The 
conditions should be as few as possible in numbers. The plans for 
low1 library systems should be developed by localities to fit local 
needs, within a very broad and flexible legal framework, and should 
contain provision for gradual improvement over a foreseeable period 
of years. 
In the operation of the system plans and the administration of the 
grants-in-aid programs, the degree of acceptance seems to depend on 
the confidence and understanding developed by the administrators in 
dealing with local authorities and the publics served. There is no 
guarantee that could be written into any program that would insure 
the absence of all administrative and other frictions. Experience indi- 
cates these can be reduced to a minimum under capable administra- 
tion at all levels. Given a sound law and su5cient funds, the solution 
to the problems of the intergovernmental relations involved in state 
grants-in-aid and other library programs depends largely on the 
sensitivity of the administering personnel to a major working rule of 
sound administration-direct and perceptive relations with the people 
served. 
Increasing numbers of states have recognized in law their obliga- 
tion for library service as an educational function of government at 
all levels, including the state; most states have thus far made only 
token effort to discharge this obligation. Under present conditions, 
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money for libraries in most states comes primarily from local property 
taxes. This means that the local property taxpayer is carrying the 
load, almost exclusively in his property tax. It is probable that the 
local property taxpayer has in most areas been taxed about as heavily 
as an equitable or progressive taxation system can possibly tax local 
property. This means that numerous localities are simply not going to 
have enough money to run libraries of anything like minimum stand- 
ards if they are limited to local property taxes. 
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Relationship of Local, State, and Federal 
Participation in Public Library Development 
LAWRENCE  L .  DUR I S CH  
THE LIBRARY SERVICESACTOF 1956 marks an 
important forward step in library development. In signing the bill 
passed by the 84th Congress, President Eisenhower noted that the 
federal program it established represents an effort to stimulate the 
states and local communities to increase library services, particularly 
library services available to rural Americans. The legislation, thus 
based on the concept of complementary local, state, and federal re- 
sponsibility, is the product of long evolution in the library field. The 
provisions of the Library Services Act and the experience under it to 
date provide a starting point for a brief consideration of cooperation 
which has developed among levels of government in the public li- 
brary field. 
The general term, "intergovernmental relations," it has been pointed 
out, was not found in the vocabulary of American political science 
until the twentieth century. Earlier discussion of intergovernmental 
affairs was chiefly in terms of constitutions and statutes and narrow 
analyses of specific rights and privileges of the various levels. Only 
within the last generation has there been any extended examination 
of intergovernmental relationships with reference to broad matters of 
public policy, economics, financial responsibility, and administration.1 
The library field is no exception; not until comparatively recently have 
both state-local and federal-state relations been identified as major 
considerations in library development. In April 1953, Paul Howard, 
writing in Library Trends, identified a series of activities which indi- 
cated an acceleration of federal and state interest in library extension, 
but concluded, "It is generally accepted as a historical fact that public 
library development in the United States has been, up to now, pre- 
dominantly local." 
Mr. Durisch is Public Administration Analyst, Tennessee Valley Authority. 
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Standards for the evaluation and development of public libraries 
published by the American Library Association in 1956 were based 
on the recognition that the plan or structure of development must be 
built up from the local community. Illustrative of the recognition the 
report gives to shared responsibility for the tasks ahead are the follow- 
ing: 
The public library should be an integral part of general local 
government. 
In each state a program of supplementary library service must be 
maintained at the state level to back up separate libraries and library 
systems throughout the state. 
The Federal Government should support at the national level a 
program which supplements and stimulates library facilities of the 
states. 
The basis of the interest of the national government in education 
generally was well established by the Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations. The commission quoted with approval President 
James Madison: "A popular government, without popular information, 
or the means of acquiring it, is but a prologue to a farce or a tragedy, 
or perhaps both."4 The commission, however, felt that there was 
nothing incompatible between strong national interest in an educated 
citizenry and the tradition of leaving primary responsibility for gen- 
eral public education to the states. The commission recognized the 
importance of incidental federal activities in support of education, 
but did not favor a general grants-in-aid p r ~g r am .~  
The Office of Education of the United States Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare is the agency of the federal government 
established "to promote the cause of education." The office has in 
general discharged this function through the collection, interpretation, 
and publication of statistics; through research and publication of its 
findings, and through rendering consultive and advisory services. Since 
1937 the Office of Education has had a special unit, now known as the 
Library Service Branch, to carry out the above functions in the library 
field. The role of the Branch has been one of technical services and 
professional leadership. Much of its research activity has been carried 
on in cooperation with state library agencies and the American Li- 
brary Association. 
The activities of the Library of Congress should also be noted at 
this point. It too supplies technical services and active leadership and 
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its staff has had a part in most programs of public library develop- 
ment. In maintaining the Library of Congress the national govern- 
ment has provided for the entire field an institutional resource of 
major importance. 
The Library Services Act established a system of conditional grants- 
in-aid. Unconditional grants, with no strings attached, have been used 
in various federalisms, including our own, but the system which has 
developed here is one of conditional grants. Both types of grants serve 
to bridge the gap between disparate state functions and revenues, but 
the more immediate motive behind conditional grants has been the 
desire to stimulate state action about matters in which there is a na- 
tional interest? 
The principal provisions and conditions in the Library Services Act 
are summarized in a bulletin prepared by the O5ce of Ed~ca t ion .~  
These provisions show the governmental relationships established by 
the Act. Some of the more important summary statements follow: 
The determination of the best use of funds, the administration of 
public libraries, the selection of personnel and library books and ma- 
terials-insofar as is consistent with the purpose of the act-shall be 
reserved to the States and their local subdivisions. 
State plans are formulated by State library administrative agencies 
in each of the States and submitted for review and approval of the 
United States Commissioner of Education. 
Funds can be used only to provide library service in places defined 
as rural in the act-places of 10,000 or less according to the latest 
U.S. Census, although funds may be used by urban libraries to extend 
public library service to rural areas. 
In order to remain eligible for the Federal grant, State expenditures 
for all public library service must be maintained at least at the same 
level as in fiscal 1956 and State and local expenditures for rural public 
library service must also be maintained at the 1956 level. 
Federal funds must be matched with State or local funds . . . The 
programs under the act are State and local programs in which the 
Federal Government pays part of the cost. 
The prohibitions in the Act are few, but definite. Federal funds, for 
example, may not be used for the purchase of land or erection of 
buildings. The provisions of the Act as a whole are positive and give 
evidence of careful planning to encourage action on a wide front. In 
order to make clear the general intent of the statute in reference to 
choice of methods and general administrative responsibility, an in- 
terpretative section was included, Section 2(b).8 This section makes 
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it certain that the key decisions establishing a developmental program 
will be those of the state: 
The provisions of this Act shall not be so construed as to interfere 
with State and local initiative and responsibility in the conduct of 
public library services. The administration of public libraries, the se- 
lection of personnel and library books and materials, and, insofar as 
consistent with the purposes of this Act, the determination of the best 
uses of the funds provided under this Act shall be reserved to the 
States and their local subdivisions. 
The Library Services Act authorizes annual appropriations of 
$7,500,000 for five successive years. The recommendations of the 
President and the appropriations to date are as follows: 
Fiscal Budget Estimate Appropriated 
(in millions ) 
1957 $7.5 $2.05 
1958 3.0 5.00 
1959 3.0 6.00 
1960 5.15 6.00 
1961 7.3 -
To put the amount available in perspective, it can be noted that federal 
aid to state and local governments from budget and trust funds 
reached a grand total of $6.8 billion in the year 1959 and increases 
in both 1960 and 1961 are assured or in prospect. It should at the 
same time be emphasized that grants-in-aid are far smaller in amount 
than direct federal expenditures which can be allocated on a state 
basis. For example, in the year ended June 30, 1959, the portion of 
defense expenditures alone which can be traced to states amounted 
to well over $32 billion.9 
On January 14, 1960, Senator Lister Hill introduced a bill in the 
86th Congress to amend the Library Services Act by extending for 
five years the authorization for appropriations. Senator Hill, who 
introduced the original Act in the 84th Congress, based his request 
for extension on the record of progress to date and the needs which 
still exist. Only half of the job will have been done by the end of 
fiscal 1961. In many states time was needed for necessary legislation 
and for appropriation of matching funds. Senator Hill placed in the 
record exerpts from the January 1960 issue of the American Library 
Association Bulletin, in which J. G. Lorenz summarized the extent 
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to which the states have benefited during the first three years of 
operation of the Act.lo 
The general picture is of new equipment, increased book stocks, 
more personnel, the establishment of regional libraries, patterns of 
interlibrary and even interstate cooperation, research and survey ac- 
tivities, conferences and training, and many other items denoting 
progress and accomplishment. The Library Services Act is credited 
with stimulating in one state the first program of state grants to local 
libraries. A total of fifty-two states and territories are now participating 
in the program and the gains recorded in each are impressive. The 
request for an extension of the 1956 Act could thus be made on a 
record of sclid achievement as well as on the basis of continuing needs. 
In 1955, appearing before a committee of the House of Representa- 
tives, R. D. Leigh stated that the development of strong state library 
agencies has high priority in the public library program for the years 
immediately ahead.ll This objective can be considered part of the 
general movement to revitalize state government in the best interest 
of basic federalism. The states must be able to plan broadly,12 and 
assume leadership in many fields, some traditional and well-established, 
others now emerging as governmental responsibilities.13 
States and local governments are spending well over $50 billion 
per year. It is estimated that this amount will more than double in the 
next ten years. This estimate, considered conservative, is based on the 
established fact that the demand for better public services grows as 
incomes climb. Population increase in the next decade will be in the 
age groups that require the most public services-children and old 
people. Population shifts will mean more expensive services-not only 
in new or expanded metropolitan areas, but in ruraI sections in which 
both farm and nonfarm population must receive consideration. Rural 
people generally now demand urban-type services, and ways and 
means of providing them is part of the problem of the adjustment of 
institutions to population. 
Rapid changes in the economy and in the size and distribution of 
population cause many of the greatest public needs to emerge at the 
local level. Unfortunately at the same time the traditional sources of 
revenue available to local governments are proving progressively less 
adequate. The deterioration in administration of the ad valorem prop- 
erty tax is widely recognized. As a result cities and counties must 
turn to other tax sources, many of which are not well adapted to 
use by local jurisdictions. The financial plight of these governments 
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strongly suggests increased grants-in-aid from the states for such 
locally administered institutions as the public schools; l4 presumably 
public library services have an equally valid claim to support from 
the same source. 
Local government often is inefficient, costly and confusing because 
necessary services are rendered by over-lapping and competing agen- 
cies; Students of government view with misgiving the number and 
variety of governmental units in the United States. Over one hundred 
thousand local governments exist to supply various services. In spite 
of the need to consolidate counties into larger units, the number has 
shown no reduction in modern times. In recent years the number of 
school districts has decreased but other special districts continue to 
grow in number. A few municipalities merge with others, but new 
incorporations swell the total. No local governmental organization 
broad enough to cope with metropolitan problems has appeared, or at 
least none has been widely approved or accepted. Plans for extending 
local governmental services to urban fringes and for supplying urban 
type services in rural areas present many unsolved legal and political 
problems as well as financial and administrative difficulties. Adjusting 
service areas in the library field is made difficult by the fact that the 
structure of local government is relatively inflexible, with unit bound- 
aries not coinciding with natural administrative areas. A state responsi- 
bility, usually not well exercised, is to appraise the adequacy of local 
government organization and to make or encourage needed adjust- 
ments. 
The legislative and executive branches of state government are 
faced with the necessity of providing more assistance and guidance 
for services traditionally local in character. State agencies, having as 
one of their functions service to municipal, county, and regional li-
braries are general among the states. In some instances state grants 
for library service are available to local governments. Equally im- 
portant has been the unique arrangements for pooling of library re- 
sources, often under the guidance and direction of agencies at the 
state level, where local libraries or groups of libraries share facilities 
and responsibilities with each other. 
Functional consolidation of county and municipal services is some- 
times feasible when more comprehensive reorganization is not. Inter- 
governmental contracts and special working arrangements, some of 
them quite informal, are increasingly used. State plans and reports of 
activities under the Library Services Act indicate a great deal of prog- 
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ress in the establishment and extension of regional libraries and 
regional library centers. Contracts between municipalities, between 
counties, and between counties and municipal governments are in 
common use in many states. In certain phases of public library serv- 
ice, as, for example, reference and research assistance, intergovern- 
mental cooperation offers opportunity for the widest and most effective 
use of scarce library resources. 
Public Libray Seruice in outlining standards gave due recognition 
to the factor of cooperation. "The central library and the community 
libraries in a natural district should function together in a 'system' or 
affiliation for library service." This type of cooperation is needed in 
any governmental function for which responsibility is in any degree 
shared. The development and elaboration of the standard will be 
difficult as long as the horse and buggy form of organization character- 
izes the local government structure, but the professional outlook of 
librarians generally, and a service concept which transcends narrow 
political boundaries, can facilitate continuing progress in intergovern- 
mental cooperation. 
Intergovernmental relations in the library field may appear to be 
especially complex and difficult. They are of special significance in 
public library development, in which the center of decision should 
remain the individual citizen and his local government. The impor- 
tance of intergovernmental relations in this field is shared with other 
functions of government-local, state, federal. Frank Bane, chairman 
of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, recently 
observed: l5 "I believe we can all agree that world peace and disarma- 
ment are and will continue to be the leading problem in the field of 
international relations. The leading domestic problem is and will con- 
tinue to be, however, intergovernmental relations and the internal 
strengthening of our federal system of government for the freedom 
and well-being of our people in the future." 
Bane's belief in the importance of the task of his newly established 
federal agency will lend perspective to the over-all problem of local, 
state, and federal participation in public library development. 
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Evaluation of State Aid to Public Libraries 
CHARLE S  F .  GO SNELL  
MANYOLDER LIBRARIANS can recall the Indian 
medicine man, or the old pitchman, on the downtown street corner 
with the little box on the tripod, selling the snake oil: "good for man 
or beast, falling hair or fallen arches" and practically everything in 
between. To the skeptic, he would boldly assert: 'You don't have to 
believe me, you don't have to take my word for it, ladies and gentle- 
men! This information is printed right on the bottle!" 
Librarians can be rightfully proud of the extent of their collections 
and services, and of their essential nature in modem society. Yet it 
must be recognized that the modern world wants to see some more 
basic proof. In these times of "payola," rigged television shows, ful- 
some advertizing, and "image" politicians, real interest in facts and 
figures should be welcomed. Evaluation is the opportunity to get the 
library story "printed on the bottle." 
For the purposes of this paper, "evaluation" is defined as the means 
of getting reliable and specific answers to the question: "Is state aid 
doing what we said it would or say it will?" Evaluation must be dis- 
tinguished from survey. 
A survey is a general overview. It is not usually the result of long 
pre-planning. It is generally a one-shot affair, and very broad in cover- 
age. I t  often springs from a vague feeling that "something needs to 
be done." Evaluation implies a more specific purpose and a more 
s p e a c  answer, in a narrower area. An evaluation suggests a checking 
of assumptions, premises or hypotheses, and assessment of results. I t  is 
not quite of the order of research on a controlled experiment, but it 
has some of these elements of determination of cause and effect. I t  
should be an expression of both responsibility and desire for a check- 
up. I t  is useful as a look backward, but more useful as a gauge to 
advance. Its primary purpose is good management. 
The author is New York State Librarian and Assistant Commissioner of Edu- 
cation for Libraries. 
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To be successful an evaluation project needs to have some continuity 
over a period of time. I t  should be planned for years in advance. I t  
should have an avowed purpose, and commitments, real or implied, 
from those in authority to accept and act favorably upon the results. 
It needs wide involvement by people with confidence. The evaluation 
may be a modest "self-evaluation," but more often and more success- 
fully it is done by "outside experts." A good evaluation has a high 
degree of specificity, yet is more than just a counting or audit. It is a 
determination of worth, of success or failure in achieving set ob- 
jectives, and of extent of acceptance by the clientele. The public rela- 
tions aspect of this evaluation is exceedingly important. It builds up 
confidence and acceptance of successful projects; it extends involve- 
ment and participation; and if often provides ideas for correction and 
future improvement. 
Evaluation periodically applied has been a powerful tool in New 
York State, and an important part of a successful program of state aid 
to local public libraries and local library systems. Its program is be- 
lieved to be the most extensive among the states, and certainly is the 
most familiar to the writer. It will be treated fairly fully, and com- 
parisons will be made with other states. 
The first big boost to state-aid for local libraries in New York State 
came a century and a quarter ago as a result of a surplus in the Federal 
Treasury. From the income of the United States Deposit Fund an 
annual grant of one hundred dollars a year was paid to approved local 
libraries, and indeed some 350 libraries are still getting this. If dura- 
bility be a criterion for evaluation, this system certainly was good. 
Nevertheless, from time-to-time understandable dissatisfaction was 
manifest with it. 
In the 1890's under Melvil Dewey there was great expansion of state 
aid in the form of services. Use of the rich resources of the State Li- 
brary was liberalized. The traveling libraries and library extension 
services were developed. But through great changes in concepts of 
library service, the growth of large city systems, and monetary infla- 
tion, the grant-in-aid program remained unchanged. 
Following a request from the New York Library Association in 1944, 
the Commissioner of Education and the Regents of the University of 
the State of New York authorized a full survey of public library service 
in the state. This included a thorough evaluation of the financing of 
public library service, and resulted in the conclusion that (1 )  much 
was to be gained from consolidation of many operations and from the 
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pooling of books into larger units of service (2)  on the basis of en-
couragement of consolidation, and on relative income, the state's share 
of support should be increased.' 
A result was a recommendation for a series of regional centers, and 
one was set up on an experimental basis in Watertown, New York, 
to serve local libraries in Lewis, Jefferson, and St. Lawrence counties. 
The word experiment was used advisedly. The Regional Library Serv- 
ice Center in Watertown was not a demonstration-it was an experi- 
ment. I t  was to be watched thoroughly by the Research Division of 
the Education Department and to receive a full evaluation at the end 
of a three year period. A series of control communities elsewhere in 
the state were selected, to be watched on a comparative basis. 
Many questions were to be answered as to financing and service in 
communities served by the Center as compared with similar com-
munities not served. For example, would the availability of state aid 
in books and services from the Center cause a relaxing of local effort? 
The answer was no-the presence of larger quantities of new books 
from the pool stimulated the local communities to improve local library 
quarters and to extend hours and raise staff salaries at a more rapid 
rate than in comparable libraries outside the experimental region. This 
was c o ~ a t i o n  of a hypothesis, and evaluation in its highest and 
best sense.2 
Acceptance of the experiment and its results were evaluated less 
rigorously and somewhat informally. It was clear that the North 
Country liked the Center, and the people there rose valiantly to sup- 
port its continuation beyond the end of the first experimental period. 
Acceptance elsewhere in the state was less enthusiastic and occasion- 
ally hostile. 
Existing large library systems wanted direct grants-in-aid, with few 
or no strings attached. Hence a committee was established by the 
Governor, including librarians, trustees and representatives of the State 
Education Department and Library Extension Division, to review the 
financial situation and devise a plan for grants-in-aid. The plan de- 
veloped was for grants-in-aid to county and multi-county systems 
meeting approval by the Commissioner of Education (through the 
Library Extension Division). The report concluded with the following 
recommendation: "After the expiration of five years from such time 
as its recommendation takes effect, the Committee recommends that 
library conditions throughout the State again be reviewed, taking into 
account the extent to which library systems have been established, the 
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effect of payments of aid, and the need for changes, if any, in the basis 
of such payments." 
Thus New York State librarians foand themselves with two relatively 
large scale projects side-by-side. One was frankly labeled an experiment. 
The other was a radical new approach to the problem under an in- 
junction for review at the end of a five-year period. The Regional 
Center experiment had already survived its initial three-year period. 
I t  was a success in meeting objective criteria of service, and in local 
acceptance. But outside its area of influence it had not attained gen- 
eral acceptance as the best structure for providing the advantages of 
a wholesale and pooling operation. It was being continued as a some-
what permanent experiment in state aid. It definitely was not a demon- 
~tra t ion.~ 
On the other hand the new committee had proposed making the 
county board of supervisers the vehicle of local option and control for 
a larger unit of library service. As a means encouraging the formation 
of such systems, and as a sharing of continued support, a program of 
"grants-in-aid" was set up. Some of the indications of the success of 
this program would be the number of counties to be organized, and 
the extent of coverage. A third element remained-the areas where 
there was neither the regional center, nor the county systems. These 
libraries remained under the old hundred-dollar-a-year program, with 
some aid-in-kind from the traveling libraries and other sections of the 
State Library. 
In the spring of 1956 the New York State Commissioner of Educa- 
tion, J. E. Allen, Jr., appointed a Committee on Public Library 
Services "to review the present status of public library service in New 
York State, to analyze and to evaluate the recent progress made and 
to make recommendations to continue the improvement and extension 
of library service to the people of the State."S The first third of the 
196 page volume is devoted to a summary and recommendations. The 
latter two-thirds contains reports of detailed comparisons and case 
studies, such as: "Services and facilities of a sample of system and 
non-system public libraries'' and "Summary of case studies of success- 
ful and unsuccessful system movements." 
These studies comprise what the writer believes to be the most de- 
tailed and comprehensive evaluation of public library programs ever 
made on a comparative basis. The resulting conclusions and recom- 
mendations took into consideration the good and bad features as they 
were brought out by the research. The final product was a new legisla- 
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tive program. This legislation contained provisions for (1 )  continuing 
the regional center with slight modifications, ( 2 )  continuing the county 
and multi-county libraries, again with some modifications, and (3 ) per-
mitting organization of cooperative systems on the basis of local 
initiative without a tie to county government. 
The third provision was based principally on cognizance of the 
weakness in the county system and elements of strength in the regional 
concept, together with an appraisal of the nature of the areas yet to 
be covered with larger units of service. This legislation as recom- 
mended was enacted in 1958, with the exception of the full formula 
for grants-in-aid. The amount of grants-in-aid provided represented a 
substantial increase over the 1950 formula. A new element of aid was 
introduced, viz: state-purchased books for one central reference col- 
lection for each system, and for small libraries, outside systems, serving 
fewer than 5,000 population. This new program resulted in a snow- 
balling of systems. Whereas from 1950 to 1958 only thirteen counties 
had been organized into systems, in the subsequent two year period 
the total rose to fifty-two, leaving only ten counties remaining without 
systems by 1960. 
A brief evaluation made in January 1960 showed that the new legal 
structure was sound, needing only a few technical corrections which 
have already been passed at the 1960 session of the State Legislature. 
Nevertheless the financial situation of the systems remained precarious, 
and it appeared that added incentive was needed to accelerate or- 
ganization of remaining areas. Bringing grants-in-aid to approved li- 
brary systems up to the full formula recommended in 1958 has now 
(March 1960) been approved by the state legislature. 
It is not suggested that this continuous process of evaluation has 
alone been responsible for the success of the program. But evaluation 
has been an important factor. I t  has been the foundation upon which 
quiet but effective legislative campaigns have been based. It has fur- 
nished the proof when needed. I t  will be continued. 
The basic purposes of state aid, as conceived in New York are 
three-fold: 
1. To promote efficiency and economy of service. 
2. To provide incentive for local effort. 
3. To equalize costs and spread the tax burden. 
It is generally agreed that larger units of service can be operated 
more efficiently particularly in respect to acquisition of materials and 
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technical processes. A large pool of books gives the reader a larger 
range of choice. On a small population base such a pool is impossible 
or extremely costly. The 1960 report has a graphic presentation of the 
effects of systems in providing many more people with much larger 
collections to draw upon.6 
Incentive is a subject upon which much can be written. This is no 
place to examine the psychology of incentive. It is sufficient to say 
that properly conceived incentives usually work. They must be clear 
and reasonable. They must have continuity. The quid pro quo must be 
clear and generally desirable. The most common form is matching. 
This is the basic principle of federal aid, and in book expenditures is 
an important part of the New York State program. 
The present series of incentives are: (1 )  grants-in-aid to systems for 
getting started, providing for initial capital expenditures such as book- 
mobiles; (2 )  grants-in-aid for expansion of systems by total popula- 
tion and square mileage covered, and by specific grants for number 
of counties partially or wholly served; and ( 3 )  matching book ex-
penditures. 
Libraries in New York State have derived their principal support 
from local real estate taxes, endowments, and gifts. I t  is generally 
recognized that real estate taxes are becoming less desirable as a 
source. There are increasing inequities in the ratios of assessed valua- 
tion to the population and areas served. Other taxes are more equitable 
and have better yields. The principal sources of state funds are income 
taxes. Hence there are many advantages in use of state funds. Numer- 
ous studies on public finance are available and need not be cited here. 
I t  is clear that the New York State program has been successful in all 
three respects. I t  is predicted that by 1965 the entire state will be 
organized into systems serving all of the population. Grants-in-aid to 
the systems will amount to about 50 cents per capita, or between eight 
and nine million dollars annually. 
Because of the growth of systems and as a negative way of further 
encouraging them, certain other state services have been curtailed or 
withdrawn. No longer are traveling libraries available to study clubs, 
or in areas otherwise unserved. This section of the State Library is 
concentrating on services such as clear-type and foreign language 
materials which cannot be economically handled in systems. Refer- 
ence services are now being channeled through the systems and a 
teletype network has been established to speed up requests and 
interlibrary loans. 
Evaluation of State Aid to Public Libraries 
Of course all these developments will be closely watched and con- 
tinuously evaluated. In January 1960 a new Committee on Reference 
and Research Library Resources was established by the Commissioner 
of Education to deal with problems in this area. The goals are: 
1. 	To identify and broadly evaluate existing major reference and 
research collections. 
2. 	 To study the needs for and use of such material. 
3. 	 To propose more effective ways of sharing resources and eliminat- 
ing unnecessary duplication. 
4. 	 To discover gaps and propose means by which they may be filled. 
The results will have important implications for state aid in the 
form of service from the State Library which is itself a major research 
library, issuing over 350 books and periodicals per day on interlibrary 
loan. 
The writer has reviewed the New York State experience with 
evaluation in detail because it has been more extensive and because it 
has been remarkably successful. Extensive correspondence and search- 
ing of library literature has failed to produce much that may be used 
for comparison, with the notable exception of Michigan. 
Michigan has had a substantial amount of state aid since 1938-39 
when $375,000 was appropriated to encourage establishment of county 
libraries, to provide an element of equalization to libraries in areas of 
low assessed valuation, and to aid local public libraries generally. 
There was no appropriation in 1939-41, but $250,000 was granted in 
1942-43, and there have been increasing amounts since then, and 
occasional changes in the law. 
The program was reviewed in 1955 and a brief answer prepared 
to the question, 'What has state aid accomplished?" Among the sig- 
nificant results were: reduction of unserved population from 27 per 
cent to 13 per cent; only three counties remaining with no local library 
service; substantial increases in local support, in size of staff and in 
book purchases. 
A new study was begun in 1958 and a preliminary report was pre- 
pared in December 1959. The report appears to be directed primarily 
to adopting the A.L.A. standards for public library service to use in 
Michigan, and to devising ways and means of raising service to these 
standards. The advisory committee has had the services of a public 
administration analyst to assist in evaluation of the state-aid program. 
The report of this analyst is now available as a "working paper" for the 
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Michigan State Board of Libraries. Publication of the final report on 
Michigan is eagerly awaited and expected later this year. 
The federal aid program has been the source of funds for surveys 
in five states-Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Nevada, and 
Michigan. These have been briefly described by Helen Luce and W. L. 
M ~ r i n . ~Much attention to recommendation of a state aid program is 
given in the Pennsylvania report. In a letter to the writer, Ralph Blasin- 
game, Jr., Pennsylvania state librarian,s says: 
"The Governor's Commission on Public Library Development, the 
Pennsylvania Library Association and the Pennsylvania State Library 
will be engaged in reviewing this entire program in preparation for 
re-entering bills to implement it in the 1961session. It is my own strong 
feeling, and I believe shared by all of the people who helped to create 
this proposal, that the plan should be under constant evaluation. There 
is no fixed period for review of the entire operation. However, I feel 
quite sure that, if it goes into effect at some time in the future, it will 
be under close and constant scrutiny by everyone concerned." 
A similar assurance has been received from R. H. M C D O ~ O U ~ ~of 
New Jersey. New Jersey now has a state-aid law and an appropriation 
will soon be available. 
An early exception to the general rule is Illinois. Illinois has been 
a pioneer in state-aid, although in a sense much of the aid was rather 
in the form of demonstrations. In the survey of the Illinois State 
Library by H. F. Brigham, F. B. Spaulding, and C. F. Gosnell, pub- 
lished in 1952,9some attention was given to the comparative effects of 
various aspects of that state aid program. 
No reference is made here to the impact of federal aid on state pro- 
grams, or its re-distribution by the states in various forms of aid to the 
localities. This has been the subject of a great many articles and re- 
ports, and does not fall within the present assignment. 
For comparative purposes mention may be made of two extensive 
evaluation projects sponsored by Unesco. These are rather in the realm 
of grants-in-aid from the national governments to local libraries. One is 
a thorough analysis of the operation and effects of the Delhi, India, 
Public Libraryl0 and the other is the forthcoming report on the 
Medellin, Colombia, Pilot Library.ll Both of these reports are directed 
toward determining the impact of new and outside aid upon the re- 
spective communities. 
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Joint Responsibility for the Establishment of 
a State Aid Program 
J A N E T  Z .  M c K I N L A Y  A N D  
R O G E R  H .  M c D O N O U G H  
THEENACTMENT INTO LAW of New Jersey's first 
state aid program on December 1,1959, climaxed more than a decade 
of effort by the New Jersey Library Association and other groups. 
Although only $400,000 or approximately one-fourth of the amount 
originally requested was provided for the &st years, the important fact 
is that the program has become a reality. It is hoped that, like Congress 
with the Library Services Act, the legislature will raise the level of 
the appropriations to or near the total needed to carry out in full the 
provisions of the law adopted. 
With the enactment of the state aid program, all but one of the 
recommendations of the Commission to Study Library Services in New 
Jersey have been realized. The adopted recommendations included 
mandatory certification programs for municipalities of 10,000 popula- 
tion and above, increased appropriations for the Graduate Library 
School at Rutgers University and the Public and School Library Serv- 
ices Bureau (extension agency) of the State Library. The commission's 
recommendation still remaining to be accomplished is the erection of 
a permanent building to house the extension services. Surveying and 
studying library conditions provide a necessary basis for sound state 
aid laws and New Jersey gave careful consideration to this premise. 
The movement for a statewide library development program actually 
began in New Jersey before World War 11. In the late 1930's, the 
Regional Library Committee of the New Jersey Library Association 
made preliminary investigations of some of the problems confronting 
county and municipal libraries. This movement, however, lost mo- 
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mentum during the war years and gradually came to a halt. In 1949, 
the Regional Library Committee again became active and subsequently 
was renamed the Library Development Committee. 
At about the same time, a special committee was appointed by the 
state commissioner of education to study the professional education 
and training of librarians in New Jersey and to find a means to relieve 
the shortage of librarians. The resignation at this time of the director 
of the Library School of the New Jersey College for Women, the 
women's college of Rutgers University, and the necessity for a de-
cision as to whether the school should be converted from a Type 111 
undergraduate program to a graduate school lent special urgency tc 
the situation. In 1950, this committee undertook a series of studies in  
the fields of school, public, college, university, and special libraries. 
Several out-of-state library specialists served as consultants to the 
committee and were largely responsible for the final editing of the 
questionnaires used by the committee's survey. The committee's report 
had two major results. It helped to persuade the state to make a 
special appropriation of $50,000 to establish the Graduate School of 
Library Service at Rutgers University in 1953, and it produced more 
concrete data about library personnel than had ever been available 
before. By publicizing the weaknesses existing in the over-all library 
situation, it spurred the movement for a full-scale attack on the 
problem. 
An important step was taken in 1951, when the New Jersey Library 
Association decided to push forward with its surveys of the public 
library situation. These surveys were conducted by six regional com- 
mittees, which were, in effect, subcommittees of the Library Develop- 
ment Committee. Staff members from the State Library were assigned 
to each regional committee, and library specialists were brought in 
from New York State to assist in the planning stage. The surveys, 
which were published and publicized as they appeared in the period 
1952-54, had real shock value for the state at large. 
To insure that the extension services of the State Library would not 
be lost sight of, a special committee was appointed to survey the 
Public and School Library Services Bureau. The report of this survey 
resulted in a most important action. In 1956, the Appropriations Com- 
mittee of the state legislature made a special appropriation of $50,000 
to this agency for additional staff, books, vehicles, and other equip- 
ment. This has been continued annually since that time and is now 
part of the regular extension services budget. 
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I t  is emphasized that these detailed and time-consuming surveys 
involved more than one hundred working librarians and trustees over 
a considerable period of time. Numerous local meetings were held to 
explain the purpose of the questionnaires involved and to solicit the 
cooperation of librarians, many of whom had never previously sub- 
mitted annual reports to the State Library. The success of this method 
is evidenced by the fact that only one public library failed to file a 
return. It may be noted that in preparing the detailed questionnaires, 
the previous experience with the survey of library personnel in the 
state proved extremely valuable. 
As the Library Development Committee expanded its operations 
over the years, it reached out and involved more and more individuals 
and groups outside the profession. Gradually, support was received 
from many important state organizations, including, among others, the 
State Federation of Women's Clubs, the AFL-CIO, the Congress of 
Parents and Teachers, the League of Women Voters, the State Grange, 
the New Jersey Education Association, the State League of Munici- 
palities, the American Association of University Women, and the 
Associated Board of Chosen Freeholders. 
Many members of the New Jersey Library Association, the faculty 
of the Rutgeis Graduate School of Library Service and the profes- 
sional staff of the State Library rendered inestimable assistance to 
the Library Development Committee in developing a state aid formula 
suitable to New Jersey. To attempt to list them all without slighting 
one would be difficult. It may be stated categorically that the close, 
continuing cooperation of the New Jersey Library Association, the 
Library Trustees Association of New Jersey, the Rutgers Library 
School and the State Library was of paramount importance in moving 
the entire program forward. The situation might be described as a 
"family" one in which the members sometimes disagreed on specific 
points but closed ranks and pushed forward together when major 
issues were involved. 
A 1954 decision which was to have far reaching consequences was 
to seek the establishment of a joint gubernatorial-legislative com-
mission to study and report on the entire problem. It was believed that, 
although the studies conducted by the profession itself had produced 
worth-while factual evidence to support the libraries' case, they might 
be regarded as "prejudiced" data. I t  was recognized that to appoint 
a commission would delay the entire program for at least two years 
and would involve the further risk that the commission might not 
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report favorably on the need for state aid and other benefits. I t  was 
concluded, however, that the "facts" of the library situation would 
speak for themselves and the decision was made to proceed. Accord- 
ingly, a joint resolution2 was introduced on May 10, 1954, to "create 
a commission to study the administration of library services in the 
counties and municipalities of New Jersey and prescribing its powers 
and duties." The choice of a sponsor of this particular measure proved 
to be a most fortunate one. Senator T. J. Hillery of Morris County 
agreed to introduce the resolution, which was unanimously approved 
by the legislature and signed by the Governor. Subsequently, Senator 
Hillery served as a member of the study commission and was the 
principal sponsor of the state aid bill, which was first introduced in 
1957, and finally, in amended form, became law in 1959. 
The commission included three senators, three assemblymen and 
five citizens appointed by the Governor. At the organization meeting 
of the commission on November 17, 1954, Governor R. B. Meyner 
urged the commission "to make every effort to produce a study that 
would serve as a basis for a carefully conceived plan leading to the 
improvement of library services throughout the State." The commis- 
sion held three hearings at which a number of individuals and or- 
ganizations urged support of a state grants-in-aid program to assist 
public libraries.3 The commission completed its work in 1955 and made 
its official report to the Governor and the legislature in January 1956. 
The report, entitled Better Libraries for New Jersey, after pointing 
out that free public libraries, as a vital part of our whole plan for 
public education, deserve active state support, listed the following 
findings and recommendations: 
Present Condition of Librades in New Jersey 
Definite progress has been made in the libraries of New Jersey. 
There are, however, a number of obvious weaknesses: 
1. More than 200,000 people in New Jersey lack free public library 
service of any kind. 
2. 	More than one-half of the people in New Jersey have available 
only inadequate library service supported from public funds at 
a level lower than $1.50 per capita annually, the standard estab- 
lished by the American Library Association, in 1948 for limited 
or minimum service. 
3. 	There are not enough books and other library materials available 
to the people of New Jersey. 
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4. 	 Most of our present library units are too small to render adequate 
service. 
5. 	 There is a wide variation in the level of additional support re- 
quired to bring the present library units up to a minimum level 
of service. 
6. 	 Many libraries in New Jersey are staffed by persons with in- 
adequate professional training and experience. 
7. 	 Facilities for training in professional librarianship are now avail- 
able but low salaries handicap recruitment. 
8. 	 Many of our library buildings are outmoded, too small for pres- 
ent populations and inefficient in light of present-day standards. 
Recommendations 
The present conditions of the free public libraries of New Jersey 
call for joint vigorous action by the municipalities, counties and the 
State aimed at achieving minimum library services in all areas of the 
State through (1)a closely integrated program for the improvement 
of library services for all our people, ( 2 )  increased financial assistance 
for our county and local libraries, ( 3 )  a strengthened State Library 
extension service, ( 4 )  improved standards for professional librarians, 
and (5)  adequate support for the training of professional librarians 
in our State university. 
The importance of having these recommendations included within 
the covers of an official state report cannot be overemphasized. Since 
publication, the report has received wide use in providing basic in- 
formation to local boards of trustees and governing bodies as well as 
to librarians and other interested individuals. 
Space does not permit a detailed description of the state aid pro- 
gram recommended in the report. The formula called for p a  capita 
aid to all municipalities supporting public libraries and larger amounts 
to those meeting certain standards designed to encourage greater local 
support, larger areas of service and consolidation or federation of li- 
braries. Still higher amounts were provided for those municipalities 
least able to support municipal services. To receive the higher aid, a 
municipality would have to expend annually a 'local fair share" 
measured in terms of municipal equalized property valuations for 
library purposes, have an annual budget of $50,000 or be a member 
of a federation with a budget of this amount, or be a member of a 
county library system. 
The method or methods by which the study program and legisla- 
tive campaign were financed in New Jersey may be of interest. The 
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New Jersey Library Association provided the largest portion of the 
$4,000 to $5,000 that were expended during the period from 1950-59. 
Annual appropriations were made to the Library Development Com- 
mittee, and conference receipts from book auctians and exhibitors' fees 
were dedicated to the purpose of state aid. These monies were used for 
travel, publications, and for honorariums to various consultants and 
specialists who were employed. Another source of revenue were the 
individual contributions solicited by Association members. The Library 
Trustees Association of New Jersey made two generous gifts, and the 
State Library contributed services in the form of staff time, supplies, 
postage, etc. The cost of printing the report, Better Libraries, was 
borne by the State Library, also. Two pamphlets designed to help 
sell the state aid program, Of Concern to Everyone Who Reads and 
Do Not Have and Cannot Borrow, prepared by a professional public 
relations specialist, were paid for by the New Jersey Library Associa- 
tion. An effective film strip produced by the Library Development 
Committee, was also paid for by the Association. 
The studies made and the recommendations submitted by the legis- 
lative commission would have had little effect if they had not been 
accompanied by an effective legislative campaign. If the task of the 
Library Development Committee was to produce a good product, i.e., 
a plan for improving public libraries in New Jersey, the job of the 
Legislation Committee of the state association was to sell it to the legis- 
lature and Governor. A paramount reason for the success of the New 
Jersey program was the continuing coordination that existed between 
the two committees. 
Immediately after the legislative committee submitted its official 
report in January 1956, a bill was introduced in the New Jersey Legis- 
lature to provide for state grants-in-aid as recommended in the report. 
It took more than three years after it was first introduced to have the 
bill passed by both houses and signed into law by Governor Meyner. 
The detailed history of the legislative campaign would require more 
space and time to tell than is available. Readers who would like to 
have a blow-by-blow case history of a similarly successful legislative 
campaign are referred to R. H. Rohlf's article in the June 1957 issue 
of Minnesota Libraries. The problems encountered by the Minnesota 
librarians, the techniques they used and the unflagging energy and zeal 
with which they went about their legislative task are strongly remi- 
niscent of the New Jersey experience, and, for that matter, of the 
A.L.A. experience at national level in connection with the Library 
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Services Act. These examples suggest strongly that given a good pro- 
gram and effective leadership, a successful legislative program is within 
the reach and capacity of every state Iibrary association. 
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